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REPORT SUMMARY

Electric Utility Responses to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990

This report provides a detailed analysis of the strategic responses of the electric utility
industry to the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990. The study analyzes the competitive
interactions between fuel switching, scrubbing, and emission trading options and
provides information on future regional coal demands and prices, the adoption Of S02

control technologies, compliance costs, and the character of S02 emission allowance
markets.

Background
This report is EPRI's first comprehensive assessment of the compliance decisions of the
electric utilities under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA). It builds upon
prior studies of clean air legislation (EPRI reports P-5444 and IE-7110), combining the
data and experience developed for this earlier work with models EPRI developed to
analyze environmental control topics. Results were discussed at regional workshops in
1991 and 1992. Related studies include a guidebook on compliance planning (EPRI
report GS-7105) and a new report series on low-sulfur coal supplies (EPRI reports IE-
7115 through [E-7119).

Objective
To analyze electric utilities' potential compliance strategies and future fuel, S02 control
technology, and emission allowance markets under the CAAA.

Approach
The research team aggregated the cost of achieving S02 reductions from detailed
analyses of over 200 individual utility systems in order to illustrate the economic
balance between fuel switching and technology controls and to quantify at different
cost levels the possible supply and demand for emission allowances (EAs). During the
entire project the team kept in close contact with the utility industry through the project
advisory group and industry meetings.

Results
The unit-by-unit data and analytical framework developed for this study provide a
strong foundation for analyzing the economics and market behavior of emission
compliance decisions. These analyses underscore the importance of evaluating cases
that lie between the extremes of perfect interutility trading of EAs and no interutility
trading. Some key results of the study include:
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• Substantial over-control and banking of Phase I (1995-1999) allowances, perhaps as
much as 5 to 10 million tons, will occur in order to delay more expensive Phase II
(2000-2009) compliance measures.

• Some companies, particularly in the West, will hold a supply of allowances in
excess of their own needs, and these surplus allowances could provide the major
supply for allowance trading.

• Retrofit scrubbing and other technology controls will play an important role with
30-40 GW projected by late in Phase II. In Phase II, coal switching will provide about
half the required S02 reductions.

• Detailed data on regional coal demands and premiums are presented. Powder
River Basin coal is projected to play a greater role than formerly thought. Central
Appalachian coal prices near or below $30 are now considered likely during early
Phase II. Allowance trading will moderate coal sulfur price premiums. Natural gas
is projected to play a relatively small role in S02 control.

• Analyses of the marginal costs of compliance provide a baseline projection of
allowance prices ($400 per ton in 2003 and $480 per ton in 2007 in 1992 dollars).
Phase I prices are discounted from Phase II levels. Alternate trajectories are also
illustrated, reflecting a variety of circumstances which might lead to more volatile
and, over the long run, lower prices.

EPRI Perspective
As emission trading becomes a reality, utilities must assess the future role of the
allowance market. Yet, it is difficult to gain perspective on an emerging market. EPRI's
report helps fill this void with fundamental information and estimates of possible
prices and competitive behavior in fuel, technology, and allowance markets. By
quantifying economic, technical, and behavioral factors, this report will help utilities
interpret new information and develop the market judgment needed to make ongoing
strategic decisions.

TR-102510

Interest Categories
Utility planning methodsAcidic deposition
Fossil plant air quality control
Fuel qualityUtility studies

Key Words
Acid rainStrategic planning
Flue gas desulfurizationCoal pricing
Emission allowancesEmission trading
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ABSTRACT

The 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) have created a nationwide system of
emission allowances to control S02 emissions after 1994. Accompanying the
Amendments are many complex rules and regulations that will have far reaching
effects. Emission allowances (EAs) will be allocated each year to specified coal and oil-
fired generating units, and a sufficient supply of allowances must be maintained to
cover each year's SO2 emissions from all units affected by the Act. As a result, each
utility must now evaluate the forecasted price and availability of EA trades together
with its own emission reduction options in developing compliance strategies and
resource plans.

This study quantifies the effects of the CAAA on fuel, technology, and emission
allowance markets and examines some of the major factors influencing the pricing and
behavior of these markets.  These factors include system fossil fuel burn and projected
S02 emissions, the relationships between EA costs and coal prices reflecting sulfur
premiums, flue gas desulfurization (FGD) technology costs and performance, the
allocation and trading of EAs relative to emissions over time, and the willingness of
utilities to participate in the allowance trading market.  Compliance strategies are
evaluated for each of over two hundred utility systems by analyzing alternative coals
delivered to each individual coal plant, applying engineering cost and performance
models of FGD and particulate control technologies to each unit and alternative coal,
projecting unit and system generation, and selecting least-cost compliance strategies to
achieve required S02 reductions. The analysis calculates marginal reduction costs and
incorporates EA allocation data, announced and simulated compliance choices and
systemwide constraints on emission trading under various market scenarios. One
distinguishing feature of the analysis is explicit treatment of different kinds of utility
strategic behavior and decision criteria. Results presented include projections of
marginal S02 reduction costs, utility coal prices and consumption, coal switching,
technology controls, EA costs and annual trading volumes, and emission allowance
and coal market supply and demand under differing assumptions regarding future
market conditions and utility decisions.
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PREFACE

The need for information about the long term SO2 emission allowance market is very
great. At workshops held during the course of this research project in 1991 and 1992,
electric utility clean air managers and others cited uncertainty about the market as a
major planning obstacle. Stepping back from specific problems, they recognize the
tremendous value of the emission trading provisions of the Clean Air Act Amendments
of 1990 (CAAA) — “the allowance system at its worst is far better than plant-by-plant
command and control limits” — and they accept the new realities of emission trading
— “the market is here to stay.” They do not question the existence of the market or the
opportunities it creates; rather, their concerns are with price uncertainty and regulatory
treatment of the costs or savings incurred in transactions.

Decisions made today will inevitably receive scrutiny, both internally and externally, in
the light of future allowance prices. Unfortunately, there is little tangible information
about future prices and the behavior of the emerging allowance market to go on.
Transactions to date are necessarily limited, because the cost of complying with Phase I
limits is modest compared to Phase II, and most see Phase I as a time to build an
allowance reserve in anticipation of Phase II. The f'irst federal auction of allowances
conducted on March 29, 1993 by the Chicago Board of Trade was intended to promote
emission trading — yet, it provided decidedly mixed signals about longer term
allowance pricing. Other sources of information are helpful but of varying quality and
relevance. These include periodic surveys of allowance trades and price expectations in
the trade literature; responses to Requests for Proposals issued by private companies;
the growing body of data on utilities' compliance plans and costs in publicly filed
documents and the trade press; specific knowledge gained by market intermediaries;
and various studies and projections, such as this report.

The utility planner is in an unenviable position, as he or she tries to gain perspective on
the allowance market from these varying strands of information. It is of little comfort to
know that predicting allowance values, as we have found out in the course of this two-
year project, is exceedingly difficult and painstaking. The attention to detail required in
EPRI's analysis is mind-boggling, involving unit, plant and system engineering and
economic evaluations in a changing cost environment with late-breaking EPA data on
utilities' actual allowance allocations. On top of this, one must treat explicitly the
behavior of the principal market participants, about which there are no hard and fast
rules. One of the insights to come out of this project is the extent to which the attitudes,
policies, and constraints affecting potential buyers and sellers of allowances can
influence compliance strategies and emission trading.
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The data, tables and figures in this report serve as an initial “atlas” of the compliance
cost circumstances of potential allowance buyers, sellers and others. Their value is in
quantifying and integrating the key factors shaping the technology, fuel and allowance
markets. This information should be useful to utility decision makers and the analytical
community alike, offering new thinking, as well as confirming quantitatively what
some may have already come to expect about these competitive markets under the
CAAA.

Selected insights are outlined below, as discussed at EPRI's 1992 workshop. They
reflect on developments that have occurred over the past two years and on the results
of this study. They complement the review of specific findings contained in the
Executive Summary and in the report.

Things are getting cheaper. Price expectations have dropped for coals (both high and
low-sulfur), transportation, technology controls (SO2 — but not NOx), natural gas, and
allowances. A larger role for Powder River Basin coal is anticipated, due to gains in the
suitability and competitiveness of these subbituminous coals. Supplies of “local coal”
in the Midwest have also been found that meet the 2.5 SO2/million Btu standard during
Phase I. Future Central Appalachian compliance coal prices in 2000 are now thought to
run below $30/ton, about $3-4/ton less than expected several years ago. A point of
caution about coal prices: Question — what is the difference between sub-S30 and over-
$30/ton compliance coal prices? Answer -maybe 5 years! We should not get overly
fixated on the year 2000.

Phase I is not Phase II. There is little need and little precedent for trading for Phase I
compliance. For many utilities, this is the time to bank, not trade, allowances — so
early Phase I may be a poor indicator of long-term emission trading. Requirements are
much tougher after the year 2000, tougher than many realized — the “ratchet” lowers
equivalent SO2 emission rates to about 1.07 lbs SO2/million Btu. However, for many
utilities, Phase II really begins in earnest well after January 1, 2000, due to the likely
availability of banked allowances carried over from Phase I.

Allowance banking in Phase I. Over the last two years, as compliance plans and
relative Phase I versus Phase II costs have become better defined, the potential extent of
banking surplus allowances in Phase I for use in Phase II has become apparent.
Entering Phase II it is likely that banked reserves of allowances will cumulatively total
between 5 and 10 million tons, with our current projections at the higher end of this
range.

Merits and limits of technical analysis. Technical analysis, such as the accurate
estimation of retrofit costs for scrubbers or careful calculation of coal transportation
costs to a plant site, is essential but insufficient to understanding the impacts of the
CAAA. Complex and unresolved behavioral issues must also be taken into account.
Examples include: willingness to rely on allowance purchases (and how this might
change over time), and related concerns over buying or selling “pollution rights;”
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willingness to invest in strategies aimed at creating allowances solely for sale; and
thresholds of savings or returns required to make buying or selling attractive. Different
assumptions and judgments about these behavioral considerations and decision
criteria can have dramatic impacts on the volume of trading to be expected, on the level
of industry-wide emissions from year to year, and on the installation of technology
controls.

The two most unlikely CAAA scenarios. 1. No trading. 2. Theoretically perfect trading.
These two cases are informative end points for analysis, but they are not likely to occur.
Harder to analyze and nearly impossible to pinpoint is the appropriate middle ground
for active trading. Note: in this analysis, “no trading” refers to no inter-utility trading
and incorporates economic trading within each utility system; “perfect trading”
represents economic trading between utilities, without regard to how small the
incremental savings from buying allowances nor how small the profits from selling EAs
might be and assuming perfect market information and no constraints on the amount of
allowances purchased.

Allowance haves and have-nots. One of the most significant findings in this analysis is
the potentially large supply of low cost (not necessarily low-price) allowances held by
a number of companies in excess of their own likely requirements. Perhaps as much as
one million tons per year, the size of this supply depends on (a) use of gas versus
residual fuel oil in dual fuel units, (b) fossil load growth, (c) allowance stockpiling
policies, (d) fuel strategies, (e) ratepayer/stockholder treatment, etc. This supply
contributes to the pricing dilemma.

Low-cost to sellers/high value to buyers pricing dilemma. The baseline tendency of
allowance prices projected in this study tracks the effects of extensive competition
between fuels, technologies and allowances assuming perfect market information and
perfect economic trading. Yet, one consequence of analyzing imperfect, intermediate
levels of trading is that, quite possibly, not all the “low cost” allowances will be sold.
Under these conditions, price formation is problematic. A suitable model may be
“allowance-on-allowance” competition, much like the recent natural gas market, in
which sellers of allowances undercut one another for market share and drive down the
price to clear the market.

Allowances as a competitive messenger. Whether there is a lot of trading or only a
little, the effect of EA trading in promoting competition among compliance options
may be quite great, so that a little trading goes a long way. The price of EAs acts as a
balancing mechanism by permitting competition at the margin between alternative
means of emission reduction across the U.S. For example, the ability of coal producers
to command premiums for low-sulfur coal will be affected by perceptions of the
availability and prices of allowances over time.

Industry-wide savings. Depending on how much trading takes place, different levels of
industry-wide savings have been estimated. Currently, it appears that transactions of
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500-800,000 tons per year (or less) may be consistent with today's expectations for
utility behavior between the no trading and perfect trading extremes (over 2 million
tons per year under perfect trading). If so, the nationwide savings associated with this
level of inter-utility allowance purchases, compared to no inter-utility trading, would
be about $450 to $850 million in 1992 dollars per year. However, the level of savings,
compared to imposing command and control emission caps at each unit, ranges, in
1992 dollars, from 1.7 billion per year with intra-system trading only to 2.3 billion per
year for moderate levels of inter-utility trading. These savings are highly significant to
the participating utilities. Additional savings will come from flexibility in the design of
technology controls, as well as from the role of allowances in heightening competition
among compliance options. An offsetting consideration, regardless of the level of
trading, is that the annual industry-wide costs of continuous emission monitoring are
expected to be about $400 million per year.

Danger of single point forecasts. The allowance market has many elements that will
contribute to the volatility of prices. It is necessary, then, to develop detailed and
disciplined scenarios that can be revised as the allowance market develops and as new
information becomes available.

What lessons can we carry forward? The CAAA are looked at as a model for applying
market forces to environmental regulation. Now that we have lived for two years with
regulation and implementation activities, people have a much better idea of what must
occur downstream from the initial legislation. Lessons might span (a) lead times, b)
policy deliberations, (c) technical and data obstacles (d) emissions monitoring, (e) cost
estimates and market responses, (f) behavioral dimensions, (g) the proliferation of
market intermediaries, newsletters, and public and private initiatives to obtain market
information, and (h) the need for market information and ongoing unbiased market
assessment.

Jeremy Platt, Manager Fuel and Clean Air Projects

Integrated Energy Systems Division
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1 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OVERVIEW AND REPORT ORGANIZATION

This study examines electric utilities' compliance with future SO2 emission reduction
requirements under the Acid Deposition provisions of the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments (CAAA). Utility compliance strategies will be influenced by numerous
factors affecting electricity supply and demand, but in the near term these strategies
will most directly depend on the markets for utility fuels, emission control
technologies and emission allowances (EAs).1 Moreover, the selected emission
compliance strategies will have far reaching effects on utility planning, operations, and
relative competitive positions.

The use of emission allowances represents the first nationwide attempt to regulate
environmental emissions through a market mechanism. This contributes to the
considerable uncertainty surrounding the future EA market and its interaction with
fuel, technology, and power markets. Despite the uncertainty, it is clear that utilities
will need to integrate the banking, trading, and consumption of allowances into overall
compliance strategies, in order to ensure that SO2 emissions are reliably and
economically covered by each company's allowance inventory. In addition, the
experience with EA markets will almost certainly influence future methods of
environmental regulation.

This report presents the results of an integrated analysis of the development and
competitive interaction of markets for fuels, control technologies, and emission
allowances. It seeks to fill critical information gaps by examining these markets and by
quantifying future ranges of compliance opportunities and requirements across 200
utility systems. The study builds upon a decade of extensive EPRI research, workshops
conducted in 1991 and 1992, and discussions with utility planners and decision makers.
The analytic approach first characterizes emission reduction options at individual
generating units, based on factors influencing the cost and selection of fuels and control
technologies at each unit. Next, compliance requirements and strategies are evaluated
for each of over two hundred utilities by projecting different levels of EA trading and
banking based on marginal costs, decision criteria and constraints affecting the various
options at each system's individual units. Potential ranges of market volumes and

                                                
1 While they will affect some utility SO2 compliance decisions, the NOx and air toxics provisions of the CAAA involve
different implementation methods and timetables than the SO2 provisions and were not included in this analysis.
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prices are analyzed for the fuel, technology, and EA markets, and some of the major
factors influencing the interaction and evolution of these markets are examined.

This analysis combines detailed computer simulation with comprehensive data
describing individual generating units, including their allowance allocations and fuels.
Key aspects of the analysis include characterization of coals and their mining and
transportation costs, simulation of unit specific control technology retrofits and coal
switches, and changing constraints on each utility's potential strategies for compliance,
including banking and trading of allowances.

The results of this study demonstrate that compliance strategies and future markets for
fuels, control technologies, and EAs will be strongly influenced not only by emission
reduction costs, but also by strategic behavior, particularly concerning the banking and
trading of EAs. Since the analysis is based heavily on information affecting choices at
individual utilities and generating units, it can be refined to reflect ongoing market
developments.

Key project findings and market issues are described in this Executive Summary.
Chapter Two presents the major issues and utility information needs motivating this
study, as well as the basic study objectives and the kind of analysis deemed necessary
to pursue the objectives. Chapter Three summarizes the analytic approach, including
the main features of the data and the simulation methods, and discusses how certain
key issues and uncertainties were addressed. Chapter Four outlines the requirements
of the acid deposition provisions (Title IV) of the 1990 CAAA affecting SO2 emissions,
focusing on the allocation of basic and special allowances in the different phases of
implementation. Chapter Four also discusses the resulting variations of allowance
allocations, emission reduction requirements, and compliance circumstances among
utility systems, which have important implications for allowance trading and banking.

The main results of this project, presented in this Executive Summary, are discussed in
greater detail in Chapters Five (Phase I) and Six (Phase II). Each of these chapters is
broken into discussions of control technology, fuel, and emission allowance markets,
emphasizing the competitive interaction of these markets and the influence of different
trading and banking decision criteria. Compared to the Executive Summary, these
chapters devote more attention to the quantitative breakdown of results, including
extensive graphic illustrations. The main focus is on Phase II (Chapter 6), when more
units and systems will be affected, annual compliance costs will be higher, and
allowance trading and its uncertainties will be of greater concern.

The Appendices provide more extended descriptions of the analytic methodology and
quantitative results. Appendix A describes key features of the Emission Reduction
Analysis Models' design and applications. Appendix B provides a table of anticipated
Phase I compliance plans. Appendix C consists of tables of key results at the national
and NERC (North American Electric Reliability Council) region levels. These results
include:
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• SO2 emissions and emission reductions, overall and for different types of reduction
methods, including flue gas desulfurization (FGD) retrofit and coal switching,

• annual volumes of banked and traded emission allowances,

• marginal and average emission reduction costs,

• total emission reduction costs with and without revenues and costs due to trading,
demand for different regional coals,

• GW of capacity projected to select different kinds of FGD retrofit and coal
blending/switching options.

The results are given for different allowance banking and trading scenarios, which are
analyzed in the report. The key results and insights of this study are summarized
below.

1990 CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS (CAAA): TITLE IV REQUIREMENTS

• Affected units must reduce SO2 emissions by about 3.2-3.3 million tons per year
during Phase I in the absence of bonus and auction pool allowances. Phase I (1995-
1999) sets SO2 limitations totaling 5.55 million tons per year (MTPY) for 261
individual utility units, requiring SO2 emission reductions of roughly 3.2-3.3 MTPY
from the level projected for affected units in 1995 without the CAAA. However,
allowable emissions in Phase I could be increased above this limit by consuming all
or part of the FGD bonus incentive allowances and the 150,000 tons per year of
Phase I auction pool allowances, so that compliance could, in principle, be achieved
by reducing emissions by about 2.5 MTPY.

• Phase II emission allowances will limit SO2 emissions to 9.4 MTPY, requiring
emission reductions of at least 7.1 MTPY relative to emissions projected for year
2000 in the absence of the CAAA. Phase II (2000-2009) expands coverage to about
2,200 existing utility fossil steam units, as well as future units. Individual existing
units and units on line by the end of 1995 will be given allowances to emit 9.15
million tons of SO2 per year for this 10 year period. When 250,000 TPY of EPA
auction pool and direct sale allowances are added, the total reaches 9.4 MTPY. This
allocation would require at least 7.1 MTPY of total reductions from the 16.5 MTPY
of SO2 emissions projected to occur by year 2000 without the CAAA, and could
require more reductions, if fossil generation is higher or if utilities with surplus
allowances do not sell them.

• Incentive allowances for repowering and for conservation and renewable fuels
will permit additional emissions through 2009. Incentive allowances totaling
300,000 tons will be awarded for qualifying conservation/renewable fuels measures
until the reserve is exhausted, and incentive allowances for repowering will be
awarded in 2000-2003, with the amount depending on the amount of qualifying
applications.

• A tighter “ratchet” may require more reductions. Individual generating units are
assigned annual Phase II EA allocations based on a variety of formulas which result
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in total annual Phase II basic allocations exceeding the mandatory nationwide
CAAA limit of 8.9 MTPY. As a result, the June 1992 EPA proposal estimated that
each unit's calculated basic allocation would be reduced by a “ratchet” of 9.3
percent, which was used in the present study. (The March 1993 update of EPA
calculations estimated a ratchet of 9.9 percent.) However, the ratchet could be
increased, because additional units may qualify for allocations, including, for
example, non-utility generators and industrial cogenerators. (Subsequent to
ratcheting to 8.9 MTPY, basic allowances are further reduced to create reserves for
the auction pool and for conservation and repowering incentive awards.)

• Additional allowances may be awarded in 1995 and 2000 for early reductions.
Units reducing emissions below their 1990 levels (on a lb/MMBtu basis) before 1995
and between 1995 and 2000 may be eligible for Phase I and Phase II early reduction
credits, respectively, if they meet certain other conditions (see Chapter 4).

• The penalty for non-compliance is $2000 for each ton of SO2 emitted that is not
covered by an emission allowance. In addition to the penalty, the subsequent year's
EA allocation will be reduced by the tonnage subjected to the penalty.

• The final emission ceiling is 8.95 MTPY in 2010. Beginning in 2010, annual
allowance allocations will decline to their final level of 8.95 million tons SO2 per
year. This drop of about 0.5 MTPY from pre-2010 annual allocations is due to the
termination of temporary bonus allocations (see Chapter 4).

• Surplus EAs can be banked for future use. Although EAs cannot be consumed
before their designated year of issue, the Clean Air Act allows utilities to “bank”
unused, surplus allowances for use in a future year. The future consumption of
banked EAs could permit a utility to emit above its annual allowance allocation, as
long as these additional emissions can be covered by a sufficient reserve of
allowances, accumulated through purchase or prior over-control.

• Ultimately, equilibrium may be achieved between annual emissions and annual
EA allocations. After utilities have established their desired levels of allowance
reserves and consumed any banked Phase I EAs not needed as a part of those
reserves, yearly emissions will roughly equal yearly allowance allocations, unless
utilities with surplus allocations do not, or cannot, sell their surplus. Depending on
their individual circumstances, utilities will reach this equilibrium at different
times, ranging from 1 to 15 years from the beginning of Phase II. The equilibrium
period may begin, in general, between 2005-2008. If utilities with EAs surplus to
their internal needs do not sell their surplus, nationwide utility emissions will be
below allowed levels.

THE PHASE I TECHNOLOGY MARKET

• About 14 GW of control technology retrofits will be built by 1997. Utilities'
announced Phase I compliance plans indicate that about 14 GW of control
technology retrofits will be installed. About 1.6 GW of this total represents
commercial demonstrations of new Clean Coal Technologies partially funded by the
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federal government.1 The remaining retrofits generally represent conventional wet
lime/limestone systems installed specifically for CAAA compliance. While
accounting for less than 20 percent of the generating capacity affected under Phase I,
FGD retrofits are projected to account for 1.7 MTPY of SO2 emission reduction, or
about forty percent of the projected total Phase I reductions. (As noted elsewhere,
the total projected reduction includes about 1.8 MTPY of over-control.)

PHASE I FUEL MARKETS

• • Plans and projections show 45 to 50 GW of coal switching, mainly to lower sulfur
Central Appalachian and Powder River Basin coals, averaging about 2.7 MTPY of
emission reduction in Phase I. Up to 52 GW of capacity may be switched to lower
sulfur fuels as a part of Phase I compliance strategies. A small portion of this
switching might have occurred even in the absence of the CAAA to take advantage
of attractive low sulfur coal prices. Significant losses in Illinois Basin and Northern
Appalachian utility coal demand are anticipated relative to recent demand levels
(Table 1-1). Shifts to lower sulfur coals are projected to increase utility demand for
Central Appalachian and Powder River Basin coals to 170-190 and 250-270 MTPY by
about 1995, up from 138 and 203 MTPY, respectively, in 1991 (Table 1-1).

Table 1-1
PROJECTED UTILITY COAL MARKET DEMAND (MTPY)

Actual Delivered Phase I Phase II

Supply Region 1990 1991 1995 2000-2004

Illinois Basin 128 118 95-110 80-95

Northern Appalachia 129 119 105-115 105-115

Central Appalachia 151 138 170-190 190-205

- Mid Sulfur 46 42 45-55 30-40

- Low Sulfur 65 56 85-100 80-110

- Very Low Sulfur 40 40 40-50 60-90

Powder River Basin 191 203 250-270 300-320

Rockies / S Wyoming 52 53 58-65 60-70

• Coal prices will be affected by demand shifts. FOB mine prices for Northern
Appalachian and Illinois Basin coals are projected to decrease by $1-3/ton (1992
dollars) relative to 1992 contract prices, due to shrinking markets for these coals.

                                                
1 Clean coal electric generation technologies have not been explicitly evaluated as emission reduction
alternatives in this study, because of the complexity in assigning marginal emission reduction costs to
these technologies.
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These and other projected coal price shifts are shown in Table 1-2. The decreases in
demand and prices will vary among coal suppliers within these regions owing to
differences in coal quality, location, and utility compliance plans. Central
Appalachian prices are expected to strengthen by $2-3/ton (1992 dollars), as utility
demand grows and triggers the need for new mining capacity. Powder River Basin
and Rocky Mountain coal prices are expected to remain flat at 1992 levels, despite a
large increase in demand for Powder River coals.

Table 1-2
DOMINANT REGIONAL COAL PRICE PROJECTIONS (1992 $/TON)FOR

NEW ONE YEAR CONTRACTS

SUPPLY REGION COAL QUALITY FOB MINE PRICE

Phase I 1995 Phase II 2000

# SO2/MMBtu Btu 1992 Best
Est.

Range Best
Est.

Range

Northern Appalachia
Ohio Strip >4.00 11,500 20.20 18.00 17-19 16.50 15-17
Pittsburgh Steam-High S 3.50 13,500 23.20 20.50 19-22 20.80 20-22
Central Pennyslvania 3.00 12,500 26.80 24.20 23-25 24.30 23-25
W Penn Pittsburgh 2.15 13,000 24.80 23.30 22-24 22.40 21-23
NMV Low Sulfur 1.40 13,000 27.30 30.20 28-32 30.40 28-32

Illinois Basin
Illinois >4.00 11,000 19.40 17.20 16-18 16.10 15-17
W Kentucky >4.00 11,500 22.00 22.00 20-23 20.00 19-21
Indiana >4.00 11,000 18.10 16.50 16-18 15.60 15-17

Central Appalachia
Mid Sulfur 2.40 12,500 22.60 24.60 22-25 22.00 21-24
Low Sulfur 1.60 12,500 23.60 26.40 25-27 25.50 25-27
Compliance <1.20 12,500 24.70 28.00 27-29 29.00 28-30

Powder River Basin
North Gillette 0.80 8,400 3.60 3.60 3.50-5 4.60 4-6
Sosuth Gillette 0.70 8,800 4.50 4.50 4-6 5.40 5-7

Western Bituminous
Colorado-Yampa 0.80 11,000 15.80 15.60 15-17 18.30 17-21

NOTES: FOB prices are assumed FOB railcar except for Western Kentucky (FOB barge) and Ohio
Strip mines (FOB truck).

Coal sulfur premiums will reflect allowance prices. Coal market sulfur premiums
are expected to develop and grow throughout Phase I, as utilities switch more
capacity to lower sulfur Central Appalachian and Powder River Basin coals, in
order to over-control and “bank” surplus EAs for Phase II. Sulfur premiums have
already started to develop as part of several new long term coal contract bid
solicitations and will eventually be linked to emission allowance prices, as the EA
market develops.
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• There will be only a limited role for natural gas for SO2 compliance. Natural gas
should play only a very limited role for SO2 reduction during Phase I, because of its
higher cost per MMBtu. Utility announcements indicate that four coal-fired units
and one oil-fired unit may be converted to burn gas, while two units currently
burning coal may co-fire gas and coal. Additionally, Phase I affected utilities may
designate some non-listed oil units as “affected” to take emission reduction credit
for oil to gas conversions. Final NOx emission regulations and ozone air quality
requirements could make gas more attractive, especially for several smaller, older
stations, and plants located in ozone non-attainment areas along the east coast.

THE PHASE I EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET

• Considerable over-control and lower emissions are expected during Phase I.
Utility announcements and this study's projections of cost-effective measures
indicate considerable over-control during Phase I, resulting in lower SO2 emissions
and in surplus allowances that can be banked for use in Phase II (see Figure 1-1).
Phase I SO2 reductions are projected to average about 4.4 MTPY over the 1995-1999
period, leading to overall utility SO2 emissions averaging about 11.9 MTPY during
this period and a projected allowance surplus averaging about 1.7 MTPY. The
surplus increases to about 1.85 MTPY when the 150,000 TPY of auction pool
allowances are included.

• Surplus allowances will come from several sources. The 1.7 MTPY of surplus
allowances projected to be produced by cost-effective over-control at individual
utilities includes about 230,000 TPY at affected units emitting below their Phase I
allocations due solely to economic SIP compliance choices and about 530,000 TPY
from Phase I FGD retrofits and their associated bonus allowances. The rest of the
projected allowance surplus from over-control in Phase I comes predominantly
from economic fuel switching beyond what would be needed to meet Phase I
allowance allocations.

• Utilities over-controlling in Phase I will generally bank the resulting surplus
allowances rather than trading them permanently, because these allowances will
have higher in-system values in Phase II. The accumulation of banked surplus
allowances may reach 5-10 MT by 2000, with 9-10 MT considered most likely. The
1.85 MTPY of over-control gives an accumulated surplus of 9.2 million tons by the
end of Phase I, including 150,000 TPY of auction pool allowances. Other than an
estimated 475,000 tons of one-time FGD bonus allowance awards consisting of
surplus transfer allowances that must be traded or lost (see Chapter Four), other
surplus allowances to be produced in Phase I are largely expected to be banked for
use in Phase II, rather than traded for consumption in Phase I. Uses for the banked
EAs include consumption in Phase II and the creation of reserves in order to gain
operating and planning flexibility, e.g., to better accommodate different fuel
qualities, economic bulk power transactions, and changes in system dispatch, as
well as to enhance market leverage and protect against contingencies.
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• Many of the allowances banked throughout Phase I will be consumed early in Phase
II to permit some utilities to temporarily exceed their annual allowance allocations,
and, thus, to defer more costly compliance measures. A major motivation for
banking allowances in Phase I is to permit annual emissions to exceed annual EA
allocations early in Phase II, in order to delay or avoid more expensive SO2

reduction measures. This is especially attractive in situations where Phase I utilities
face high reduction requirements in Phase II. This strategy will result in national
utility SO2 emissions falling below the CAAA “cap” in Phase I, exceeding the lower
Phase II emissions cap early in Phase II, and later approaching equilibrium with the
Phase II cap. (See Figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1. SO2 Emission Profile Over Time and Buildup of Banked Allowances

• If Phase I allowance prices are based on discounted Phase lI marginal emission
reduction costs, Phase I EA market prices would be in the vicinity of 5250 per ton
(± $70/ton, 1992$ paid in 1995. Besides justifying over-control in Phase I, the higher
marginal emission reduction costs projected for Phase II will likely cause the value
and market price for allowances traded in Phase I to be based on the discounted
value of allowances in Phase II. This value is assumed to be approximated by the
marginal avoided cost of emission reduction measures in Phase II, discounted at a 6
percent per year real cost escalation rate.

• Over a dozen trades have occurred to date. Publicly announced EA trades to date
include Wisconsin Power and Light-TVA, Wisconsin Power and Light-Duquesne
Light, ALCOA-Ohio Edison, United Illuminating-WEPCO option sales, LILCO
option sales, over 430,000 tons of Illinois Power Phase I purchases, and a variety of
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trades to units designated for transfer allowances. Prices have been in the
neighborhood of $200-300 per ton of SO2 (1992 dollars). The results of EPA's recent
1993 auction indicate caution on the part of buyers and sellers and show a distinct
spread between bid and asked prices — reflecting a bargain hunting strategy by
buyers and serious interest in the initial auction from only a few utility participants.

THE PHASE II TECHNOLOGY MARKET

• Phase II cumulative FGD retrofits may ultimately total 30-40 GW, including Phase
I FGD. Between 30-40 GW of retrofit FGD controls may eventually be installed to
comply with Phase II requirements, including FGD retrofits in Phase I. Active
allowance trading could eliminate the need for many higher marginal cost FGD
retrofits in systems with limited fuel switching choices, so that the projected number
of FGD retrofits in Phase II is heavily influenced by the level of allowance trading
(Figure 1-2), as well as allowance prices.

The number of FGD retrofits will also depend on state actions to protect the local
coal industry, eastern coal sulfur premiums, FGD costs, electric load growth, unit
retirements, toxics regulations and the commercialization of new generating and
emission control technologies.

• Use of banked allowances will delay many Phase II retrofits. Phase II FGD retrofits
are projected to be phased in over a period extending roughly to year 2010, because
utilities are expected to consume banked allowances to delay the most expensive
and avoidable retrofits. Cumulative retrofit FGD capacity could reach 18-30 GW in
2000-2004 and slowly increase to 30-40 GW by 2005-2010.

• Barring new circumstances, most retrofits will he wet FGD. FGD technology
choices will initially be dominated by conventional wet lime/limestone systems,
which currently enjoy a cost advantage over dry scrubbing by providing higher SO2

removal on mid/high sulfur coals, as well as better reagent efficiencies. Dry
scrubbing is more cost effective than wet scrubbing at some stations burning low
sulfur coals, but such retrofits generally result in a relatively high cost per ton of SO2

emission reduction and may thus be delayed or avoided by consuming banked or
purchased allowances. Similarly, the role for emerging dry injection technologies
appears to be limited. However, the relative roles of the different technologies are
very sensitive to site-specific assumptions regarding cost and performance, and
growing experience with emerging technologies could significantly alter this
picture of technology preferences.
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Figure 1-2. Impact of Trading Volumes on Phase II FGD Retrofits.

• Site and utility conditions strongly influence projected FGD retrofits; most will be
in the Midwest and Southeast. The projected choices of FGD technologies are
strongly influenced by site specific factors, overall system emission reduction needs
and other options within each system. A breakdown of compliance strategy and
market projections by North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) region,
as given in Chapter 6 and Appendix C, shows that the majority of projected cost
effective FGD retrofits are in the ECAR (Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, West Virginia,
western Pennsylvania, most of Michigan, parts of Virginia and Maryland) and SERC
(North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, most of Virginia,
and eastern Mississippi) regions. FGD retrofits also account for substantial portions
of projected SO2 reductions in MAAC (New Jersey, Delaware, eastern Pennsylvania,
eastern Maryland) and MAIN (Illinois, most of Wisconsin and Missouri, and
Michigan's upper peninsula).

• FGD upgrades may be attractive. Upgrading the performance of some existing FGD
systems may provide emission reductions at attractively low costs per ton of SO2

reduced. FGD upgrades are projected to be part of several system strategies,
removing an additional 250,000-500,000 tons of SO2. The upper end of this range
could result from a very active EA market plus a willingness of several companies
to make upgrades in order to produce surplus allowances for trading.

• FGD will provide leverage on low sulfur coal prices and place downward pressure
on allowance prices. FGD will play a role in Phase II by providing fuel flexibility
and leverage in negotiating low sulfur coal prices. Although the decision to build
FGD is influenced by coal and allowance price forecasts, once FGD is built, the
operator will gain leverage in coal supply negotiations. Phase II FGD retrofits
should decrease the likely volatility of coal and EA markets.
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PHASE II FUEL MARKETS

• Utility coal demand trends in Phase II: There will be more Central Appalachian and
Powder River, less Illinois Basin, and slightly less Northern Appalachian demand.
Coal switching is expected to considerably increase in Phase II (Table 1-1). About
80-90 GW of capacity are projected to ultimately switch to or blend lower sulfur
coals. Illinois Basin demand is projected to drop to 80-95 MTPY, which is well
below 1991 utility deliveries of 118 MTPY. Northern Appalachian utility coal
demand is projected to drop only slightly to 105-115 MTPY (versus the 1991 level of
119 MTPY), with switching losses offset by new generation. Utility demand for
Central Appalachian coals is expected to grow and reach 190-205 MTPY in Phase II
versus 138 MT in 1991 and 170-190 MTPY projected for the beginning of Phase I.
Utility demand for Powder River Basin coals is projected to grow to 300-320
MT/year in Phase II, versus 203 MT in 1991 and 250-270 MTPY projected for the
beginning of Phase I.

• About 3.5 MTPY of emission reductions will result from coal switching. While SO2

emission reductions in Phase II from FGD retrofits are projected to be considerably
influenced by the level of allowance trading, the approximately 3.5 MTPY of total
reductions projected from fuel switching change only slightly across widely
different levels of trading (Figure 1-3). However, the locations and types of
switching are projected to be sensitive to allowance prices and trading volumes.

• Illinois Basin coal prices will be lower. In Phase II, Illinois Basin coal prices are
expected to drop an additional $ 1-2/ton (1992 dollars) from early Phase I prices, as
the utility market for these coals continues to shrink. The projected price decline
varies among the coal qualities and locations in the Illinois Basin and is greatest for
Western Kentucky coals and for higher sulfur coal suppliers. Some Illinois Basin
low sulfur coal mines will be able to maintain their prices and utility demand.
Projected price trends for dominant regional coals are summarized in Table 1-2.

• Northern Appalachian coal prices: some will be flat, some lower. FOB mine coal
prices in Phase II at strip mines in Ohio and underground mines in Western
Pennsylvania are expected to drop by $1.00-1.50/ton (1992 $) from 1995 projected
levels. Prices for other Northern Appalachian coals are expected to remain near 1995
levels.

• Prices will increase for very low (0.66%) sulfur Central Appalachian coals. Central
Appalachian low sulfur (1% S) coal prices should remain near 1995 levels, between
$25-27/ton FOB mine (1992 dollars), while very low (0.66%) sulfur coal prices
should continue to strengthen to $28-30/ton, as the Phase II market supports a
sulfur premium of $400-600/ton SO2, corresponding to very low sulfur coal prices
$3-4/ton above prices for dominant low (1%) sulfur coal.
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Figure 1-3. Phase II Utility Compliance Strategies

• Intra-regional competition will keep Powder River coal prices relatively fiat.
Powder River Basin coal prices should remain relatively flat, despite the large
increase in demand, because of continued competition caused by excess mining
capacity and the projected low cost of developing additional new capacity in the
Powder River Basin.

• Natural gas continues to displace oil, but not coal. Natural gas is expected to
displace some oil generation as part of Phase II compliance actions. The CAAA give
residual oil an environmental emissions penalty versus gas of about $0.20/MMBtu
for every percent sulfur in oil, assuming an allowance price of $400 per ton.
However, displacement of coal by natural gas for SO2 removal is projected to be less
than 200 BCF per year, unless gas can be delivered at prices below $1.80/MMBtu
(1992 dollars), which may be equivalent to $1.10-1.40/MMBtu at the wellhead. Such
low gas prices are unlikely. Gas consumption could increase for other reasons, such
as NOx and ozone compliance. The extent of this demand has not yet been
estimated.

THE PHASE II EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET

• Early Phase II “transition” market conditions will reflect the drawdown of
allowances banked during Phase I and the build-up of allowance reserves by
utilities without banked Phase I allowances. EA market conditions in early Phase II
are expected to reflect the consumption of banked Phase I allowances, as illustrated
in Figure 1-1. Early Phase II EA market conditions will also be influenced by like-
kind exchanges, by over-control, and by the purchase of allowances by those unable
to generate or purchase their own allowance reserves in Phase I. “Transition”
conditions, in which annual emissions are expected to exceed annual allowance
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allocations, should occur roughly during the period 2000-2004 nationally, although
the exact duration will vary among utilities.

• Later Phase II “equilibrium” market conditions should bring annual emissions
down to, or below, annual allowance allocations. EA markets are projected to
ultimately reflect “equilibrium” conditions, with individual utilities' annual
allowance incomes (allocations and purchases) in balance with annual consumption
(emissions and sales). The nationwide allowance reserve will thus be relatively
constant, unless constrained trading results in continued accumulation of allowance
surpluses at some utilities. This equilibrium situation could be disrupted (or be
precluded) by market volatility or major developments affecting emissions, such as
increased reliance on low emitting technologies.

• Emission reductions will generally increase throughout Phase II, as banked Phase I
allowances are consumed. In the absence of the CAAA, utility SO2 emissions are
projected to rise to 16.5 MT in the year 2000, with 16.1 MT coming from coal-fired
units. Emission reductions are projected to grow from about 4.4 MTPY in Phase I,
including about 1.8 MTPY of over-control, to 6-8 MTPY during the “transition”
years through about 2004. The magnitude of reductions will depend on the amount
of trading, the rate of drawdown of banked Phase I allowances, and the build-up of
allowance reserves by utilities without banked Phase I allowances. Under
equilibrium conditions assuming no net banking (in or out) later in Phase II,
emission reductions are projected to range from about 7-8.5 MTPY, depending on
the amount of trading. Phase III, starting in 2010, should entail slightly higher
reductions.

• Active trading distributes allowances surplus to their original owners' needs and
permits fewer SO2 reductions nationwide. Very active EA trading would make it
possible to avoid more than a million tons per year of SO2 emission reductions that
would be needed in the absence of inter-utility trading, while still meeting CAAA
requirements. Under active trading, low-emitting systems located predominantly in
the western U.S. are assumed to sell surplus allowances that might otherwise never
be consumed.

• Substantial SO2 reductions will occur regardless of the volume of emission
allowance trading. Projected nationwide SO2 emissions after 2005 will range
between 7 and 8 million tons below the SO2 emission levels that would have
occurred in the absence of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. In the East Central
Area Reliability Council region in the Midwest, utilities are projected to reduce
emissions by nearly 3.5 million tons with perfect economic EA trading or up to 3.7
million tons under more constrained trading circumstances.

• A large supply of allowances in excess of their owner's needs will very likely be
produced at zero or minimal incremental cost each year during Phase II. This low-
cost supply represents the best potential source of allowances for trading and is
projected to total about 1.15 MTPY under mid-Phase II equilibrium conditions
around years 2005-2007. In addition to 250,000 TPY from the EPA Phase II auction
and direct sale pool, this estimate includes surplus allowances produced by
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individual utilities emitting below their annual allocations without incurring
significant additional costs to do so. This over-control comes from economic
compliance with existing non-CAAA regulations at coal-fired units (mainly in the
West), decreased oil burn relative to recent historic burns at some oil/gas units, and
the operation in Phase II of Phase I FGD systems (with sunk capital costs). At
oil/gas units the total EAs projected to be surplus to their owners' systemwide
needs are just under 400,000 TPY. The projected 1.15 MTPY overall allowance
surplus is estimated to range roughly 300,000 TPY higher or lower, depending on
annual economic dispatch and fuel selections in the different systems.

• Due to banking from Phase I, there could be even more EAs available in the early
Phase II transition period, although most Phase I utilities will use their surplus
internally. In the Phase II transition period, there are projected to be about 1.3 MTPY
of EAs not needed by their owners, generated at zero/minimal incremental cost.
This is because, in addition to the surplus allowances generated yearly, there will
also be excess EAs banked from Phase I auction pool purchases and from
individual utilities' over-control in Phase I. However, most banked EAs may not
directly contribute to each utility's Phase II surplus available for trading, but may be
retained by their original owners for consumption or to establish their permanent
allowance reserves.

• Temporary exchanges of EAs are a form of inter-temporal banking. For example, a
Phase I purchase of allowances by Illinois Power will be partially paid for by
returning EAs to Wisconsin Electric Power during Phase II.

• Additional EAs for trading could be generated at a cost. Additional EAs for sale
could be generated in Phase II through more coal switching, upgrading existing
FGD performance, and additional FGD retrofits, although the large anticipated
zero/minimal cost surplus might discourage this. Under later Phase II equilibrium
conditions, the market-clearing EA price could approach $480/ton (in 1992 dollars),
which is the projected national marginal emission reduction cost under perfect EA
trading in about 2007. If potential suppliers of surplus EAs conservatively made all
sales contingent upon an expected profit of 25%, to compensate for uncertainties,
transaction costs, and prudence review risks, then, to produce surplus EAs for sale,
utilities could implement all SO2 reduction measures costing less than $380/ton.
Under such circumstances, the supply of additional surplus EAs beyond the
projected zero/minimal cost surplus of 1.15 MTPY, is projected to be about 300,000
TPY.

• Much of the projected zero/minimal marginal cost EA surplus may not be sold
initially. A survey of utilities with the largest projected volumes of zero/minimal
incremental cost allowance surplus found that much of this supply would not be
sold initially in Phase II, but would be accumulated in EA reserves to provide for
generation growth and flexibility, giving the surplus allowances an internal “within
system” value or opportunity cost. This view may change as the EA market
matures.
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• Potential Phase II allowance buyers fall into several categories. The following are
likely to buy allowances for their own consumption: (i) utilities not affected by
Phase I and, therefore, not building up substantial allowance reserves in Phase I, (ii)
utilities with marginal avoided compliance costs above $500-600 per ton of SO2

reduced, and (iii) non-utility generators (NUGs) coming on-line after 1995 that
require, but are not allocated EAs. Other buyers seeking profit or market leverage
are less predictable but may include (i) utilities with a heavy dependence upon
purchasing coal-fired power to meet system loads, (ii) coal suppliers whose low
cost, higher sulfur coal bundled with EAs can compete with low sulfur coal, (iii)
coal carriers, (iv) control or generating equipment vendors, (v) states interested in
protecting their local coal industry, and (vi) brokers and marketers.

• Utility planning considerations may limit trading volumes despite projected cost
savings. Utilities want to control their own operations and risks and to provide
profitable, competitive, and reliable service to their customers. Uncertainties related
to trading can be seen as threatening these objectives, initially stifling interest in
trading. These uncertainties concern, for example, the allocation of savings and the
recovery of costs from trading, future emissions, future availability and prices of
allowances, future costs of fuels and emission controls, and future regulations. After
the fact evaluations of the prudence of trading decisions also motivate today's
hesitancy to trade before more information is available. In addition, some utilities
have expressed concern that buying or selling the “right to pollute” may convey a
negative public image. Given these considerations, a utility's optimal plan may not
be the one that simply minimizes “expected” costs.

• Phase II net trading volumes might approach two million TPY under “perfect”
trading, but market imperfections or moderate reluctance to buy may reduce this to
500,000-800,000 TPY. During the early Phase II transition period, when banked
Phase I EAs are being consumed, net trading volumes between different utility
systems could reach roughly two million TPY, if there is “perfect” trading — so that
trading occurs wherever there are any expected cost savings. Net inter-utility EA
trading volumes under later Phase II equilibrium conditions (no net nationwide
banking) are projected to reach about 1.7 MTPY under perfect trading. Projected
trading decreases to 0.8 MTPY, if utilities are assumed to purchase allowances only
to displace within-system measures expected to cost more than $600/ton (1992
dollars). If reliance on purchased allowances is restricted to a maximum of 30% of
each utility's Phase II annual allowance allocation, the projected equilibrium trading
volume is about 0.9 MTPY. If utilities limit allowance purchases to 30% of the
purchasing utility's annual allowance allocation and, simultaneously, purchase EAs
only to avoid internal measures costing more than $600/ton, then the projected
annual trading volume declines to about 0.6 MTPY, falling to about 0.4 MTPY if
maximum reliance is limited to 20% of each year's allocation.

• Trading constraints might limit net inter-utility trading volumes to the point where
demand is less than the projected supply of zero/minimal incremental cost surplus
allowances. Projected net annual trading volumes during Phase II under both
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equilibrium and transition conditions are quite sensitive to constraints on the
willingness to purchase allowances (Figure 1-4).

As noted above, there are projected to be about 1.1-1.3 MTPY of EAs surplus to their
owner's needs available at zero or minimal incremental cost. This includes the
250,000 TPY of Phase II auction pool and direct sale EAs. Under early Phase II
transition conditions, this also includes the 150,000 TPY of banked Phase I auction
pool EAs. Although created at zero or very low marginal cost, these surplus EAs
have values that are the higher of their discounted future within-system value and
their market value, if sold. Differing criteria affecting decisions to buy or sell could
result in periodic imbalances in the generation of surplus EAs and the demand for
these EAs, leading to market volatility. If net trading volumes were only to reach
0.5-0.8 million tons in some years, the supply of unused allowances would
accumulate until prices adjust to clear the market.

Figure 1-4. Influence of Behavior on Allowance Trading Volumes in Phase II

• Nationwide compliance costs will be less than predicted a few years ago,
especially with active trading. Under equilibrium conditions several years into
Phase II, the average cost of SO2 emission reduction, including measures
implemented in Phase I, is projected to be about $370/ton reduced (1992 dollars) at
an annual net trading volume of about 400,000 tons. This average cost falls to
$345/ton reduced for a trading volume of 800,000 TPY, and $310/ton for a trading
volume of 1.7 MTPY.

• • Annual Phase II nationwide compliance cost savings from emission trading, as
compared to command and control emission caps imposed at each unit, could
range from 1.7 billion dollars per year (1992 $) with intra-system trading alone, to
2.3 billion for intermediate levels of inter-utility trading, up to 2.9 billion dollars
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per year savings with perfect trading. Part of the savings is due to higher allowable
emissions as trading volumes increase, although in all cases the nationwide
reductions from future levels exceed seven million tons. Table 1-3 presents the SO2

reductions, annual compliance costs and trading volumes associated with projected
equilibrium market conditions under different trading behaviors.

Table 1-3
NATIONAL SAVINGS FROM PHASE II EMISSION ALLOWANCE TRADING

(Equilibrium Scenarios)

Command and Control -
Unit Compliance with
Phase II Allocations

Trading only
within Utility
Systems

Constrained
Inter-Utility
Trading

Perfect Inter-
Utility Trading

SO2 Reduction (MTPY) 8.90 8.58 7.85 7.16

Allowances Traded (MTPY) 0.0 1.5a 0.6b 1.7b

Annualized Cost (1992 Billion
$)

5.1 3.4 2.8 2.2

Annual Phase II Savings (109$) 0.0 1.7 2.3 2.9

a - Intra-utility trading volumes only, no inter-utility trading occurs
b - Inter-utility trading volumes only, excluding within-system exchanges also occurring

• Allowance trading promotes competition among compliance measures and can
displace both scrubbing and switching measures. Active trading will enable some
systems' surplus allowances produced via low, pre-CAAA compliance measures,
low cost coal switches and, perhaps, some economic FGD upgrades to compete with
more costly measures in other systems. While most of the very high marginal cost
measures projected in the absence of trading are due to scrubbing in situations with
limited switching opportunities, there is considerable overlap between scrubbing
and switching costs, not only among moderate cost measures but also among high
cost (over $600/ton) measures that would be displaced by allowance trading
(Figure 1-5).

• Competition fostered by trading can limit low sulfur coal prices and FGD costs. By
reducing demand, trading should limit the costs of scrubbers and very low sulfur
eastern coals. The price premium that very low sulfur Central Appalachian coals
could command relative to low sulfur Central Appalachian coals, while maintaining
a realistic demand balance between the two, would be reduced by almost $80 per
ton of SO2 emitted (almost $0.50 per ton of coal), if markets changed from no trading
to intermediate trading conditions, and by over $200 per ton of SO2 emitted when
changing from no inter-utility trading to perfect economic trading conditions.
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Figure 1-5. Distribution of Compliance Methods & Costs by Marginal $/Ton: Phase II
“Equilibrium Conditions”

Although active trading should reduce prices for low sulfur fuels and FGD, its effect
on allowance prices is less predictable. By decreasing overall costs, active trading is
expected to promote lower allowance prices. Under constrained trading, the resulting
EA price will depend on different companies' policies and criteria regarding their
participation in allowance markets.

The base trend price projection: allowance prices increase through Phase II, reflecting
escalating avoided marginal compliance costs under later Phase II equilibrium
conditions. Under “perfect market” trading of EAs, the national marginal SO2 reduction
cost is projected to grow from about $400/ton under early Phase II “transition”
conditions to about $480/ton under more stringent “equilibrium” conditions, in
constant 1992 dollars. The years when these “typical” transition and equilibrium
conditions occur are estimated to be 2003 and 2007, respectively. These costs represent
market clearing allowance prices and are discounted to produce the base trend
projection of allowance prices summarized in Table 1-4.

This base trend projection reflects a six percent real escalation rate for prices, although
some market participants may apply higher discount rates to reflect market and
regulatory risks. Using this annual discount rate, marginal compliance costs under
perfect trading conditions are equalized across utility systems, across compliance
measures, and over time. In addition, the base price trend supports a strategy of
accumulating allowance surpluses in Phase I, when avoided costs are much lower, and
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then drawing these reserves down in the first half of the next decade to delay measures
with higher avoided marginal costs.

Table 1-4
EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET PRICES*

EA Prices ($1992) 1995 2000 2008 2007

Estimated Floor 190 250 250 200

Expected Price 250 340 400 480

Estimated Ceiling 320 430 510 650

*In 1992 dollars paid in the year indicated. The expected price is a market clearing price that assumes
perfect trading and the continued operation of almost alll existing fossil units under business-as-usual
forecasted conditions.

• Competition from switching and FGD at utilities with high avoided costs will
place an upper limit on potential allowance prices. Allowance prices will be
strongly influenced by low sulfur coal prices, especially by eastern low sulfur coal
premiums and by FGD costs. Because marginal $/ton costs for coal switching and
FGD retrofits overlap considerably (Figure 1-5), the practical ceiling for allowance
prices may be linked to the highest cost measures that would ultimately be required
as last resorts. A total of about 800,000 TPY of emission reductions costing over $600
per ton of SO2 would be required in the complete absence of inter-utility trading,
with 500,000 TPY costing over $750/ton. Considering these avoided costs, along
with trading volumes projected under different circumstances, an avoided cost-
based, upper bound on the EA price in about year 2007 is roughly estimated at
$650/ton. About 10 percent of the reduction measures required in the absence of
trading (on a tonnage basis) are projected to have marginal costs above this value.
This upper bound price ceiling is assumed to be discounted over time (Table 1-4).

• Neither low EA trading volumes nor very high prices are likely to be sustainable,
unless many surplus allowances are virtually “retired.” In a perfect market with an
annual supply available for trading and no transaction costs or regulatory delays,
only limited EA reserves would be required. In fact, utility requirements for
contingencies, operating and planning flexibility will lead to varying “permanent”
equilibrium EA reserve levels. However, if market behavior leads to annual net EA
sales volumes of less than one MTPY, various owners' projected zero/minimal cost
allowance surpluses will go partly unconsumed, and the cumulative allowance
inventory will grow, ultimately exceeding economically defensible levels. If large
volumes of surplus allowances consequently flood the market later in Phase II,
prices may drop below $300/ton, attracting more buyers and raising prices back
toward equilibrium levels. Thus, neither low trading volumes nor high prices will
be indefinitely sustainable, unless regulatory, political, environmental, or other
considerations bring about the virtual retirement of many surplus allowances.
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• The allowance price floor should be linked to the cost of generating additional
surplus allowances, unless there is an enormous surplus on the market.
Regardless of demand, surplus allowances other than auction pool allowances will
not be sold at less than their value to their holders. This internal value could be
linked to the within-system cost of making additional emission reductions, in the
event that the seller or its service area should subsequently need the surplus
allowances. The projected marginal cost to potential allowance sellers for making
additional reductions is about $330 and $360 per ton, respectively, for making 0.2
and 0.3 MTPY of additional reductions. However, if the market is flooded with
surplus EAs, prices could drop below $300 per ton. Assuming no significant
decrease in the utilization of existing and planned fossil units, an estimated lower
bound EA price is about $250/ton during most of Phase II. The high potential
demand at such low prices (projected to be 4-5 MTPY under perfect trading) would
absorb the excess supply, keeping prices above the $250/ton level.

• Long term developments affecting fossil generation will eventually dominate
allowance price formation, especially after the first few years of Phase II. Over
time, emission reduction requirements and their costs will be increasingly
influenced by broader electric supply and demand developments, such as load
growth, unit retirements or repowering, new technologies, altered generation and
transmission markets, and future environmental constraints. Several years into
Phase II, emission reduction requirements and costs could deviate from the
requirements projected in the present study that assumes business-as-usual fossil
steam electric generation conditions, wherein most existing units are expected to
remain in operation. The probability for lower compliance cost circumstances is
considered to outweigh the probability of higher compliance cost circumstances.
Thus, the likelihood of allowance prices falling below the baseline trend levels
forecasted in this study is considered to be somewhat greater than the likelihood of
higher prices.

• The uncertainty of future allowance and emission reduction costs combined with
varied trading and banking strategies may lead to EA market volatility. While
allowance market prices should generally track avoided emission reduction costs
over the long run, they may display considerable short-term volatility as
perceptions of future long-run costs change.

• One alternative allowance price trend: allowance demand and prices may peak in
the few years around the Phase I-Phase II transition, as utilities seek to build
allowance reserves and to delay more costly Phase II measures. Under one
alternative market scenario, allowance demand and prices would peak in the few
years around the Phase I-Phase II transition in year 2000, as utilities seek to build
allowance reserves and to delay more costly measures (Figure 1-6), while not all
potential sellers have built up their reserves.
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Figure 1-6. Emission Allowance Market Prices over Time

The alternate price trajectory's lower demand and prices during early Phase I might be
explained by the novelty of allowance trading and the perception that regulatory,
political, and other uncertainties cast doubt on the future value of allowances. This
situation might lead to increased prices after about 1997, when trading focuses on
meeting the “crunch” period near the beginning of Phase II, when many more utilities
must confront their Phase II emission constraints. This peak price period could be
followed by a period of comfortable allowance reserves and a downward price trend,
especially if electric supply circumstances at the time suggest declining emissions or
the emergence of lower cost compliance alternatives. For example, if all coal units over
45 years of age were to be retired by 2007, the price of allowances could drop to about
$280 per ton, as shown in Figure 1-6.

• Despite fluctuations, long-run allowance prices should reflect long-run avoided
marginal costs, unless fundamental developments lead to significantly greater SO2

emission declines before short-term allowance market volatility is worked out.
Our current base trend EA price projections (Figure 1-6) reflect business-as-usual
fossil generation and emission control cost circumstances anticipated to occur over
the next fifteen years.

Despite our best prognostications, the fundamental conditions of electricity supply
may change, because of widespread retirements, repowering, adoption of low
emitting technologies, competitive generation markets, or due to new, significant
environmental penalties for fossil-fired generation. If such fundamental changes are
perceived to occur sooner rather than later, the allowance market may proceed from
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its initial stages to reacting to these perceived changes without ever arriving at the
long-run market balances that we project today.
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2 
BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

BACKGROUND

After the developments of the last two decades, full integration of environmental
considerations into electric power planning has become essential for efficient and
competitive operation. The Acid Deposition Control provisions under Title IV of the
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, especially the limitation of SO2 emissions via
tradeable permits, will greatly affect the way electric utilities and their suppliers do
business. For many companies reliably meeting more stringent emission limitations
over time will require changes in their overall planning and operations, and, in
numerous cases, necessitate major capital commitments.

Developing successful compliance strategies from among many possible options is a
daunting task. The costs and other consequences can be large and long lasting and may
alter the competitive balance in power supply markets. Possible elements of
compliance strategies include fuel switching and blending, co-firing, flue gas
desulfurization (FGD), unit retirements, repowering, building new generating capacity,
low-emitting technologies, changing system operation, increasing power purchases,
and reducing or managing electric loads. It is unrealistic to expect utilities to predict
the future well enough to minimize all costs and risks associated with compliance
strategies, but substantial progress in this direction will be necessary.

UTILITIES' INFORMATION NEEDS

Compliance strategies, their costs, and their risks will depend heavily on future
markets: for fuels; for control, generating, end-use, and load management technologies;
and for power. The fuel and control technology markets that are critical for near- and
mid-term management of emissions will differ from markets of the recent past, due
largely to the compliance provisions and tradeable emission permits created under the
CAAA. There may be major changes in wholesale power markets as well, due to
variations of these compliance requirements, opportunities, and constraints among
different electricity producers. A growing nationwide emphasis on market mechanisms
in both electric generation and environmental regulation can only increase the role of
these emerging markets.

While the importance of these markets can be appreciated, the markets themselves
cannot be easily predicted. This leaves utilities with critical information gaps that need
to be filled, in order to develop successful environmental compliance strategies.
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Strategies must be comprehensive, integrated into overall system planning and
operations, and evolve in response to changing circumstances and information. Timely
communication with regulators regarding evolving strategies, information, and their
limitations will be essential.

The development of effective strategies requires seeing the “big picture.” This means
that individual companies must gain some understanding of the compliance
circumstances of other companies, including emission reduction requirements, costs,
and opportunities. Successful compliance planning will require information and
documented judgments regarding future fuel, technology, and power markets. For the
different coals and other fuels, this includes supply, demand, quality, prices, and
suitability for particular boilers. For generating and control technologies it includes
commercial availability, performance and engineering characteristics, manufacturer
capacity, costs, retrofit feasibility, and anticipated installations. As the planning horizon
expands, projection of loads and generation will be increasingly important,
distinguishing among different generation sources and technologies. Besides helping
utilities plan their compliance strategies, these kinds of information will underlie the
behavior of future emission allowance markets, which will strongly reflect anticipated
costs and other conditions in fuel, technology, and power markets.

Allowance markets will be directly linked to compliance decisions. Because there are
no physical barriers limiting allowance trading, allowances will serve as the common
currency linking the emission reductions (or increases) implied by power, fuel, and
technology market transactions. Trading of allowances will provide the means to
measure, compare, and substitute different compliance options. Allowance transactions
also have the potential convenience of short lead times, which should provide
attractive risk management from both operational and planning perspectives.
Furthermore, allowance transactions may be carried out within EA pooling
arrangements and bundled or otherwise linked with fuel, technology, and power
market transactions to enhance the management of cost, compliance, and regulatory
risks.

Judicious allowance trading to help manage costs and risks requires evaluating
information on future allowance markets. Of all the compliance markets, allowance
markets are the most uncertain and potentially volatile, due to their novelty, their
exposure to regulatory and political factors, and their potential diversity and speed of
transactions, which may outstrip capabilities for obtaining and analyzing information.
This uncertainty and potential volatility also arise from the fact that allowances have no
intrinsic value; their price and trading volume will reflect the perceived cumulative
effects of a diversity of circumstances and market factors involving electric loads,
technological advances, mine productivity, weather, future regulation, and the
behavior of various market players.

For the above reasons, projecting the prices and market volumes of allowances is one
type of information gathering and analysis activity associated with CAAA compliance
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that unites different utilities in their efforts to “pin down” an unprecedented and
unpredictable future. For their compliance planning and even for their power supply
and business planning, utilities need to project the availability and price of emission
allowances over time. They also need to anticipate the types of contract terms that will
be available and acceptable to regulators, as well as the identities and locations of
potential buyers and sellers of allowances, both alone and bundled with fuels,
technologies, or power. This information is necessary for efficient and competitive
operation, for regulatory actions regarding cost recovery, profit distribution, and
prudence, and, perhaps, for public relations regarding the environment.

Allowance markets, in particular, will be influenced not only by the emissions and cost
circumstances of the different players, but by behavior and perception. Some utilities
and regulators may have very different views regarding the riskiness of depending on
allowance purchases, the appropriate size of allowance reserves, the appropriate
discounting of allowance and emission reduction costs, the distribution of trading (or
non-trading) risks and rewards among ratepayers and shareholders, and the possibility
that future environmental regulations or technological advances will make allowances
virtually worthless by the year 2007 or the year 2010. Understanding uncertainties
arising from behavioral factors can help compliance planners identify, evaluate, and
manage important risks and opportunities. It is also important that these uncertainties
be understood by regulators.

OBJECTIVES

This study seeks to provide utilities with a better understanding of the current “big
picture” regarding fuel, control technology, and emission allowance markets. This
overall picture should aid utilities in their compliance planning and risk management
by complementing each utility's own more detailed picture of its compliance
circumstances within a broader context. The emphasis is on the period of about years
2005-2008 because most of the CAAA-related SO2 emission reductions and intense
compliance efforts are expected to have occurred by then, and because, beyond this
period, large uncertainties regarding electric loads, new technologies, and additional
environmental regulations (e.g., NOx, toxics and CO2 limits or taxes) could significantly
change the assumptions underlying current analyses of emission reduction
requirements and markets.

An initial objective of this study was to project individual utility, regional, and
nationwide emission reduction requirements and allowance supply and demand.
Initial projections were based on the likely allocation of SO2 emission allowances in
both Phase I (1995-1999) and Phase II (2000-2009) as described in Chapter 3 below, as
well as projected coal choices and emissions for each unit to meet applicable standards
apart from CAAA requirements.
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The study focused on qualitatively and quantitatively characterizing fuel, technology,
and allowance markets in Phase I and in Phase II. This included identifying the
opportunities for allowance trading, as well as variations in emission reduction
requirements, compliance options, and costs among utilities. These variations will
strongly influence trading possibilities, as well as the effects of compliance
requirements on different companies' risks and competitive positions.

For Phase I, this study analyzed likely Phase I compliance measures and allowance
trading volumes and prices. An important part of the Phase ! analysis was assessing the
accumulation of banked allowances that could be carried forward to affect compliance
strategies and markets in Phase II and incorporating announced plans for Phase I
compliance.

Most effort went into the projection and evaluation of Phase II fuel, technology, and
allowance markets, as influenced by the needs and circumstances of over 200
individual utilities. This included projecting utility-by-utility emission reduction
requirements, evaluating the generation and fate of surplus allowances, and estimating
likely strategies and both marginal and average compliance costs for each unit and
utility.

For Phase II fuel markets, the principal objectives were to determine demands for
different coals disaggregated by production region and sub-region based on coal
composition and mining conditions. This was accomplished by projecting the
particular utilities and units likely to select these coals. The study characterized the
average and marginal costs for each coal-fired unit, utility, and region for making
compliance-related fuel switches, expressed in 1992 constant dollars per ton of SO2

emission reduction. The fuel market analysis projects the penetration of Powder River
coals into existing boilers designed for bituminous coals and price premiums for low
sulfur Central Appalachian coals. These were determined to be key factors influencing
both utility compliance strategies and the competitive interaction of fuel, technology,
and allowance markets.

For control technologies, this study analyzed the markets for several different post-
combustion (and one combustion) SO2 removal technologies. Retrofits of different
technologies and upgrades of existing scrubbers were projected by unit and aggregated
by utility, region, and nationwide. This included the projected MW of capacity and
tons/year of emission reduction associated with different kinds of flue gas
desulfurization retrofits and upgrades, and the $/kW and $/ton (average and
marginal) costs for the emission reductions achieved. The average and marginal $/ton
emission reduction costs for technology retrofits were compared to those for switching,
on a unit-by-unit, utility-by-utility, regional, and national basis.

This study also quantifies and characterized the supply and demand for allowances for
trading. Other than auction pool allowances, the potential supply of EAs for trading
will depend on companies' individual cost structures for freeing up or generating EAs
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“surplus” to their own requirements. This study quantified these supplies utility-by-
utility, regionally, and nationally as a function of the marginal $/ton cost for generating
different surplus levels, taking into account the significant supply of allowances
available to specific utilities at zero or minimal marginal cost. In contrast, the main
demand for traded allowances will likely come from utilities facing high cost emission
reduction options that would be required in the absence of trading. This study,
therefore, quantified these avoidable emission reductions at each generating unit and
utility system as a function of their marginal $/ton cost.

Based on balancing the supply and demand for traded allowances, the study projected
likely allowance trading volumes and prices. This balance will be influenced not only
by avoided costs and the costs for generating allowance surpluses, but also by strategic
behavior and attitudes regarding allowance trading and cost recovery. Therefore, this
study has also examined the impacts on compliance markets of two key aspects of
utility strategic behavior — the trading and banking of allowances. Trading and
banking decision criteria will have considerable impact on allowance markets and,
through the allowance markets, on fuel and technology markets. Unfamiliarity with
allowance markets, aversion to market risks, uncertainties such as those involving
future emissions and regulation, and evolving public relations and political concerns
could plausibly prevent much of the allowance trading that would otherwise be
projected to occur on strictly economic grounds under “most likely” conditions.

THE ANALYTIC CHALLENGE

To evaluate competitive markets for fuels, technologies, and allowances, key analytic
challenges must be confronted involving the coal, electric utility and control technology
industries.

First is the challenge to adequately account for site-specific conditions and constraints
at electric utility fossil-fuel generating units. While developing an overview of
compliance markets does not require the same level of site and unit detail as does each
utility's planning, over-generalization and the omission of important site and unit
circumstances can seriously impair the realism and usefulness of a study of allowance,
fuel and technology choices. The vast majority of emission reductions required for
CAAA compliance will be made over the next fifteen years, and, in the near term, the
most significant reductions will involve retrofitting emission controls or changing fuels
at existing units. Generating unit characteristics that strongly affect the feasibility, costs,
and effectiveness of different emission reduction options vary considerably. Such
characteristics include a unit's age, size, capacity factor, and heat rate; the capability of
boilers and other equipment to handle different coals; the derates and/or equipment
upgrade costs required for coal switching; coal delivery and storage capability; boiler
firing method and capability for co-firing or burning alternative fuels; design and
removal efficiencies of existing SO2 and particulate control equipment; difficulty of
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retrofitting emission controls; and the costs and emissions associated with existing and
future operations.

Second, the analytic methodology must account for the fact that compliance strategies
are developed, and must be lived with, at the utility system level. While the
characteristics of individual generating units strongly influence available emission
reduction options, it is systemwide emissions and options that determine each utility's
compliance requirements and compliance strategies. In this study, it is assumed that
allowances will be freely traded or exchanged at no cost to take full advantage of cost-
effective SO2 reductions within each system.

Third, the analytic methodology must account for trading of allowances among
utilities, as well as the diversity of strategic approaches that utilities might take
regarding trading and regarding allowance banking, i.e., the creation and drawdown of
allowance reserves. The range of future strategic behavior regarding the consumption,
banking, and trading of allowances is uncertain at this time. Strategic behavior will vary
among utilities over time, as events unfold and information accumulates, and this is
likely to have a large impact on market perceptions. Therefore, the analytic approach
must be able to examine different kinds of strategic behavior, especially regarding the
trading and banking of allowances among utilities and others, in order to represent the
range of future conditions that may occur. These complex activities cannot be projected
with complete realism but must be simulated with sufficient accuracy to make the
results credible and useful.

The quantitative simulation of different kinds of decision criteria and strategic behavior
is especially important, because it provides insights into the relationships among
potential behaviors and markets that are important, yet unfamiliar to utility decision
makers and planners. Evaluating potential ranges of assumptions also helps avoid a
premature and misleading focus on an overly narrow set of future circumstances.

In addition to all the above, the cost structures underlying coal production and
transport, as well as the cost, performance and availability of technological controls
must be accurately incorporated into the analysis. These underlying costs will affect the
competitive balance between fuel, technology, and allowance markets.
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3 
ANALYTIC APPROACH

The approach used in this study of fuel, technology control, and allowance markets
relies on four key elements:

• extensive information describing generating units and their operation, fuels and
fuel markets, and emission allowance allocations;

• development of emission reduction options at every individual coal-f'ired unit over
25 MW, using detailed unit and site specific information;

• projection of compliance strategies for each of approximately 200 utility systems,
based on allowance allocations, forecast future emissions and unit by unit emission
reduction options available in each system;

• detailed simulation of different kinds of utility strategic behavior regarding
production, banking, and consumption of surplus allowances and, especially, the
trading of allowances between utilities.

The methodology builds upon basic elements characterizing the electric utility and coal
industries, the cost and performance of different emission control technologies, and the
allocations of emission allowances in order to analyze market interactions with a high
level of detail. The methods can thus be described as a “bottom-up” approach. Key
elements of this approach are listed in Table 3-1 and are discussed in this section.

RESEARCH COLLABORATION

Different areas of EPRI-sponsored research were integrated to meet the analytic
requirements of this study.1 The detailed characterization of utility fossil fuel markets,
coal production and transportation, and site specific factors influencing coal delivery,
coal switching, and FGD retrofits benefited from 'past and current research conducted
for EPRI by Energy Ventures Analysis, Inc. (EVA), with the collaboration of United
Engineers for FGD retrofit studies. The detailed simulation and examination of
emission strategies and markets under varied future conditions used the Emission
Reduction Analysis computer Models (ERAM) and their comprehensive database,
which have been developed and applied over a number of years by Van Horn
Consulting and Dr. Keith White (see Appendix A for a description). Previously used
for such EPRI applications as the evaluation of R&D priorities, ERAM has been

                                                
1 One EPRI report responding to many issues addressed in this study is: Clean Air Response: A
Guidebook to Strategies, EPRI Report GS-7105, Research Project 3199-1, December 1990.
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updated for the present study, for example to revise the cost and performance of
various emission controls based on published research conducted for EPRI by United
Engineers and to incorporate current detailed information provided by EVA.

PROJECTING UNIT EMISSION REDUCTION OPTIONS: INFORMATION USED

The first key element of the analytic approach was a detailed characterization of
potential emission reduction options at individual generating units. The potential for
emission reduction and for the associated costs and other consequences varies greatly
among generating units. Therefore, rather than over-simplifying the analysis by
working with aggregations of similar plants, multiple emission reduction options at
each existing and announced coal-fired unit above 25 net MW were developed, relying
heavily on data and information such as:

• net demonstrated unit capacity (summer/winter average net Mw);

• boiler types and manufacturers;

• on-line and retirement dates from DOE, FERC and NERC data (very few units were
projected to be retired through year 2010);

• projected heat rates based on recently achieved average heat rates, and in some
cases, full load heat rates;

• projected capacity factors for 1995 and for 2000, taking into account historical
capacity factors and projections (primarily from 1992 NERC reports) of loads,
generation, retirements, and capacity additions;

• SO2 and particulate emission factors (SIP and new source limits, averaging times,
recently achieved emissions);

• FGD retrofit difficulty (capital cost) multipliers based on site-specific analyses and
visits conducted for EPRI by EVA and its subcontractor United Engineers;

• based on the same source, estimated derates and unit modification (capital) costs
associated with switching to specific alternative coals at individual units;

• existing and announced SO2 and particulate (occasionally NOx) emission controls
(type, removal efficiency, and in-service dates);

• Phase I compliance plan announcements (fuel switching, scrubbers and other
technologies, including estimated in-service year and removal efficiency);

• fuel characteristics projected by EVA, including quality, initial estimates of FOB
mine prices, and site-specific transportation prices — for the lowest cost baseline
coal and a number of potential alternative fuels; and

• ownership fractions for multiple-owner units (particularly important for correctly
assigning EAs to each owner from units considering FGD retrofits, e.g.,
Conemaugh).
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Table 3-1
ELEMENTS IN THIS STUDY'S BOTTOM-UP APPROACH
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For each unit the alternative coals typically represent a variety of source regions and
sulfur contents. Mine prices for these coals were developed taking into account the cost
structure of each coal supply region's dominant price-setting mines, mine-specific coal
reserve depletion data, and coal demand forecasts. Different coal regions and coal
qualities within regions were considered separately, due to differences in reserves,
costs, and mine pricing. This analysis projected demand for the different coals under
various scenarios, and coal pricing was evaluated iteratively by adjusting the coal
sulfur premiums to bring projected prices and demand into balance with supplier costs
and capacity, respectively.

Plant specific transportation cost projections for each alternative coal at each unit were
developed taking into account the delivery capability at each plant, alternative coal
movement logistics, carrier cost structure, and prospects for inter-carrier competition.
This permits more realistic projection of switching costs, especially at locations with
transportation constraints that may significantly increase switching costs.

PROJECTING UNIT EMISSION REDUCTION OPTIONS: SIMULATION

Data characterizing the individual units were used to simulate emission reduction
options. For each coal fired unit, up to eleven different emission reduction levels were
considered. For each of these levels numerous methods for achieving that reduction
were simulated in detail, and the method with the lowest calculated annual levelized
cost was “saved.” Altogether, on the order of a hundred separate options will have
been simulated and examined for one unit in order to select up to eleven options to be
“saved” for later consideration for selection as that unit's contribution to its owner's
overall compliance strategy.

The different methods considered for meeting each emission reduction level at a unit
included switching to each alternative coal and, in some cases, natural gas, plus a
number of fuel blends, sometimes including gas co-firing. Whenever a unit was
calculated not to comply with a target emission level when burning a particular coal,
retrofitting and upgrading SO2 controls were simulated. The levelized cost attributed to
each emission reduction method took into account:

• fuel FOB plus site-specific transportation costs,

• unit-specific derates and modification costs associated with fuel switches to non-
design coals,

• capital costs for technological control retrofits or upgrades,

• retrofit-related heat rate penalties and capacity losses,

• various categories of fixed and variable operating and maintenance costs for
emission controls, and

• the costs of any required upgrading of particulate controls.
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The SO2 control technologies evaluated for each unit included limestone forced
oxidation wet scrubbing, lime spray drying, lime duct injection, in-duct lime spray
drying, and furnace lime injection. These technologies were considered to represent a
range of current and emerging technologies likely to be considered in the near term.
The cost and performance of these technologies for a particular unit, coal, and target
emission level were simulated using engineering cost and performance models
derived from more detailed models originally developed for EPRI by United
Engineers1 Typical inputs and outputs for the emission control models used in this
study are described in Appendix A.

DEVELOPING INDIVIDUAL UTILITY SYSTEM COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES

Emission compliance strategies were projected for each of approximately 200 utility
systems, because each system faces unique circumstances with regard to its overall
resource mix and its evolution and utilization over time, emission allowance
allocations, emission reduction requirements, and the characteristics of individual
fossil units, including capability for fuel switching and technology controls. Each
utility's unique circumstances include its regulatory situation and its strategic
objectives and practices. For each system, the building blocks from which strategies
were developed consisted of the options established for the individual units, usually
up to eleven SO2 reduction levels plus the future baseline (no reduction) option for
each unit, as described earlier.

The analysis did not aspire to the full detail ultimately needed for an individual
utility's planning. Rather, the level of detail was designed to screen options within
individual utilities and to give a realistic picture of overall strategies and markets
regionally and nationwide, while permitting verification of the plausibility of selected
strategies at the unit and system level.

The development of system compliance strategies depends on the balance between
allowance allocations and those baseline emissions projected to occur without CAAA
compliance measures. Baseline emissions were calculated based on each system's
projected capacity mix and its utilization, as reflected in the capacity factors projected
for individual coal-fired units. Capacity factors were projected for 1995 and for 2000,
taking into account historical capacity factors, as well as projections of loads,
generation, retirements, and capacity additions.

The following kinds of information were used to characterize emission allowances for
each system.

                                                
1United Engineers and Constructors, Economic Evaluation of Flue Gas Desulfurization Systems.
EPRI GS-7193, Volume 1, Project 1610-6, February 1991
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• Emission Allowance Allocations for each coal-fired unit were based on the June
1992 EPA data base, including special allocations and deductions, such as for the
auction pools.

• Phase I Scrubber Bonus Allowances were calculated for utilities anticipated to
retrofit technological controls eligible for “scrubber bonus” allowances in Phase I.
The calculation was based on projected Phase I FGD on-line years and removal
efficiencies, and on allowance allocations and projected pre-compliance emissions
for Phase I-affected fossil generating units in systems with projected Phase I
scrubbers.

• Net Oil/Gas Allowances were based on Phase I and Phase II allowances for oil- and
natural gas-fired units from the June 1992 EPA data base, aggregated separately for
each system, plus one overall aggregation for systems with no coal capacity.
Projected net allowances were calculated by subtracting projected oil-fired SO2

emissions from oil/gas allowance allocations. Three different projections were
developed based on oil burn resulting from different levels of gas substitution at
dual capability units and from different levels of oil/gas unit utilization.

Each system's compliance strategy was projected by selecting emission reduction
options at each unit in that system based on overall cost effectiveness. The cost
effectiveness of each option was calculated in marginal dollars per ton, representing the
increase in the levelized cost for that option relative to the next higher emitting (lesser
reduction) option at the same unit, divided by the tons per year of emission reduction
achieved relative to the next higher emitting option. Thus, each unit had a number of
different least cost options that were evaluated for system compliance (up to eleven
plus the no action option), with the options providing greater reductions usually
having successively higher marginal costs. For any unit, options calculated to have a
higher marginal cost than other options which produced greater emission reductions
were eliminated from further consideration (e.g., low efficiency scrubbing).

For each system a compliance strategy in the absence of inter-utility allowance trading
was projected by first choosing options with the lowest marginal reduction costs and
then selecting increasingly higher marginal cost options until reaching the system's
emission target. This frequently resulted in first selecting one option at a given unit,
then subsequently replacing that choice with a higher reduction (higher marginal cost)
option at the same unit. The system emission target consisted of the utility's projected
allowance allocation, including any projected net surplus (or deficit) of oil/gas
allowances over oil/gas emissions, plus any Phase I scrubber bonus allowances. A
simulation of a small Midwestern utility's hypothetical compliance strategy is depicted
in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. Example Selection of SO2 Strategies by An Individual Utility

A = 5 steps, increasing blend (15 ? 65%) of PR 3 coal with ILS coal at Unit A1
B = 30% blend of PR3 coal with 11-5 coal at Units B1 and B2
C = 30% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit Cl
D = Increase to 75% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit A1
E = Increase to 85% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit A1
F = Switch fully from IL5 to 11.2 coal at Units B1 and B2
G = Switch fully to PR3 at Unit A1
H = Switch fully to IL2 at Unit Cl
I* = Switch fully to PR3 and Unit B1
J* = Switch fully to PR3 at Unit B2

The methodology permits deviations from the above approach to improve agreement
with announced plans. Units with announced or anticipated Phase I scrubbers were
forced to select these scrubbers, and any sunk costs associated with projected Phase I
measures, such as switching or scrubbing capital costs, were excluded from the
calculation of marginal reduction costs attributed to measures being considered for
Phase II. Importantly, for units with multiple owners, compliance measures were
selected on the basis of their contribution to the compliance strategy of the
“decisionmaking” owner. This was usually the owner with the largest ownership share,
but was sometimes assumed to be another owner, based on current information
regarding decisionmaking at these units and on the compliance needs of the different
owners. (A particular unit may be more critical to the compliance strategy of an owner
other than the owner with the largest share.)

The selected strategy for each utility could then be characterized by annual unit and
system emissions, annual emission reduction, levelized cost, average and marginal
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(last step) dollars per ton, and by a detailed description of the compliance measures
projected for each coal-fired unit.

EMISSION TRADING AND EMISSION ALLOWANCE STRATEGIES

Key objectives of this study included the initial evaluation of the effects of strategic
allowance trading and banking behaviors. The analytic methodology developed
permitted examination of various kinds of allowance trading among utility systems.

In addition to within-system compliance without inter-utility allowance trading,
“perfect” nationwide trading was examined, with the lowest cost emission reduction
measures being selected nationwide. Perfect trading assumes that utilities that could
over-control at low costs would do so, and that the resulting allowance surplus would
be bought by other utilities to avoid their own high cost emission reduction measures.
The overall effect would be to minimize the nationwide total costs and marginal costs.

The analytic methodology also permits simulating and examining the consequences of
constrained inter-utility trading, which is more likely to occur than perfect trading. For
example, it was possible to limit any utility’s reliance on purchased allowances by
specifying limits on the tons of allowances purchased or by specifying that a utility
make all cost-effective within-system emission reductions up to a certain total or
marginal cost. Similarly, the willingness of any utility to over-control to produce
surplus allowances could be constrained by tonnage, cost, or marginal cost limits on
over-control. These features of the simulation made it possible to consider the effects of
various restrictions on utility system sales or purchases of allowances.1

A separate category of tradeable allowances consists of the yearly EPA auction pool
allowances, both in Phase I and in Phase II. The analytic approach permitted the
options of ignoring these allowances, buying them for use in the compliance period
(Phase I or II) in which they are auctioned, or buying Phase I auctioned allowances for
use in Phase II.

The study also examined over-control, allowance banking, and the use of banked
allowances. The methodology allows utility-by-utility specification of over-control
based on tonnage, total cost, or marginal cost criteria. For example, a particular utility
might be willing to over-control until the cost of doing so exceeds a certain marginal
dollars per ton or until a certain surplus is generated. The methodology also permits
analyzing how the resulting allowance surpluses would be used, including any
combination of additional permanent allowance reserves, internal consumption at a
later time, or sale in allowance markets.

                                                
1For the analysis presented in this report, each utility system was assumed to trade its allowances within its own
system without constraints. Thus, when discussing trading behavior, we are referring to “inter-utility” trading
behavior.
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In this study, several different banking and trading behaviors were examined,
assuming that all utilities simultaneously observed the same general behavior rules.
This made interpretation of this initial analysis most straightforward. However,
because the analysis is done unit by unit and then system by system, it is possible to
specify different trading and banking behaviors on a system-by-system, multi-system,
or statewide basis.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSES OF TRADING AND BANKING BEHAVIOR

Utilities must develop and implement their compliance strategies in the face of
considerable uncertainties affecting “compliance markets” for fuels, technologies, and
allowances. Without addressing these uncertainties, a strategy is unlikely to
adequately manage risks. Therefore, this study aimed to identify and understand the
consequences of some of the major uncertainties.

Utilities face uncertainties concerning, for example:

• the availability, cost, and performance of current and emerging emission control
technologies,

• retirement of existing fossil units,

• construction of generating units using low emitting technologies,

• coal FOB prices, transportation costs, and mine productivity,

• future electric loads and capacity factors,

• changes in bulk power markets,

• future independent power generation and its emissions, and

• future environmental regulations affecting the costs and even the viability of coal-
fired generation.

Uncertainties such as these had to be grappled with to define the baseline assumptions
in the present analysis. Such uncertainties can be further explored by systematically
varying the relevant assumptions at the unit, plant, utility, regional, or national level.
However, our initial sensitivity analysis of uncertainty focused on key uncertainties
regarding trading and banking of allowances. This was because these uncertainties
were very large and unfamiliar to utilities, are likely to have significant consequences,
and are not readily evaluated using other utility planning tools.

A scenario approach was adopted to explore different allowance trading and banking
behaviors. Compliance strategies and fuel, technology and allowance market
interactions were projected under different scenarios, with each scenario representing a
particular combination of allowance trading and banking “behavior” or decision
criteria. A more detailed analysis might simultaneously attribute different decision
criteria to various utilities within a single scenario. The different scenarios presented
here are not necessarily mutually exclusive, since the different kinds of behavior they
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represent might occur at different points in time, or among different utilities at a given
point in time.

Phase I Scenarios

Compared to Phase II, Phase I involves a shorter time frame (1995-1999) and fewer
affected generating units and systems, for which most compliance decisions have
already been made. Because of this, the study focused mainly on Phase II, drawing on
data, projections, and insights from Phase I as the starting point of the Phase II analyses.
Two primary Phase I scenarios were developed. The “most likely” scenario projected
substantial economic over-control and banking of surplus allowances into Phase II,
while in the “alternative” scenario the only over-control was that resulting from Phase I
flue gas desulfurization (FGD) retrofits and from recent emission reductions in some
locations due to state regulations. These scenarios were developed by examining
utility compliance strategies for a “typical” Phase I year, nominally considered to be
1995.

Both Phase I scenarios incorporated announced Phase I FGD retrofits, as well as the 3.5
million tons of scrubber bonus allowance allocations for utilities projected to be
making these retrofits. These allowances were allocated among the utilities according
to the formula specified by the CAAA, with each utility's share then being slightly
decreased on a pro rata basis due to estimated oversubscription. These Phase I FGD
retrofits, plus recent emission reductions at some affected units for reasons other than
CAAA compliance, will result in some systems over-controlling relative to CAAA
requirements and thus producing allowance surpluses during Phase I.

In addition, the “most likely” Phase I scenario, but not the alternative scenario,
assumed that Phase I utilities will opt for additional economic over-control to produce
a greater allowance surplus. In this scenario it was determined that over the five years
of Phase I each affected utility would over-control SO2 emissions systemwide by an
average annual tonnage equal to the greater of the following amounts:

• the amount resulting from announced/likely Phase I FGD retrofits,

• the amount resulting from economic compliance with existing pre-CAAA
regulations,

• the amount equal to ten percent of the utility's basic Phase I annual allowance
allocation (excludes scrubber bonus allowances), or

• the amount that could be achieved by implementing all reduction measures at the
utility's different coal-fired units up to a marginal cost of $250/ton (1992 dollars).

The “most likely” Phase I scenario resulted in projected strategies and fuel switching
broadly consistent with utilities' Phase I announcements to date, which in the aggregate
indicate significant over-control. Over-control is economic because the added near-term
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costs would be outweighed by the value of the resulting banked allowances, based on
discounted Phase II emission reduction costs (see Chapters 5 and 6).

In both Phase I scenarios various utilities' projected surplus scrubber bonus “transfer”
allowances (see Chapter 4) were assumed to be traded. These represent those scrubber
bonus allowances that, because they could not be consumed by their recipients, would
simply be lost unless traded. In general, surplus Phase I allowances (not needed to
cover their owners' emissions), were assumed to be carded forward into Phase II. The
150,000 tons per year of auction pool allowances were also assumed to be carried
forward into Phase II, when the value of allowances is projected to be higher.

Phase II Scenarios: Transition versus Equilibrium Banking Conditions

One objective of examining several different behavioral scenarios in Phase II was to
clarify the effects on fuel, technology, and allowance markets of the creation of Phase II
allowance reserves and the consumption of banked Phase I allowances. Two sets of
Phase II scenarios are presented in this report as summarized in Table 3-2. Both sets
were based on the fossil capacity and generation projected for the year 2000, including
unit retirements, announced units, and projected capacity factors.
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Table 3-2
PHASE II SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS

Type  of Emission Allowance
Trading between Utilities(1)

“Transition” (Draw Down
Banked Phase I Allowance,
Establish Phase II Reserves)

“Equilibrium” (Utilities’ Emissions
Balanced with Allowance

Allocations plus Net Trading)

No Inter-Utility Trading 1 Scenario (N3) 1 Scenario (N1)

Perfect Trading between
Utilities

1 Basic Scenario (t3) and three
“allowance giut” variations

(T2, T4, T5) with faster
drawdown of banked EAs

and/or less reserve buildup

1 Scenario (T1)

Constrained Trading
between Utilities(2

4 Scenarios: 25% savings
hurdle combined with no

limit, 20%, 30% EA purchase
limits (C2, C4, C4a);

30% purchase limit with no
hurdle (C4b)

5 Scenarios: 25% savings hurdle
combined with no limit, hurdle

combined with no limit,
(C1, C3, C3a);

30% purchase limit with no hurdle
(C3b);

C5 like C3a but with year 2010 EAs

 (1) Assumes perfect trading within utilities, and “business-as-usual” operation of announced and almost all
existing fossil fuel units.

(2) To represent a 25% savings hurdle, make all internal reductions up to $500/ton (“Transition”) or
$600/ton (“Equilibrium”) before buying EAs. Purchase limits are calculated as a percentage of each buyer's
basic Phase II annual EA allocation. However, reductions above $1000/ton (1992 $) are always replaced by
trades.

One set of Phase II scenarios represents the “transition” conditions expected to occur
early in Phase II, roughly the five years 2000-2004. “Transition” refers to the expectation
that most utilities would not be in an allowance equilibrium at this time. Some utilities
with large allowance reserves banked from Phase I would be able to draw upon these
reserves to delay costly emission reductions. Other utilities would be over-controlling
or purchasing allowances to establish their Phase II allowance reserves.

In most transition scenarios (Table 3-2) utilities were assumed to establish allowance
reserves during a typical transition year by keeping their annual allowance
consumption (emissions plus allowance sales) below their annual allowance income
(allocations plus purchases plus consumption of banked Phase I allowances) by an
(annual) amount roughly equal to ten percent of their annual Phase II basic allowance
allocation. In addition, banked Phase I allowances were assumed to be “used” over the
first five “transition” years of Phase II, so that in a typical transition year one-fifth of a
utility's banked Phase I allowances would be available for addition to either permanent
reserves, consumption, or trading.
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Each utility's banked Phase I allowances in excess of 100 percent of the utility's annual
contribution to its permanent Phase 1I reserve were assumed to be available to for
consumption in order to avoid within-system emission reduction measures. Any EAs
still remaining after cost-effective internal consumption were available for trading.
Some surplus allowances from Phase I over-control or from the Phase I auction pool
traded prior to year 2000, but for purposes of the simulation these were treated as
being traded during Phase II, reflecting the assumption that they would also be used in
Phase II.

In addition, certain more extreme transition scenarios were examined in which banked
Phase I allowances were consumed more rapidly and without any Phase II allowance
reserves being established or maintained. These scenarios represent potential
“allowance glut” situations giving the lowest plausible projected compliance
requirements and allowance prices.

Besides the transition scenarios, another set of scenarios was evaluated to represent
“equilibrium” conditions expected to occur later in Phase II (Table 3-2). It was assumed
that under equilibrium conditions the desired permanent allowance reserve levels will
have been achieved and remain stable. Therefore, utilities' annual allowance
consumption (SO2 emissions) equals annual allowance income (allocations plus net
purchases or sales), ignoring fluctuations due to operational contingencies or major
junctures in electric supply plans.1

Based on the projected banking during Phase I, the time frame represented by the
typical year in the Phase II “equilibrium” scenarios is about 2005-2009. Different
developments could alter the pace at which equilibrium conditions are achieved
nationwide and, in any event, the circumstances of individual utilities will lead them to
reach their own allowance equilibria at different times, perhaps even beyond 2010.

Phase II Scenarios: Allowance Trading

This study's initial evaluation of behavioral uncertainties has focused most strongly on
trading, examining several kinds of possible allowance trading behavior under both
transition and equilibrium allowance banking conditions. First, two extreme and
unlikely kinds of trading behavior were examined because their implications help us
understand and place bounds on the potential effects of different trading behaviors.
These two extremes were:

• no inter-utility trading (“no trading”), assuming internal compliance only, with
complete absence of allowance trading between utilities (however, with perfect
trading within each utility system), and

                                                
1Under some potential circumstances, if a number of Western utilities choose not to trade and load growth does not
consume their surplus EAs, nationwide reserves could grow each year.
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• “perfect” nationwide trading between utilities to minimize expected nationwide
and system compliance costs.

For example, if one utility can over-control at a marginal cost of $490/ton and another
utility must spend $510/ton for its final internal step to comply by itself, then “perfect
trading” would dictate that the first utility would always be willing to over-control and
sell its surplus allowances to the second utility, at a price somewhere between $490 and
$510 per ton.

Besides the two trading extremes described above, intermediate or “constrained” kinds
of trading that are more likely to occur were also examined. The different kinds of
trading were simulated under both transition and equilibrium banking conditions,
giving rise to the set of scenarios summarized in Table 3-2. These scenarios provided
the quantitative results discussed in this report and presented in Appendix C. They
help us evaluate market interactions and also to describe the range of market
conditions that might be anticipated, such as regarding allowance prices, GW of FGD
retrofits, system marginal costs, and price premiums for low sulfur coals.

This study evaluated constrained trading volumes by assuming various limits on
utilities' willingness to purchase allowances. This approach was taken largely because,
as described in Chapter 6, there is projected to be a large supply of “surplus”
allowances produced at zero or minimal cost in Phase II.1 The alternative approaches of
examining supplier transaction constraints or simultaneous supplier and buyer
constraints are also possible.

The constrained trading scenarios included two kinds of constraints on the willingness
of utilities to buy allowances. (However, in these scenarios, internal reductions costing
over $1000/ton were always considered eligible to be replaced with purchased
allowances, regardless of the general constraints assumed to limit trading.) First, some
scenarios incorporated a “hurdle” constraint, assuming that utilities will not purchase
allowances unless the expected savings relative to within-system reduction measures
exceeds some “hurdle” amount, expressed in dollars/ton. The magnitude of this
hurdle reflects the extent to which utilities perceive allowance trading as risky and
having potential regulatory, public relations and other pitfalls, so that, to be attractive,
trading must offer sufficient expected cost savings. Expected cost savings hurdles were
represented by assuming that potential allowance buyers will make all internal
reductions up to a certain dollars/ton marginal cost (the avoided cost “floor”) and will
only purchase allowances to avoid more costly measures. This floor was set at
approximately 125% of (about $100-$125/ton more than) the national marginal
emission reduction cost initially projected under perfect trading, separately for
transition and equilibrium banking conditions. The optimized national marginal

                                                
1Throughout this study, the EA “surplus” is defined as allowances in excess of the internal needs of
potential EA sellers. This surplus thus makes up the supply of EAs that can be made available for sale.
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emission reduction cost represents the market clearing price under simulated perfect
trading, without transaction costs or uncertainties. In practice, of course, the market
price under constrained trading can vary from this perfect market price, and individual
buyers will have different savings hurdles that can change over time as the market
matures.1 As used here, this representation of savings hurdles is one heuristic approach
that can inform us about possible future market behavior.

In other scenarios, under both transition and equilibrium allowance banking
circumstances, a different trading constraint was considered, both alone and in
combination with the “hurdle” constraint. This other constraint was an assumed upper
limit on the amount of annual allowance purchases by any utility. The “reliance” limit
was set at either 20 or 30 percent of the purchasing utility's Phase II permanent annual
allowance allocation (Table 3-2), representing an unwillingness to make more than a
certain fraction of the utility's overall fossil emissions and generation dependent on the
allowance market. Over time this limit would change to reflect changing economic
conditions and circumstances, and be reduced as familiarity with the allowance market
increases.

This method of representing purchase limits assumes that the target Phase II emission
levels of these utilities can be roughly approximated by their permanent allowance
allocations. (If they buy substantial allowances, their emissions could be somewhat

                                                

1We use the “perfect market” price as a baseline from which to estimate an internal
marginal cost that buyers would be willing to incur before turning to the allowance
market. The extent to which this internal marginal cost exceeds the perfect market price
reflects a reduced willingness to pay for allowances, and thus represents an effective
downward shift in the demand curve, i.e., the demand at any particular price. In reality
the calculated market clearing price is only an approximation, since trading will be
constrained by a variety of different factors. The actual price will depend on the
behavior of the participants, their relative market power, and the numerous factors
affecting each party's decisions to trade.
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higher.) Of course, utilities will have different policies regarding reliance on purchased
allowances, especially due to differences in dependence on fossil generation and
differences in allowance reserve policies. However, as with the hurdle constraint, this
purchase limit constraint provides a heuristic approach to characterizing these future
markets.

The values selected for the scenario parameters, such as the EA purchase limits, were
based on surveys and comments collected from participants at several EPRI workshops
held in 1991 and 1992. Additional analyses can be conducted to examine other decision
criteria, as they may be influenced by the behavior and circumstances of individual
market players and by various factors such as state regulatory requirements or a
utility's plan for the installation of a Phase II scrubber.
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4 
THE 1990 CLEAN AIR ACT: TITLE IV REQUIREMENTS

This study focuses on compliance strategies and markets associated with the SO2

emission reduction requirements in CAAA Title IV, Acid Deposition Control. In
addition, the 1990 CAAA require that annual utility NOx emissions be reduced two
million tons below 1980 levels and could require reduction of air toxics emissions,
depending upon the outcome of an on-going EPA study. While such reductions might
entail considerable expense and could affect SO2 compliance strategies andrelated
markets, the requirements for reducing NOx and air toxics emissions are not fully
known at present. Therefore, this study has focused on the SO2 emission reduction
requirements, which are summarized in this chapter.

SO2 EMISSIONS: ALLOWANCE ALLOCATIONS AND REDUCTION
REQUIREMENTS

In this study the allocation of SO2 emission allowances pursuant to the 1990 CAAA was
projected based on the EPA's June 1992 proposal. Subsequent revisions in EPA's March
23, 1993 Final Rules were minor, and these allocations are noted in Table 4-1. Key
features of the allowance allocations and associated emission reduction requirements
are discussed below.

• Affected units must reduce SO2 emissions by about 3.2-3.3 million tons per year in
Phase I in the absence of bonus and auction pool allowances. Phase I (1995-1999)
sets SO2 limitations totaling 5.55 million tons per year (MTPY) for 261 individual
utility units. This requires utilities to reduce emissions by roughly 3.2-3.3 MTPY
from the level projected for 1995 without the CAAA, resulting in emissions of about
13.0 MTPY from all utility fossil steam units combined. However, allowable
emissions in Phase I could be increased above this by consuming FGD incentive
allowances and 150,000 tons per year of Phase I auction pool allowances, so that
compliance could, in principle, be achieved by reducing emissions by about 2.5
MTPY.
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Table 4-1
1990 CLEAN AIR ACT ALLOWANCE ALLOCATIONS
(Million tons/year from the March 1993 EPA Final Rules

Clean Air Act Provision Description 1995-1999
Phase I

2000-2009
Phase II

Post 2010
Phase III

Phase I Table 404(a)(1); Unadjusted Basic Allowance 5.50 9.89 9.90
Phase II Formulas 405(a)-(j); Allocations
Special Allocations 404(h)(2);
405(b)(2)(4); 405(c)(2),
(f)(2),(g)(5);
405(i)(1)(2), (j)(2),(d)(5)
403(a)(2) Adjusted Basic Allocations

(Adjustment = the “Ratchet”)
5.50 8.90 8.90

404(g) Conservation/Renewable Fuel
Reserve3

(0.03)

416 Repowering Reserve1 (0.05)
416(b) EPA Auction Pool including direct

sales
(0.15) (0.25) (0.25)

405(b)(2), (c)(5), (d)(3); Temporary Bonus Allowances 0.52
405(h)(1); 406(a)
404(a)(3) 3 State Award 0.20
405(a)(3) Phase I Affected Unit Special

Allocation
0.05 0.05

Total Annual Net Allowances
Awarded to Utility Units

5.55
(261 affected
units)

9.14 8.70

Additional Utility Emissions
Allowed

404(a)(2), (d) • FGD Incentive Allowances 23.50
416 • Auction pool 0.15 0.25 0.25
404(f) • Conservation incentives 30.30 3.30
409 • Repowering incentives 1>0.50

1Repowering incentive allowances awarded in 2000-2003 with the amount depending on qualifying capacity. Only
year 2000 awards will be subtracted from the national 8.9 MMTPY of adjusted basic allowances, subtracting 0.5 MT at
0.05 MTPY during 2000-2009, based on EPA's June 1992 and March 1993 assumption of 10 GW of repowering.
Awards for 2001-3 will not be subtracted from the 8.9 MTPY of basic allowances.

2Total one time award over years 1995-1999.

3Total one time award, through 2009 or until exhausted, on a first-come, first-served basis.

• Phase II unit and auction pool allowances limit SO2 emissions to 9.4 MTPY,
requiring emission reductions of at least 7.1 MTPY, relative to emissions projected
for year 2000 in the absence of the CAAA. Phase II (2000-2009) expands coverage to
about 2,200 existing utility fossil steam units, as well as future units. Individual
existing units and future units on line by the end of 1995 will be given basic and
other allowances to emit 9.15 million tons of SO2 per year for this 10 year period.
When 250,000 TPY of auction pool plus direct sale allowances are added, the total
reaches 9.4 MTPY. This will require at least 7.1 MTPY of total reductions from the
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16.5 MTPY of SO2 emissions projected to occur in year 2000 without the CAAA, and
could require more reductions, if fossil generation is higher or if utilities with
surplus allowances do not sell them.

• Coal-fired units account for 94 percent of Phase I and 90 percent of Phase lI
formula (basic) allocations awarded. Oil- and gas-fired units account for the
remaining allocations.

• The penalty for non-compliance is $2000 for each ton of SO2 emitted that is not
covered by an emission allowance designated for that source. In addition to the
penalty, the subsequent year's EA allocation will be reduced by the tonnage
subjected to the penalty.

• Surplus EAs can be banked for future use. Although allowances cannot be
consumed until their designated year of issue, the CAAA allow utilities to “bank”
unused, surplus allowances for use in a future year. The future consumption of
banked EAs will permit a utility to emit above its annual allowance allocation, as
long as the additional emissions are covered by a sufficient reserve of allowances,
accumulated through purchase or prior over-control.

• Incentive allowances for repowering and for conservation and renewable fuels
will permit additional emissions through 2009. Through as late as 2009, up to
300,000 tons (total, all years) of allowances will be awarded for qualifying
conservation and renewable fuels measures implemented from 1992 through 2000,
on a first come, first served basis. These allowances will come from a reserve
deducted from the 8.9 MTPY (adjusted) nationwide basic allowances at the rate of
30,000 TPY of deductions during 2000-2009. In addition, an unspecified number of
incentive allowances will be awarded in years 2000-2003 for qualifying repowering
measures. The repowering allowances awarded in year 2000 will come from a
reserve deducted from the nationwide basic allowances at the rate of 50,000 TPY
during 2000-2009, based on EPA's estimate of 10 GW of qualifying repowering.
Repowering incentive allowances awarded in 2001-2003 will not be deducted from
nationwide basic allowances.

• A tighter “ratchet” may require more reductions. Individual generating units are
generally assigned basic annual Phase II EA allocations based on a lb/MMbtu
emission factor and either the unit's fuel heat input during the 1985-7 “baseline
period” or, for newer units, the calculated annual fuel input at a 65 percent capacity
factor. The assigned lb/MMBtu emission factor varies depending on circumstances
but is generally capped at 1.2 lb/MMBtu. However, these allocation formulas
would result in total annual Phase II basic allocations exceeding the nationwide
mandatory CAAA limit of 8.9 MTPY. As a result, the June, 1992 EPA proposal
estimated that each unit's basic allocation would be reduced proportionally by a
“ratchet” of 9.3 percent, which was used in the present study. (The March 1993
update of EPA calculations estimates a ratchet of 9.9 percent.) However, the ratchet
could be increased, because additional units may qualify for allocations, including,
for example, non-utility generators and industrial co-generators.
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• Additional allowances may be awarded in 1995 and 2000 for early reductions.
Phase I units reducing emissions below their 1990 levels (on a lb/MMBtu basis)
before 1995 may be eligible for early reduction credits, if they belong to systems that
have recently reduced dependence on coal and have overall coal-fired capacity
factors below fifty percent. In addition, Phase II units reducing emissions below
1990 levels (on a lb/MMBtu basis) between 1995 and 2000 may be eligible for early
reduction credits if the emission reductions also bring emissions below 1.2
lb/MMBtu or the unit's SIP limit (whichever is lower).

• Phase I substitution plans will allow affected Phase II units that reduced
emissions after 1985 for reasons not associated with the 1990 CAAA to become
Phase I affected units and acquire allowances, provided that “the total emissions
reductions achieved under the substitution plan will be equal to or greater than the
total emission reductions that would have been achieved without the plan.” The
original Phase I affected unit and its specified substitute units must have the same
designated representative, not necessarily the same owners and operators. Some
compliance plans will generate extra Phase I allowances using identified substitute
units, providing additional EAs for banking or trading.

• The final emission ceiling is 8.95 MTPY in 2010. Beginning in 2010, annual
allowance allocations will decline to their final level of 8.95 million tons SO2 per
year in Phase III. This drop of 0.52 MTPY from pre-2010 annual allocations is due to
the termination of temporary bonus allocations (see Table 4-1).

• Ultimately, equilibrium may be achieved between annual emissions and annual
EA allocations. After utilities have established their desired levels of allowance
reserves and consumed any banked Phase I EAs not needed as a part of those
reserves, yearly emissions will roughly equal yearly allowance allocations, unless
utilities with surplus allocations do not, or cannot, sell their surpluses. Depending
on their individual circumstances, utilities will reach this equilibrium at different
times, ranging from 1 to 15 years from the beginning of Phase II.

ALLOWANCES AND REQUIRED SO2 REDUCTIONS ARE UNEVENLY
DISTRIBUTED AMONG UTILITIES

Under the CAAA most emission allowance allocations were calculated using each
unit's Btu of fuel burn during a base period 1985 to 1987. This means that systems
under-utilizing their fossil units during tiffs base period or expecting to strongly
increase utilization in the future will effectively need to achieve lower SO2 emissions
per net MWh fossil generation than other systems. The result is a wide variation among
utilities in SO2 emissions per MWh required for compliance, assuming no purchase of
allowances from other systems. For Phase I, the required lb SO2 per MWh averaged
over existing unscrubbed coal fired units could range from about 20 to 30 lb/MWh at
most systems (Figure 4-1), equivalent to burning a 2.0 to 3.0 lb SO2/MMBtu coal at a
10,000 Btu/kWh heat rate generating unit. This estimate assumes that scrubbed coal
units and oil/gas units emit at their expected rates.
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Figure 4-1. Phase I SO2 Emissons/MWh by Utility

In Phase II (2000-2010) many more systems are affected and lower emission rates must
be achieved. In the absence of trading, compliance is projected to require most coal-
fired systems to achieve emissions ranging from 8 to 15 lb SO2/MWh averaged over
their existing unscrubbed coal fired units (Figure 4-2), roughly equivalent to 0.80 to 1.50
lbs SO2/MMBtu.

Again, this assumes that scrubbed coal units and oil/gas units emit at expected rates.
Thus, Phase II requirements will preclude many utilities from a 100 percent eastern
coal switching strategy and could force utilities to retrofit scrubbers, burn more western
coal or purchase emission allowances. If each utility complied internally without using
Phase I banked EAs and without purchasing allowances, the Phase II allowance
allocation levels are projected to require nationwide SO2 emission reductions of about
8.5 MTPY relative to levels projected in the absence of the CAAA.
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Figure 4-2. Phase II SO2 Emissions/MWh by Utility

It is apparent that both the Phase I and Phase II emission reduction requirements are
distributed unevenly among utilities, with the bulk of the required reductions being
concentrated in a few high-emitting systems (Figures 4-3 and 44). However, in Phase II
nearly 30 utility systems, plotted on the left side of Figure 4-4, were each awarded at
least 10,000 TPY more allowances than their projected emissions in the absence of
further control. If the utilities with high emission reduction requirements were to
purchase these “surplus” allowances, as well as the 250,000 TPY of Phase II auction
pool1 allowances, over one MTPY of emission reductions that would be required in the
absence of trading could be avoided. With significant inter-utility trading, both
emission reductions and emissions per MWh would vary less among utilities than
depicted in Figures 4-4 and 4-2, respectively, since these figures assume no inter-utility
allowance trading.

When the temporary Phase II allowances expire in the year 2010, the nationwide SO2

emissions cap will drop by about 5.5 percent to the ultimate level of 8.95 MTPY. This
affects mainly fourteen utility systems, which account for almost half of the 530,000 TPY
of temporary allowances.2 In addition to annual allowance allocations, EPA is
authorized to award special temporary, incentive allowances to promote FGD, energy
conservation and greater use of renewable fuels, and repowering with low emitting
technologies. Of these special incentive awards, the FGD scrubber bonus pool is the
largest.

                                                
1The EPA auction pool of 200,000 TPY will most likely be supplemented by 50,000 TPY of “direct sale” allowances to
be offered at $1500 per ton. Unsold direct sale allowances will then revert to the EPA auction pool.
2Now estimated to be 519,000 TPY.
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Figure 4-3. Phase I Required SO2 Reductions by Utility

Figure 4-4. Phase II Required SO2 Reductions by Utility

To promote scrubbing and partially protect the high sulfur coal industry, sections
404(d) and 404(a)(2) of the CAAA create 3.5 million tons of one time allowances to be
awarded to Phase I utilities electing to retrofit control technologies removing at least 90
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percent of the SO2 from flue gases. This study, which was carried out in 1992, prior to
the March 1993 awards, used Phase I compliance announcements and EPA's then
current interpretation of their proposed regulations to allocate a total of 3.5 MT of
bonus EAs to 26 units projected to retrofit FGD in Phase I. The awards are shown in
Table 5-1.

This study also projected that approximately 450,000-500,000 tons of the scrubber
bonus allowances could consist of surplus “transfer” EAs that cannot be consumed by
the estimated 13 to 17 utilities that will receive them. These transfer allowances are
intended to be used at other Phase I affected units (units not retrofitting FGD or another
“qualifying Phase I technology”). The purpose of transfer allowances is to avoid forcing
temporary emission reductions at these other units during the first two years of Phase I
in order to meet systemwide allowance allocations, because FGD is permitted to be
delayed by up to two years. However, some systems retrofitting FGD in Phase I do not
have such transfer units that would rely on the reduced emissions at the “control unit.”
These utilities would lose their transfer allowances, unless they can designate out-of-
system “transfer” units in other systems that can consume these allowances. Therefore,
these utilities are likely Phase I allowance sellers, since they lose nothing by selling,
while their shareholders and ratepayers stand to gain from the sale of transfer
allowances.
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5 
PHASE I UTILITY MARKETS

Sixty nine utilities own 263 fossil fuel-fired generating units at 110 plants that are
affected by Phase I of the CAAA. These units represent just over 80 net GW of capacity,
of which 1.5 GW is oil-fired. The rest is coal-fired, including 1.1 GW retiring or recently
retired. In addition, a few utilities will select additional, substitute units to be
regulated under Phase I.

As illustrated in Chapter 4, one result of EPA's method of allocating allowances based
on historical fuel use is that the different affected systems vary greatly in their average
lb SO2 per MWh emission levels and in the annual emission reduction tonnages they
must achieve for compliance (Figures 4-1, 4-3). In fact, fourteen systems are projected to
have allowance surpluses in Phase I totaling 230,000 tons per year without making
additional expenditures for CAAA compliance. This is largely due to current
compliance with strict SIP emission limits and, in a few instances, projected switching
to lower sulfur coals for economic reasons. The remaining 55 utilities are required to
make emission reductions to comply with their Phase I limitations.

Required nationwide Phase I SO2 emission reductions would amount to about 3.0-3.3
million tons per year (MTPY), or about 3.5 MTPY, if the utilities with projected Phase I
EA surpluses do not sell them for consumption in 1995 and 1996. The bonus allowances
and in-service dates projected for FGD retrofits reduce this requirement to about 2.65
MTPY, or to 2.5 MTPY, if the 150,000 tons per year of auction pool allowances were to
be consumed in Phase I.

Utility compliance plans to date indicate considerable Phase I over-control (see Table
B-1 for a summary of Phase I plans). While the extent of over-control is somewhat
uncertain, we have followed a logic that is consistent with what we currently know of
utility compliance plans. Our estimate of over-control was developed by including not
only the “no incremental cost” over-control (i.e., “free” surplus allowances), but also
additional cost-effective over-control equal to either 10% of the basic Phase I EA
allocation or equal to the reductions that would be achieved by implementation of all
internal reduction measures costing below $250 per ton, whichever is projected to give
more reduction for a particular company. This results in projected national Phase I SO2

emission reductions of about 4.35 MTPY. Besides being justified by the projected EA
prices in Phase II (see Chapter 6), this over-control is generally consistent with
announced utility compliance plans.

Over-control is likely to be lower at the start of Phase I and higher towards the end. It
appears that the total accumulated EA inventory will reach 5-10 million tons by the end
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of Phase I. This study's baseline Phase I projection gives an accumulated allowance
inventory of 9.2 million tons by the year 2000 and provides the basis for the discussion
in this chapter. As will be described, Phase I over-control and allowance banking will
have important impacts on the forecasted markets for fuels, technology controls, and
allowances in both Phase I and Phase II.

THE PHASE I TECHNOLOGY MARKET

Nearly 13.9 GW of technology control retrofits are expected to be installed by 1997 (see
Table B-l). The FGD retrofits included in this study's baseline Phase I projection are
shown in Table 5-1. About 1.6 GW of the anticipated Phase I FGD retrofits represent
commercial demonstrations of new Clean Coal Technologies partially funded by the
federal government. The remaining retrofits represent established FGD processes
installed specifically for CAAA compliance (predominantly wet lime/limestone FGD).
These FGD retrofits at Phase I affected units are projected to produce 1.7 MTPY of SO2

emission reductions, about forty percent of the projected national total reductions in
Phase I and should produce an average of about 530,000 tons per year of surplus
allowances over the course of Phase I.

The FGD retrofits in our baseline Phase I projection excluded Commonwealth Edison's
Kincaid #1-2, Tampa Electric's Big Bend #3, and Big Rivers' Henderson II, where the
utility had originally planned to scrub, but re-evaluated, and was not planning to scrub
at the time of this analysis. Because of the uncertain status of FGD plans at Baldwin 1
and 2 at the time of this study, the baseline Phase I projection included a scrubber at
one of these units.1

                                                

1Based upon spring 1993 compliance plans, Henderson Municipal Utilities has elected
to scrub Henderson II, which it owns but does not operate. Baldwin, Kincaid and Big
Bend #3 have elected not to retrofit scrubbers for Phase I compliance.
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Table 5-1
PHASE I SCRUBBER INCENTIVE POOL

AND PHASE I FGD INCLUDED IN BASELINE PROJECTIONS

Utility Station Application
Tonnage

Estimated Final
Award with Poolingb

This Study's
Projected
Awarda

Included in
This Study’s
Baseline
Projections

Ohio Power Gavin #1-2 855,172 749,715 744,615 Yes
TVA Cumberland #1-2 807,217 707,675 619,970 Yes
TVA Shawnee #10 0 0 24,165 Yes
Allegheny Power
System

Harrison #1-3 655,421 574,596 580,185 Yes

Penelec Conemaugh #1-2 479,130 420,045 412,770 Yes
Indianapolis P&L Petersburg #1-2 177,423 154,392 156,050 Yes
PSI Energy Gibson #4 158,751 138,840 134,365 Yes
PSI Energy Wabash R #1 13,251 11,617 13,635 Yes
NIPSCO Bailly #7-8 152,357 133,567 118,240 Yes
Virginia Power Mt Storm #3 137,569 120,604 125,300 Yes
Kentucky Utilities Ghent #1 128,493 112,648 110,205 Yes
SIGECO Culley #2-3 106,691 92,842 100,805 Yes
Big Rivers Henderson #1-2 98,890 86,695 0 No
Owensboro Smith #1-2 89,892 78,223 72,430 Yes
NYSEG Milliken #1-2 70,455 61,309 73,435 Yes
Atlantic Energy BL England #2 44,016 38,588 41,225 Yes
Georgia Power Yates #1 21,267 18,644 0 Yes
PEPCO Chalk Pt #2 21,240 0 0 No
Illinois Power Baldwin #1 0 0 172,600 Yes
Total Applied For 4,017,235
Total Awarded 3,500,000 3,500,000

a = This study's projected award was derived prior to the EPA allocation on 3-31-93.

b = The lottery award will be qualified by EPA and then allocated according to pooling arrangements
agreed among the utilities. This calculation uses EPA's list of qualified applicants and incorporates the 5%
premium for lottery winners.

PHASE I FOSSIL FUEL MARKETS

The study's baseline projection shows 45 GW of affected coal units switching coals for
CAAA compliance, mainly by using more lower sulfur Central Appalachian and
Powder River Basin coals. In addition, about 4 GW of Phase I-affected coal units are
projected to switch from their current coals for economic reasons, regardless of CAAA
requirements. About 1.5 GW of affected oil units are projected to switch to low sulfur
oil or natural gas. In addition, examination of utility announcements and reduction
options suggests that about 0.9 GW of affected coal-fired capacity may switch to or co-
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fire natural gas, although these gas selections were not included in this study's baseline
Phase I analysis.

Compliance with Phase I of the CAAA is projected to result in significant increases in
consumption of low sulfur Powder River and Central Appalachian coals and significant
decreases in the consumption of Illinois Basin and Northern Appalachian utility coals,
relative to what would have happened in the absence of the CAAA. Compared to 1991
consumption of 118 million tons, utility consumption of Illinois Basin coals in 1995 is
projected to drop to 95-110 MTPY, with 98 MTPY projected in the baseline simulation.
For Northern Appalachian coals, the projected 1995 consumption is 105-115 MTPY (113
MTPY baseline projection) versus 1991 consumption of 119 MT. Shifts to lower sulfur
coals are projected to increase utility demand for Central Appalachian coals to 175-190
MTPY by 1995 (baseline projection 178 MTPY), up from 138 million tons in 1991. For
Powder River coals, projected consumption is 250-270 MTPY (baseline projection 267
MTPY), up from 203 million tons in 1991. Projected coal demand shifts in Phase I (and
Phase II), relative to historical levels, are shown in Table 5-2. Within these projected
ranges, where actual demand falls will depend on regional coal market prices,
electricity demand and fossil generation growth, and specific utility allowance banking
strategies.

Table 5-2
PROJECTED UTILITY COAL MARKET DEMAND (MTPY)

Actual Delivered Phase I Phase II

Supply Region 1990 1991 1995 2000-2004

Illinois Basin 128 118 95-110 80-95

Northern Appalachia 129 119 105-115 105-115

Central Appalachia 151 138 170-190 190-205

Mid Sulfur 46 42 45-55 30-40

Low Sulfur 65 56 85-100 80-110

Very Low Sulfur 40 40 40-50 60-90

Powder River Basin 191 203 250-270 300-320

Rockies / S Wyoming 52 53 58-65 60-70

By 1995 coal prices will be affected by significant demand shifts, as summarized for
Phase I and Phase II in Table 5-3. Phase I FOB mine prices for Northern Appalachian
and Illinois Basin coals are projected to decrease by $ 1-3/ton (1992 $) relative to 1992
contract prices, due to shrinking markets for these coals. These decreases in demand
and prices will vary among coal suppliers, depending on coal quality, mine location,
and utility compliance plans. For example, some Illinois and Indiana coal suppliers
with low sulfur coal reserve pockets may benefit from greater demand and prices for
their coals, which historically have had difficulty competing when local utilities could
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burn high sulfur coals. Some Illinois Basin demand losses will be absorbed by the
expected closure of about 30 MT/year of mine capacity over the next 10 years. This
depletion of existing mine capacity is shown in more detail in Figure 5-1. However,
competition from new pod mines in Indiana12 and lower sulfur coals from Central
Appalachia and the Powder River Basin should result in high sulfur coal suppliers
passing on a portion of their mining cost reductions to their utility customers. As
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6, these mine cost savings, which will allow for
lower prices in constant dollars than offered today, are primarily the result of
continued mine labor productivity improvements and an inability of mine wages to
rise along with inflation.

Figure 5-1. Regional Depletion of Existing Coal Mine Capacity

The projected price decrease is also spread unevenly among Northern Appalachian
mines. Higher sulfur mines in Ohio and northern West Virginia face larger price
declines and market shrinkages than the mid-sulfur Western Pennsylvania and low
sulfur B&O Gauley mines, as indicated in Table 5-3. Some projected coal demand
losses may be avoided, if the cost of advanced coal cleaning permits central
Pennsylvania mines to produce a competitive low sulfur coal for delivery to
Pennsylvania, Maryland and New York utility markets. Unlike the Illinois Basin,
depletion within Northern Appalachia is unlikely to have a significant effect on pricing
until Phase II.

                                                
1“Pod” mines are surface mines with a very limited life.
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Table 5-3
DOMINANT REGIONAL COAL PRICE PROJECTIONS (1992 $/TON)

FOR NEW ONE YEAR CONTRACTS
SUPPLY REGION COAL QUALITY <---------FOB MINE PRICE-------->

Phase I 1995 Phase II 2000
# SO2/MMBtu Btu 1992 Best Est. Range Best Est. Range

Northern Appalachia
Ohio Strip >4.00 11,500 20.20 18.00 17-19 16.50 15-17
Pittsburgh Seam-High S 3.50 13,000 23.20 20.60 19-22 20.80 20-22
Central Pennsylvania 3.00 12,500 26.80 24.20 23-25 24.30 23-25
W Penn Pittsburgh 2.15 13,000 24.80 23.30 22-24 22.40 21-23
NWV Low Sulfur 1.40 13,000 27.30 30.20 28-32 30.40 28-32
Illinois Basin
Illinois >4.00 11,000 19.40 17.20 16-18 16.10 15-17
W Kentucky >4.00 11,500 22.00 22.00 20-23 20.00 19-21
Indiana >4.00 11,000 18.10 16.50 16-18 15.60 15-17
Central Appalachia
Mid Sulfur 2.40 12,500 22.60 24.80 22-25 22.00 21-24
Low Sulfur 1.60 12.500 23.60 26.40 25-27 25.50 25-27
Compliance <1.20 12,500 24.70 28.00 27-29 29.00 28-30
Powder River Basin
North Gillette 0.80 8,400 3.60 3.60 3.50-5 4.60 4-6
South Gillette 0.70 8,800 4.50 4.50 4-6 5.40 5-7
Western Bituminous
Colorado-Yampa 0.80 11,000 15.80 15.60 15-17 18.30 17-21

NOTES: FOB prices are assumed FOB railcar except for Western Kentucky (FOB barge) and Ohio Strip mines
(FOB truck).

Central Appalachian prices are expected to strengthen over time by $2-3/ton (1992$), as
utility demand grows and triggers the need for new mining capacity. This demand
growth will primarily affect the dominant low sulfur coals and will require new mining
capacity to be developed. As a result, market prices for low sulfur (1.6 lb SO2/MMBtu)
Central Appalachian coal will need to rise from $23.60/ton today to between $25-
27/ton to attract investment needed to develop new reserves. Prices for very low sulfur
coals (often referred to as “compliance” coals) emitting below 1.2 lb SO2/MMBtu are
expected to rise from $ 25 (current) to $ 27-29/ton (1992 $), as they become linked to
low sulfur coal prices by a premium reflecting their relative SO2 emissions, and as EA
trading increases competition among coals based on their emissions. Mid-sulfur
Central Appalachian coal prices are expected to remain level, even as productivity
increases generally. Since these supplies are more limited, their mining costs should
remain high, and they have little potential to capture a sulfur premium.

Powder River Basin and Rocky Mountain coal prices are expected to remain relatively
flat, near today's prices of $4-6 per ton for Powder River Basin coals, despite the large
projected increase in demand for Powder River coals. Powder River Basin coal mining
capacity should continue to exceed demand throughout Phase I without significant
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new capital investment.1 Mining costs will remain low, and prices should continue to
reflect severe inter-supplier competition.

Coal market sulfur premiums are expected to develop and grow throughout Phase I
within coal supply regions, as utilities switch more capacity to lower sulfur Central
Appalachian and Powder River Basin coals, in order to over-control and “bank”
surplus EAs for Phase II. Sulfur premiums will eventually be linked to emission
allowance prices as the EA market develops.

Very limited inter-fuel switching is anticipated for Phase I SO2 compliance. Because of
the projected large price differentials between coal and natural gas per MMBtu, gas
will have only a very limited role for SO2 control during Phase I. An increase in gas use
will result from the announced conversion of LILCO's Northport #3-4 and Niagara-
Mohawk's Oswego #5 from 100 percent residual oil to dual-fired capability, which will
allow these units to burn gas for nine months of the year. Utility compliance plans to
date also indicate that by year 2000 four coal-fired units may be converted to gas
capability, and two to co-firing of natural gas (total about 0.9 Gw). Table B-2 in
Appendix B lists several potential or announced utility residual oil unit conversions to
dual-fired capability. Additionally, Phase I affected utilities may designate some non-
listed oil units as “affected” to take emission reduction credit for planned oil to gas
conversions. While the overall role of natural gas for SO2 control will be limited in
Phase I, its role for NOx control could potentially be much larger, especially for several
smaller, older stations. More switching to gas could occur in ozone non-attainment
areas along the east coast, despite the relatively higher cost of gas.

THE PHASE I EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET

Based on utility announcements and on this study's projections of cost-effective
strategies, considerable over-control is expected for Phase I, resulting in surplus
allowances that will be banked for use in Phase II. Baseline Phase I SO2 reductions are
projected to average about 4.35 MTPY over the 1995-1999 period, leading to overall
utility SO2 emissions averaging about 11.9 MTPY during Phase I. This gives a projected
allowance surplus averaging about 1.7 MTPY, because, when accounting for projected
FGD in service dates and bonus allowances, reductions averaging only about 2.65
MTPY would achieve compliance. The baseline projection of the EA surplus increases
to about 1.85 MTPY or a cumulative 9.2 million tons by the end of Phase I, if the 150,000
TPY of auction pool allowances are banked rather than consumed. The actual surplus
will, of course, depend on utility and regulatory policies regarding allowance banking.

The estimated 1.7 MTPY of surplus allowances projected to be produced at individual
utilities includes about 230,000 TPY at affected units emitting below their Phase I

                                                

1See also EPRI report IE-7119, Powder River Basin Coal Supply and Suitability, December 1992.
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allocations, due solely to economic SIP compliance, and about 530,000 TPY from FGD
retrofits and their associated bonus allowances. Including the 150,000 tons per year in
the Phase I auction pool gives a total “zero/low incremental cost” allowance surplus of
910,000 tons per year, if Phase I FGD retrofit capital costs are considered as “sunk”
costs and not as incremental costs.

Phase I Allowance Supply and Demand Without Considering Phase II

Additional Phase I over-control could be achieved by more expenditures for SO2

reduction, with the marginal dollars per ton cost increasing as the amount of over-
control increases. The incremental costs of generating additional surplus EAs for
trading is indicated in Figure 5-2, in which the potential nationwide supply of Phase I
over-control measures to generate surplus allowances and the potential Phase I
demand for these surplus allowances are each expressed in marginal dollars (1992 $)
per ton of SO2 reduced. These curves are constructed from incremental SO2 reduction
costs at each affected unit with potential EA surpluses determined by optimizing
utility Phase I compliance strategies under various criteria. The potential demand
represents the more costly Phase I compliance measures that could be avoided by
purchasing allowances, and the potential supply is dominated by the projected
“zero/low cost” surplus allowances at Phase l utilities. In Figure 5-2, Phase I FGD are
assumed to represent unavoidable expenses; their incremental costs are not plotted.
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Figure 5-2. Phase I SO2 Emission Allowance Market Supply and Demand without
Considering Phase II

Legend Available Tons/Year

A = Phase I Auction Pool 150,000

B = SIP Compliance and economic fuel choices 230,000

C = Phase I announced scrubbers and bonus allowances 530,000

D = Additional Phase I over-control >0

Figure 5-2 suggests that under perfect trading with no uncertainty or transaction costs
and with no Phase II ahead, it would be economic for utilities with low compliance
costs to make approximately 250,000 tons per year of additional emission reductions at
low (not zero) incremental costs, yielding a total allowance surplus of about 1.25 MTPY
that could be sold to other utilities wishing to avoid higher internal compliance costs.
Under these conditions, the national marginal emission reduction cost, which is a
reasonable first estimate of the Phase I market clearing price in the absence of Phase II,
would be a little over $125 per ton in 1995.1

Phase I Allowance Supply and Demand Considering Phase II

Obviously, compliance requirements do not end with Phase I. As discussed in Chapter
4, utilities face considerably greater emission reduction requirements and costs in

                                                
1Phase I EA prices in the neighborhood of $125 per ton would be expected in the absence of Phase II. Bids from
bargain hunters in EPA's first auction were consistent with this price range (see Appendix D).
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Phase II, including those utilities affected by both Phase I and Phase II. As a
consequence, the value and price of allowances in Phase I will be driven by their
perceived value in Phase II, when reduction requirements and marginal emission
reduction costs will be considerably higher.

The amount and costs of the higher-cost Phase II emission reduction measures that
could be avoided by consuming purchased or banked Phase I allowances suggests that
Phase I over-control measures costing less than about $250 per ton would be justified
on the basis of the value in Phase II of the surplus allowances that could be generated
in Phase I (Figure 5-3). Figure 5-3 discounts Phase II avoided incremental costs at a real
discount rate of six percent per year by plotting Phase II allowance demand in 2003
against the cost of creating additional surplus EAs in 1998.

Most Phase I utilities have high projected SO2 emission reduction requirements in
Phase II and can cost-effectively use their banked surplus Phase I allowances internally
during Phase II. As illustrated in Figure 5-4, a number of Phase I-affected systems could
avoid or delay higher-cost Phase II measures by banking EAs during Phase I, at a rate
beyond the amount of over-control resulting just from SIP compliance and planned
Phase I FGD retrofits. Figure 5-4 compares Phase II marginal compliance costs for over
60 Phase I utility systems with and without banked allowances from Phase I, assuming
no purchases of emission allowances.

Furthermore, Phase I over-control and allowance banking have motivations beyond the
delay of more costly emission reduction measures in Phase II. Banking will contribute
to the building of allowance reserves. Such reserves can provide operating and
planning flexibility, such as for system dispatch or to increase leverage in transactions
for power, fuels, and technology controls. A reserve can also provide insurance against
contingencies and possible future generation growth. The level of appropriate
allowance reserves will vary among systems and may have an important impact on
market dynamics.
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Figure 5-3. Value of Banking Additional Surplus Allowances in 1998 for Use in Year
2003

Legend (see Table B-5) Available Tons/Year

A = Auction Pool Phase I 150,000

B = Auction Pool Phase II (including direct sales) 250,000

C = Banking from Phase I already committed 759,000

D = Phase II over-control already committed 894,000

E = Additional Phase I over-control >0

Because the highest value of surplus Phase I allowances is associated with their use in
Phase II, Phase I EA market prices are projected to be set at discounted Phase II EA
market values. Initially, these prices could range from $190 to $320 per ton (1992 $) paid
in 1995, with a most likely 1995 price of about $250/ton. In general, contract terms and
conditions and contingent options will also influence allowance pricing. Real base
trend allowance prices are estimated in this study to increase throughout the period
1995-1999 at roughly a 6 percent per year real escalation rate in order to reach Phase II
projected values (i.e., expressed in 1992 constant dollars). However, market prices early
in Phase I will depend on not only on Phase II values, but also on discount rates
representing the carrying costs and risks of holding allowances in inventory.
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Figure 5-4. Phase II Marginal Costs for Each Utility with No Inter-utility Trading: with
and without Phase 1 Banking

Allowance Trading in 1992 and Early 1993

The limited bilateral allowance trades in 1992 and early 1993 included the Wisconsin
Power and Light-TVA, Wisconsin Power and Light-Duquesne Light, and ALCOA-Ohio
Edison transactions, early Phase II sales by United Illuminating, Phase I purchases by
Illinois Power, and unannounced Phase I sales by those utilities selling their Phase I
FGD bonus transfer allowances. Where announced, transaction prices were in the
neighborhood of $200-300 per ton of SO2 (1992 $) for payments starting in 1995, with
prices escalating for later years. These prices are consistent with our projections of the
discounted value of allowances in Phase II, that is, with the cost of marginal emission
reduction measures that can be avoided in early Phase II. Table 5-4 lists some of the
publicly reported offers to sell EAs to Illinois Power in early 1993. Information on
several inter-utility allowance trades to May 1, 1993 is shown in Table 5-5.

Although much has been made of the EPA's allowance auction's ability to reveal price
trends, EPA's recent 1993 auction bid prices represented the desire of buyers to achieve
bargains at Phase I marginal costs, which are below the discounted Phase II estimated
market value. In contrast, the offerings of sellers tested the auction process at minimum
sale prices that were at or significantly above projected discounted Phase II market
values. The limited market volumes and strategic positioning in this year's auction
make it unlikely that it provides definitive benchmarks for long-run allowance pricing.
A more complete discussion of EPA's 1993 auction is presented in Appendix D.
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Table 5-4
PUBLICLY REPORTED OFFERS TO SELL EAs TO ILLINOIS POWER

IN EARLY 1993

PRICE

UTILITY VOLUME RANGE TERMS/COMMENTS

(1992
$/TON)

LILCO 250,000 >$250-350 Surplus Phase I Allowances.

WEPCO 50,000 $250-350 Surplus Phase I Allowances.

ALCOA 250,000 $325 Credits associated with Warrick #4 ownership and
potential opt in of units converted to gas co-fining.

Indianapolis
P&L

100-200,000 $250-300 Surplus EAs generated from Petersburg FGD
project.

PSE&G 60-80,000 $250-350 Surplus EAs from ownership in Conemaugh.

APS >$500 EAs generated by Harrison scrubber.

NYSEG 100-200,000 <$500

UE $250-350

Other utilities interested in selling: Associated Electric Coop, Commonwealth Edison, Iowa Public Service,
and NIPSCO.
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Table 5-5
KNOWN INTER-UTILITY ALLOWANCE TRADES TO MAY 1, 1993

(DOES NOT INCLUDE EPA AUCTION PURCHASES)

YEAR BUYER SELLER VOLUME
(tons)

PRICE TERMS

1992 TVA Wisc P&L 25,000 $250-300

Duquesne Wisc P&L 15,000 $273 5,000 TPY in 1995-97 plus
option to buy 5,000 TPY
in 1998-99.

Ohio Power ALCOA 25,000 $250-350 5,000 TPY for 1995-1999.

WEPCO United
Illum

5,000 TPY not released
(NR)

Option to buy EAs at set
price in Phase II.

1993 Illinois Power CIPS 80,000 NR

(expected to need

550,000 NYSEG 6-8,000 $0 Transfer credits from
Milliken FGD project over
1995 and 1996.

Phase I EAs) NR 50,000 NR Transfer credits from
Phase I scrubber pool. (16
other potential transfer
utilities).

2 Utilities 215,000 NR EA options.

WEPCO 75,000 (15,000
TPY)

Like kind EA
exchange

Agreed to return 7,500
TPY to WEPCO during
2000-2009.

PacifiCorp = 35,000
(7,000 TPY)

New EAs from Bridger,
Woydak and Gadsby
(Phase I substitution
w/Baldwin).

Average Cost of about 433,000 Phase I EAs acquired to date by Illinois Power = $171/ton (1995
$), excluding WEPCO @ estimated $225/ton.

Average cost of EAs, including WEPCO deal = $197/ton (1995 $).

AMAX LILCO No Data (ND) NO Agreement for option on
EAs at set price.

United Illum 10,000 300 Utility donated EAs to the
American Lung
Association.
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6 
PHASE II UTILITY MARKETS

OVERVIEW

Phase II will limit SO2 emissions from fossil steam electric generating units during the
years 2000 through 2009 by issuing emission allowances totaling 9.4 MTPY. Included in
this total are the incentive allowances for conservation/renewable fuels, repowering,
and early reductions, whose amounts and recipients cannot be precisely predicted
now. Starting in 2010, the emissions cap falls to 8.95 MTPY, its “Phase III” level.

Phase II is projected to require SO2 emission reductions ranging from 7.2 to 8.6 MTPY,
compared to what utilities would emit in the year 2000 without CAAA requirements.
The level of overall reduction will depend strongly on the future utilization of fossil
units, particularly older pulverized coal units. However, the level of reduction will
also depend on the amount and nature of emission allowance trading. When potential
emissions from non-utility generators, which are not included in this analysis, are
included, the total required reductions could be higher. By comparison, Phase I
requires reductions as low as 2.5 MTPY, if there is no over-control and if all surplus
EAs were to be traded and consumed during Phase I.

However, as described in Chapter 5 the higher emission reduction requirements and
costs anticipated in Phase II motivate over-control and allowance banking in Phase I, in
order to defer or avoid the most costly Phase II measures. Thus, the nationwide
accumulation of banked surplus EAs may reach the 5-10 million ton range by the end of
Phase I, with the higher end of this range appearing most consistent with utility
announcements to date. This study's baseline Phase I projection gives an accumulated
EA inventory of about 9.2 million tons (including Phase I auction pool EAs) at the
beginning of Phase II.

Compliance requirements, strategies, and markets in Phase II will be considerably
influenced by the availability and consumption of allowances banked from Phase I.
Some banked EAs will contribute to Phase II reserves, while others will be consumed to
delay more costly FGD or other compliance measures. Barring major developments
affecting fossil generation, this early Phase II “transition” period should eventually
give way to “equilibrium” conditions characterized by relatively stable allowance
reserves.

The duration of “transition” conditions, including the delay of more expensive
compliance measures, will vary from system to system. As described in Chapter 3, this
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study has examined compliance strategies and markets under different kinds of
nationwide transition and equilibrium conditions (“scenarios”), potentially occurring at
different points in time, in order to improve our understanding of the range of market
conditions that might be experienced.

In addition to allowance banking, the extent and nature of emission allowance trading
among utilities is also a major uncertainty looming over compliance planning and fuel
and technology markets. As described in Chapter 4, internal compliance within each
utility system in Phase II (i.e., no trading) would require the different systems to
achieve very different systemwide SO2 emissions per MWh at their currently
unscrubbed coal-fired units (Figure 4-2); a few systems would confront large reduction
requirements, while others would enjoy “zero cost” allowance surpluses (Figure 4-4).
Without inter-utility allowance trading, the marginal Phase II compliance costs for
individual utilities are projected to range from zero for many utilities requiring no
emission reductions to over $1500 per ton for those utilities whose final step to achieve
compliance is very costly (Figure 6-1). While EA trading can potentially avoid the most
costly compliance measures for those utilities plotted on the right side of Figure 6-1,
the level of trading that will actually occur is uncertain.

This chapter describes projected Phase II compliance strategies and related markets
under transition and equilibrium EA banking conditions, emphasizing the implications
of different kinds of trading behavior under both kinds of banking conditions. As
shown in Table 3-2 and in Appendix C, the Phase II scenarios presented in this report
project the SO2 emissions, compliance choices and costs, allowance trading volumes,
coal prices, regional coal production, and other market characteristics as a function of
various emission trading assumptions. The range of trading scenarios varies from no
inter-utility trading to intermediate levels of constrained trading to perfect economic
trading, as described in Chapter 3. In reading this chapter and in referring to the
regional and national results presented in Appendix C, it may be helpful to view the
Phase II scenarios as being differentiated by the annual allowance trading volumes
shown in Table 6-1.
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Figure 6-1. Marginal Cost of Last Phase II Reduction for Each Utility in the Absence
of Inter-utility Allowance Trading.

Table 6-1
NATIONWIDE ANNUAL EMISSION TRADING VOLUMES

AND SO2 EMITTED BY SCENARIO

Relative Degree of
Trading

No
Trading

Constrained inter-Utility Trading Perfect
Trading

Transition Scenario: N3 C4 C4A C4B C2 T3

Annual Trades (MM Tons) 0.0 0.4 0.7 1.1 1.2 2.0

SO2 Emitted (MM Tons) 8.6 9.1 9.4 10.0 10.0 10.3

Equilibrium Scenario: N1 C3 C3A C3B C1 T1

Annual Trades (MM Tons) 0.0 0.4 0.6 0.9 0.8 1.7

SO2 Emitted (MM Tons) 8.0 8.5 8.7 9.0 8.9 9.4
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THE PHASE II TECHNOLOGY MARKET

Cumulative FGD retrofits are projected to total 30-40 GW by the end of Phase II,
including about 14 GW projected for Phase I. The exact amount of retrofits will depend
on such factors as utilities' willingness to rely upon purchased allowances for
compliance or to sell their surplus allowances, state actions to protect the local coal
industry, eastern coal sulfur premiums, the cost of FGD, electric load growth, unit
retirements, potential toxics and NOx regulations, and the development and
commercialization of new generating and emission control technologies.

Figure 6-2. Impact of Trading Volumes on Phase II FGD Retrofits.

High levels of allowance trading can avoid considerable Phase II FGD retrofits by
replacing them with purchased EAs (Figure 6-2). Total projected FGD retrofits under
equilibrium conditions range from 23 GW (9 GW beyond Phase I retrofits) under
perfect economic EA trading that seeks every last dollar of savings, to 50 GW (36 GW
above Phase I retrofits) with no trading, assuming internal compliance for each system.
However, neither of these EA trading extremes is considered likely, and across the
most plausible range of EA trading levels approximated by scenarios C3, C3A, and C1
in Figure 6-31 the projected FGD retrofits fall in the 30-40 GW range and account for
emission reductions in the 3.5-4.5 MTPY range, about 50 percent of the total required
SO2 reductions.

                                                
1See Table 3-2 for a scenario description.
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Figure 6-3. SO2 Emission Reductions by Compliance Method: Phase II “Equilibrium
Conditions”

The reasons why EA trading is projected to decrease the amount of emission reductions
associated with FGD retrofits, but not from switching, as illustrated in Figure 6-3, are
that many of the high marginal cost (above $600/ton) measures projected in the absence
of trading are FGD retrofits (Figure 6-4) and the utility systems projected to avoid high
cost scrubbing or switching options through allowance purchases are also frequently
projected to combine allowance purchases with lower cost coal switching reductions.
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Figure 6-4. Distribution of Compliance Methods & Costs by Marginal $/Ton: Phase II
“Equilibrium Conditions”

Phase II FGD retrofits are projected to be phased in over a period extending out as long
as year 2010, because utilities are expected to consume banked allowances to delay the
most expensive or avoidable retrofits. Under expected trading levels, cumulative FGD
retrofits are projected to reach the 30-40 GW range under equilibrium conditions by the
end of Phase II, but may only reach about 20-30 GW under transition conditions during
the first few years of Phase II, accounting for about 0.5 MTPY fewer reductions than
under equilibrium conditions. (See constrained trading results in Figure 6-5.)
Consumption of banked EAs early in Phase II will decrease the MW of FGD retrofits
and the associated emission reductions, while having little effect on total reductions
from switching (Figures 6-3, 6-5).

FGD technology choices will most likely be dominated by conventional wet
lime/limestone systems, which currently enjoy a cost advantage over dry scrubbing by
providing higher SO2 removal on mid-high sulfur coals, as well as better reagent
efficiencies.1 Dry scrubbing is more cost-effective than wet scrubbing at some stations
burning low sulfur coals, but such retrofits generally result in a higher cost per ton of
SO2 reduction, so that consuming banked or purchased allowances in order to delay or
avoid these retrofits is often attractive. Similarly, the role for emerging dry injection

                                                
1See Appendix A for relative FGD technology costs and the economic assumptions used to calculate
levelized capital and operating costs in constant 1992 dollars.
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technologies appears to be limited. The few projected retrofits of dry scrubbing and
injection technologies are generally at higher marginal costs in systems with limited
compliance options. EA trading is projected to largely displace these potential retrofits.
For example, while dry technologies are projected to be economic to retrofit at 5-8 GW
of capacity in the absence of trading, this amount drops almost to 0 GW with
unconstrained trading, and to 1-2 GW under constrained trading.

Figure 6-5. SO2 Emission Reductions: Phase II “Transition Conditions”

The relative roles and costs of different FGD technologies are very sensitive to site-
specific assumptions regarding retrofit cost and performance, and our picture of
technology preferences could be considerably changed by continuing technology
development and growing experience with emerging technologies. Lower technology
costs in the future could have a major downward impact on prices in the markets for
both coals and emission allowances.

Among the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) regions, the majority of
projected cost-effective FGD retrofits are in the ECAR region (Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky,
West Virginia, western Pennsylvania, most of Michigan, parts of Virginia and
Maryland) and the SERC region (North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Tennessee, most of Virginia, and eastern Mississippi). FGD retrofits also account for
significant projected SO2 reductions in MAAC (New Jersey, Delaware, eastern
Pennsylvania, and eastern Maryland) and MAIN (Illinois, most of Wisconsin and
Missouri, and Michigan's upper peninsula). Similar regional distributions of retrofits
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are projected under perfect, unconstrained EA trading (Figure 6-6), and under lower,
intermediate levels of trading (Figure 6-7).1

Upgrading the performance of some existing FGD systems can also provide emission
reductions at attractively low costs per ton of SO2 reduced. FGD upgrades are projected
to be part of several system strategies and could provide 100,000-400,000 TPY of
emission reductions nationwide. The highest upgrade projections result from assuming
active trading, encouraging low cost over-control to generate allowance surpluses for
sale (Figures 6-3, 6-5). It is difficult to precisely characterize the potential for FGD
upgrades, because achievable emission reductions and costs depend on the current
site-specific characteristics of the existing controls and other plant equipment, and on
how near to their maximum potential existing scrubbers are being operated. In general,
scrubbers operating below their design removal potential and those for which 100% of
the flue gas stream is currently being scrubbed without additives, such as adipic or
dibasic acids, may offer the best opportunities.

Figure 6-6. Regional Compliance Strategies: Phase II “Equilbrium Conditions” —
Perfect Trading

                                                
1Note that the “EA Purchases” and “EAs Bought” shown in Figures 6-3, 6-5, 6-6 and 6-7 are not “SO2

reductions;” they are plotted on the same axis for comparison only.
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Figure 6-7: Regional Compliance Strategies: Phase II “Equilibrium Conditions” —
Moderate Trading

Besides providing cost-effective emission reductions, FGD will play an additional role
in Phase II by providing both fuel flexibility and negotiating leverage to limit low
sulfur coal prices. Although decisions to build FGD will be influenced by coal and
allowance price forecasts, once FGD is built, the operator will gain leverage in coal
supply negotiations. Increased Phase II FGD retrofits should decrease the likely
volatility of coal and EA markets. Indeed, if more FGD systems are installed than are
projected to achieve market balance, a larger supply of EAs for sale could be created,
further reducing allowance prices.

PHASE II FUEL MARKETS

Coal switching is expected to grow considerably in Phase II. About 80-90 GW of
capacity are projected to switch to or blend lower sulfur coals, considerably more than
the 30-40 GW projected to retrofit FGD. However, relative to fuel switching, the
projected FGD retrofits tend to occur at larger, heavily utilized units and to achieve
higher emission reduction percentages. Therefore, the overall projected SO2 emission
reductions from switching under mid-Phase II equilibrium conditions are in the
vicinity of 3.5-3.6 MTPY, approximately equal to the overall reductions projected from
FGD retrofits under intermediate levels of EA trading (Figure 6-3).

Allowance trading under Phase II equilibrium conditions, while projected to reduce the
GW of capacity and tons of annual emission reduction associated with FGD retrofits, is
projected to have a much smaller effect on net coal switching reductions, as illustrated
in Figures 6-3 and 6-4. However, the level of trading is projected to influence the kinds
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of switching, including the coals burned in particular plants and regions. Increased
trading should decrease the overall emission reductions at those units projected to
make low/moderate cost coal switches in the absence of trading, while simultaneously
replacing some high cost (i.e., units with marginal cost above about $600/ton) switches
and FGD retrofits with lower cost coal switches. For example, intermediate trading
scenario C3A in Figure 6-3 is projected to produce about 0.20 MTPY of emission
reductions from low/moderate cost coal blends and switches at units that were
projected to make higher marginal cost coal switches in the absence of trading and to
produce about 0.23 MTPY of reductions from coal switching (almost all at
low/moderate marginal cost) at units projected to retrofit FGD in the absence of
trading.

The consumption of banked allowances in early Phase II is not projected to decrease or
delay coal switching nearly to the extent that it is projected to decrease or delay FGD
retrofits, as illustrated by a comparison of Figures 6-3 and 6-5 for equilibrium and
transition conditions, respectively. However, nationwide aggregate coal switching
projections can obscure the effect of transition banking conditions in delaying high
marginal cost switches and retrofits, often by temporarily substituting more moderate
cost coal switching or blending. The result is that while the overall GW of switching are
projected to be similar under transition and equilibrium conditions, the costs and the
types of switching differ, especially at the utility and regional levels. The higher cost
measures will generally be needed under later equilibrium conditions, after banked
EAs have been consumed.

The changes in coal market volumes caused by CAAA compliance increase in Phase II,
as summarized in Figure 6-8 and as compared with 1991 and projected Phase I
consumption in Table 5-2. Demand for Illinois Basin coals is projected to drop to 80-95
MTPY, which is well below 1991 utility deliveries of 118 MTPY. Northern Appalachian
utility coal demand is projected to drop only slightly to 105-115 MTPY (versus the 1991
level of 119 MTPY), with switching losses offset by new generation. Utility demand for
Central Appalachian coals is expected to reach 190-205 MTPY in Phase II versus 138 MT
in 1991 and 170-190 MTPY projected for the beginning of Phase I. Utility demand for
Powder River Basin coals is projected to grow to 300-320 MTPY in Phase II, versus 203
MTPY in 1991 and 250-270 MTPY projected for the beginning of Phase I.

Another effect of the Clean Air Act on utility coal markets will be the further
development and strengthening of intra-regional coal sulfur premiums. Because
utilities can directly benefit from burning lower sulfur fuels (e.g., by consuming less
allowances), the utility market will assign a sulfur premium in delivered fuel cost bid
evaluations. Resulting coal contracts will reflect this incremental compliance value.
This trend has already begun to be reflected in utility Phase I fuel purchases. However,
because of the greater incremental utility compliance costs in Phase II, intra-regional
coal sulfur premiums should increase heading into Phase II. However, these intra-
regional coal sulfur premiums (or penalties) will be capped by competition from inter-
regional coal suppliers and from technology control retrofits.
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Figure 6-8. Annual Phase II Utility Coal Consumption by Supply Region

The Illinois Basin Coal Market

Because of a continued shrinkage of their utility market, Illinois Basin coals generally
are expected to experience price decreases of $1-2/ton from projected 1995 levels, to
$15-17/ton (1992$) FOB railcar in Illinois and Indiana and to $20/ton FOB barge in
Western Kentucky. Projected Phase I and Phase II prices for dominant regional coals,
including several Illinois Basin coals, are summarized in Table 5-3.

These projected price decreases for Illinois Basin coals are supported by an anticipated
drop in mining costs (Figure 6-9). Contributing to this expected drop in mining costs
are:

(i) expectations that miner wage increases will lag behind inflation (2 percent wage
increases versus 4-5 percent inflation per year),

(ii) expectations that labor productivity at the dominant price setting mines will
improve an average of 2 percent per year, climbing from 3.4 to 4.1 tons per man
hour for underground mines by 2000,

(iii) decreases in mine contributions to UMWA 1950 and 1974 benefit plans
(approximately $-0.75/ton),

(iv) decreases in royalties, black lung and severance taxes that are tied to FOB price
changes, and
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(v) reclamation taxes being fixed and not inflating.

Figure 6-9. High Sulfur Illinois Coal Prices: Breakdown of Price Elements

Due to high sulfur contents, the dominant high sulfur Illinois Basin coals will serve
limited utility markets, especially scrubbed stations and some of the smaller,
intermediate load and peaking stations using these coals for blending. Some of the
anticipated decrease in Illinois Basin markets will be absorbed by mine closures caused
by reserve depletion. As shown in Figure 5-1, over 30 MTPY of mining capacity in the
region should deplete by the year 2000.

Despite this significant reserve depletion, Illinois Basin mining cost savings are likely
to be passed on to utility customers, because of severe competition from Powder River
Basin and Central Appalachian low sulfur coals. If Illinois Basin prices were to remain
at current levels of $18-20/ton, the losses due to coal switching would be even greater,
and utility demand could shrink below 75 MTPY.

These forecasted decreases in Illinois Basin coal demand and prices will not be evenly
distributed throughout the region, and sub-regional market differences will play a
large role in determining prices. Coal quality differences will become increasingly
important, as high sulfur coals take the brunt of the demand losses and price drops. For
example, Illinois and Indiana low sulfur coals from pockets in the Quality Circle region
and Indiana VII seams are expected to show an increase in demand and price. These
coals could play a role in providing emission reductions at nearby intermediate load
and peaking stations and could benefit from the development of local sulfur premiums
and from the higher pricing of Central Appalachian low sulfur coals in response to the
CAAA.
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For some Illinois Basin coals, location and transportation access will partially offset the
overall price decline, especially for coals with transportation advantages to nearby
scrubbed plants. For example, Western Kentucky coals will be able to maintain a price
advantage over Illinois coals, because of their higher Btu content and lower
transportation costs to river markets.

The Northern Appalachian Coal Market

As noted above, the demand for Northern Appalachian utility coals relative to 1991 and
projected 1995 levels is projected to decline only slightly (Table 5-2). A larger decrease
should be avoidable due to the region's considerable reserves of mid-to-low sulfur
coals, as well as the presence of many large baseload generating units within truck or
conveyor distance of the coal fields. In addition, many boilers in this region have been
designed with small furnaces to use high Btu Northern Appalachian coals. These
boilers are among the most difficult and costly to convert to burn Powder River coals,
although blends of Powder River coals with design coals without major equipment
retrofits now seem promising in many instances.

Differences among Northern Appalachian coals regarding quality, mining costs, and
utility markets served are expected to translate into significant market differences.
Dominant Northern Appalachian mine prices are projected to range from $16.50/ton for
Ohio Strip to $24.30/ton for Central Pennsylvania mid sulfur coals (Table 5-3). With the
projected modest decrease in demand, Northern Appalachian coal prices are expected
to remain flat in most areas, with a drop of $1.00-1.50/ton from 1995 levels for Ohio
high sulfur strip mines and for Central Pennsylvania mid sulfur mines (Table 5-3).
Much of the anticipated price decrease of $1.50/ton in Ohio strip areas is supported by
expected mining cost decreases of the type described above for Illinois Basin coals in
conjunction with supplier competition. Projected Central Pennsylvania mid sulfur coal
price decreases reflect a continued loss of strip mine market share to much lower cost
Pittsburgh seam mid sulfur mines and to Central Appalachian low sulfur coals.

The Central Appalachian Coal Market

In Phase II Central Appalachian coal prices will rise, because of the large growth in
utility demand for eastern low sulfur coal. The extent of projected demand shifts and
price increases are strongly linked to the amount of FGD retrofits, EA trading volumes,
and to the rates of the consumption of EA reserves.

As noted above, annual Central Appalachian coal demand is expected to reach 190-205
MT in early Phase II, compared to 138 MT in 1991 and 170-190 MT in 1995 (Table 5-2).
To support this demand growth, new capital investment will be required to add
mining capacity, as well as to replace depleting mine capacity (Figure 5-1). To make
these capital investments attractive, a Phase II coal price between $25-27/ton ($1992) is
required for the dominant low sulfur (1 percent sulfur, 12,500 Btu/lb) Central
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Appalachian coals. A recent survey of coal companies that was presented at EPRI's 1992
Fuel Supply Seminar indicated that a similar price range ($29-30/ton) would be needed
to encourage new capital investment for expanding existing capacity or developing
new capacity.1

The price range projected for Central Appalachian low sulfur coals is the same as
projected for Phase I, but is considerably less (by $4-7.00/ton) than was projected in
EPRI studies only 2-3 years ago. These prices reflect reduced labor costs, increased
labor productivity, decreased capital investment costs, lower high sulfur local coal
prices (by $ 8-10/ton), and increased competition from Powder River Basin coals.
Competition will also be enhanced by improved boiler operating techniques to
minimize problems associated with burning Powder River coals.

Because of the sensitivity of utility compliance decisions to coal prices, as has been
demonstrated in past EPRI coal market research2, it is unlikely that Central
Appalachian low sulfur coal prices will rise above $ 25-27/ton ($1992) early in Phase II.
If low sulfur coal prices rise above $27/ton, Central Appalachian suppliers would lose
an increasing utility market share to both Powder River Basin coals and high sulfur
coals burned at scrubbed units. On the other hand, prices below $25/ton are
insufficient for most suppliers to expand or develop new capacity.3

Prices for very low sulfur Central Appalachian “compliance” coals (1.0-1.15 lb SO2 per
MMBtu, 0.66 percent sulfur) are likely to be set based upon the dominant low sulfur
(1.6 lb SO2 per MMBtu, 1.0 percent sulfur) Central Appalachian coal prices plus a sulfur
premium.

This intra-regional coal sulfur premium in Central Appalachia will be directly linked to
emission allowance market prices. For example, a hypothetical one dollar per ton
difference between the price of compliance and low sulfur coal translates into a
premium of about $150 per ton of SO2 emitted (uncontrolled). Competitive very low
sulfur coal prices are projected to be set between $28-30/ton ($1992), and could support
an actual sulfur premium between $400-650 per ton of SO2, as influenced by the
allowance trading and banking considerations discussed below.

                                                
1Market Scenarios for Central Appalachia, presented by Stan Suboleski (Pennsylvania State University) at the 1992
EPRI Fuel Supply Seminar, October 22, 1992, in EPRI Report IE-7116, Vol. 2 (forthcoming 1993).

2EPRI Report IE-7110, Utility Coal Markets Under Acid Rain Legislation (June 1991) and EPRI Report P-5444, Coal
Markets and Utilities' Compliance Decisions (September 1987).

3We should note that suppliers currently indicate they would require higher prices to expand capacity, yet it is
doubtful, but not conclusive, that their views of required prices do not reflect the effect of productivity gains likely to
occur over the next ten years.
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For Central Appalachian very low sulfur coals, prices below $28/ton and sulfur
premiums below $400/ton are not likely to be sustainable. At lower prices and sulfur
premiums for these very low sulfur coals, the dominant Central Appalachian low
sulfur coal mines would lose considerable market share, due to stations switching to
very low sulfur Central Appalachian coals. This would push utility demand for the
very low sulfur coals to greater than 100 MT/year in the absence of allowance trading
(Figure 6-10), which is more than a tripling of current utility demand for these coals. To
meet such a demand level, prices for very low sulfur Central Appalachian coals would
then have to rise above $30/ton, in order to shift metallurgical coal into the utility
steam coal market, to make marginal reserves economically attractive, and to absorb
higher advanced cleaning costs. However, such a price rise would, in turn, eliminate
the incentive for massive switching to these coals.

Projected prices and sulfur premiums for very low sulfur Central Appalachian coals
are projected to be somewhat lower during transition conditions early in Phase II. This
is principally because the projected consumption of allowances banked from Phase I
delays the need for some costly emission reductions, thus limiting the potential higher
priced market for very low sulfur coals. Use, or even the mere availability, of banked
EAs may provide effective leverage for utilities to limit Central Appalachian sulfur
premiums in the beginning of Phase II. During the transition period out to about 2005,
sulfur premiums for Central Appalachian very low sulfur coals are projected to be
lower by about $90-100 per ton of SO2 ($0.60-0.70 per ton of coal) than under later
equilibrium conditions at any significant volume of allowance trading.

Within the projected price range of $28-30/ton, Central Appalachian very low sulfur
coal prices and sulfur premiums would be reduced by robust allowance trading (as
expressed in $/ton of SO2 emitted in Figure 6-11). The projected Phase II coal sulfur
premium is estimated as that premium which produces a realistic balance of supply
and demand for Central Appalachian coals, and this projected premium is lower for
high levels of allowance trading (Figures 6-10 and 6-11). This is because trading is
projected to decrease the nationwide emission reduction requirement by utilizing
surplus EAs, and also to permit substitution of lower cost emission reduction measures
for some switches to very low sulfur Central Appalachian coals that would otherwise
occur.
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Figure 6-10. The Sulfur Premium* Influences Demand for Different Central
Appalachian Coals

*Sulfur Premium=$/ton price differential for very Iow(0.66%) vs low (1.0%) sulfur coal

Figure 6-11. The Effect of Increased Trading on Central Appalachian Coal Sulfur
Premiums

The lowest projected sulfur premiums are essentially equal to the projected nationwide
marginal cost of generating the last (most costly) surplus allowance for sale under
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unconstrained (“perfect”) trading, which is about $400 and $480 per ton of SO2 ($1992)
under transition and equilibrium conditions, respectively. These premiums translate to
projected Central Appalachian compliance coal prices in the vicinity of $28.50 per ton.
In contrast, the greatest price premiums, approaching $700 per ton of SO2, are projected
when there is essentially no inter-utility allowance trading, where very low sulfur coal
prices would approach $30/ton. A little trading should go a long way toward keeping
sulfur premiums below $500 per ton of SO2.

The Western Coal Market

Compared to other supply regions, Powder River Basin coals are expected to
experience the greatest increases in demand in Phase II, from 203 MT in 1991 and 250-
260 MT in 1995 to 300-320 MTPY in Phase II. This increase is greater than projected in
past studies, because of recent utility advances in coal blending, innovative methods of
minimizing coal suitability problems in boilers designed to burn bituminous coals, and
continued expectations for competitive transportation rates.

Despite the large projected increase in utility demand, Powder River regional coal
prices are expected to remain between $4-7/ton, because of continued severe
competition among different Powder River Basin mines and the low costs for
developing additional capacity. Higher Btu coals in the South Gillette basin should
continue to capture prices approximately $1/ton higher than the low Btu suppliers in
the North Gillette mining areas.1 This $1.00/ton premium for higher Btu coals has been
and will likely continue to be primarily attributable to their transportation rate
advantage (on a per MMBtu basis) to growing Midwestern and Southwestern utility
coal markets.

Utility Markets for Natural Gas and Oil Fuels

Inter-fuel switching is expected to play a more competitive role in compliance
strategies in Phase II than in Phase I. The most significant inter-fuel competition will be
between residual oil and natural gas. Up to 35 residual oil units (listed in Appendix B)
are expected to be converted from residual oil-only to dual firing (oil-gas) capability for
economic reasons. These conversions are projected to reduce residual oil burn by 35-40
million barrels per year and should reduce SO2 emissions by about 110,000-125,000
tons/year.

Assuming SO2 allowance prices of $400/ton, oil's sulfur content gives it an economic
penalty as a utility fuel when compared to natural gas, amounting to approximately
$0.20 per MMBtu for every 1 percent sulfur in the oil, where burning 1 percent sulfur
oil emits about 1.05 lb SO2 per MMBtu at 150,000 Btu per gallon. This penalty of about

                                                
1These market conditions are discussed in greater detail in EPRI report IE-7119, Dec. 1992, Powder River Basin Coal
Supply and Suitability.
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$1.20 per barrel for each percent sulfur is projected to further reduce the amount of oil
burned in Phase II, beyond the reductions due to conversions to dual firing (Figure 6-
12). Utility oil burn is expected to decline slightly from 1990 levels through the year
2000, despite an increase in electricity demand of roughly 40 percent during this same
period. Any future regulations penalizing air toxics emissions could increase the
economic penalty of oil relative to natural gas. However, because oil and gas burns are
extremely sensitive to weather patterns, a cold winter or hot summer could increase oil
burns above these estimates.
Reduction of utility demand for residual oil may eventually affect refinery operations
and residual oil pricing. Since residual oil is a waste product of refineries, it generally
has been priced to move it into the export, industrial and utility marketplaces. As
gasoline demand increases, residual oil production likewise increases, unless
investments are made to further process heavy refinery products. If these capital
investments are not made and the increased residual oil production is not absorbed in
European markets, refineries may be forced to lower residual oil prices below the
currently projected year 2000 average price of $16/bbl (1% sulfur, New York Harbor,
1992 constant dollars), in order to recapture lost utility markets. The $16/bbl price is
discounted from West Texas Intermediate crude at $2l /bbl and New York Harbor
distillate at $25/bbl.1

As in Phase I, natural gas should have only a limited role in displacing coal for SO2

control in utility boilers in Phase II, due to the large price differential per MMBtu. The
SO2 “penalty” following implementation of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments
decreases coal's price advantage over natural gas (Figure 6-13). For example, assuming
EA prices of $400 per ton of SO2, coal with a sulfur content of 1.5 lbs SO2 per MMBtu
would have a delivered “emissions” price disadvantage of $0.30/MMBtu relative to
natural gas, excluding differential O&M expenses. At projected Phase II prices for low
(1%) sulfur Central Appalachian coals and typical transportation rates, delivered
natural gas prices would need to be below $1.80/MMBtu to be competitive. Such a low
delivered price is considered unlikely, given that wellhead prices of $2.20 per MMBtu
or higher are typically projected for year 2000. Consequently, the role of natural gas in
coal-fired boilers could be limited to NOx control for ozone reduction in current non-
attainment areas and to some seasonal gas firing market niches at small peaking units
burning high sulfur coal. A larger market niche for gas would be expected if there were
greater seasonal gas price discounting, higher allowance market prices, higher prices
for low sulfur coals, or future air toxics limitations. Increased switching to gas may well
occur in ozone non-attainment regions along the east coast, leading to fewer SO2

emissions than projected in this analysis.

                                                

1These annual average numbers do not reflect seasonal price variations.
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Figure 6-12. Residual Fuel Oil Consumption in Resid-Only & Dual-Fuel Plants

Figure 6-13. Fuel Premiums and Allowance Price Parity

THE PHASE II EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET

This section describes our evaluation of future allowance prices and trading volumes,
including the potential effects of trading constraints and risk management and other
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decision criteria on these volumes and prices. It also examines the effects of emission
trading on industry-wide compliance costs and on levels of SO2 reductions. A logic of
“perfect trading” based on marginal compliance costs and allowance supply and
demand balance is used to simulate a base trend for allowance prices and,
subsequently, to derive an alternate price trajectory based on accelerated retirements of
coal capacity after 2003.

Initial Transition Banking Conditions May Be Followed By Equilibrium
Circumstances.

EA market conditions in early Phase II are expected to reflect consumption of the
allowances banked in Phase I, as well as some over-control and allowance purchases by
those unable to generate or purchase their own allowance reserves in Phase I. Overall,
drawdown of banked EAs is projected to exceed over-control for reserve building, so
that annual emissions will exceed annual allowance allocations. This transition period
may occur roughly during the period 2000-2004, nationally, although the exact duration
will vary among utilities. During this transition period roughly 10 GW of high marginal
cost FGD retrofits and some high cost fuel switches may be delayed, resulting in
overall lower nationwide marginal costs, predominantly at Phase I utilities with
banked EAs.

EA markets are projected to ultimately reflect “equilibrium” conditions, where annual
allowance income (allocations and purchases) is in balance with annual consumption
(emissions and sales). The nationwide allowance reserve will then be relatively
constant, unless limited trading results in a continued accumulation of allowance
surpluses at some utilities. This equilibrium could be disrupted by market volatility or
major changes in fossil unit utilization, in generation and control technologies, or in
regulation.

Emission reductions will generally increase throughout Phase II, as banked Phase I
allowances are consumed (Figure 6-14). In the absence of the CAAA, utility SO2

emissions are projected to rise to 16.5 MT in the year 2000, with 16.1 MT coming from
coal-fired units. As a result of the projected drawdown of allowance reserves during
the early Phase II transition period, emission reductions are projected to grow from
about 4.4 MTPY in Phase I to about 6-8 MTPY in the “transition” years through about
2004, increasing to about 7-8.5 MTPY during the Phase II “equilibrium” period leading
up to year 2010.1

                                                
1It should be noted that Figure 6-14 represents perfect trading with active allowance sales that bring
annual emissions into balance with the annual emissions cap. Under constrained trading, annual
emissions could be below the cap, reflecting the buildup of surplus allowances at some utilities
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Allowance Trading Will Reduce Required SO2 Reductions and Compliance Costs.

Active trading utilizes surplus allowances and permits fewer SO2 reductions
nationwide. In the extreme, economically perfect EA trading can theoretically make it
possible to reduce the industry's level of over-compliance by avoiding more than a
million tons per year of SO2 emission reductions that would be needed in the absence
of trading, while still complying with the CAAA requirements. Assuming stable
allowance reserves under equilibrium conditions, the utility SO2 emission reduction
requirement in Phase II is projected to be over 8.5 MTPY with no trading, 7.5-8 MTPY at
intermediate trading levels, and just above 7 MTPY with perfect allowance trading.

Higher inter-utility trading volumes would also significantly reduce nationwide
compliance costs. During the Phase II transition period, the cumulative cost of SO2

compliance is projected to average about $360 per ton of SO2 emission reduction (1992
dollars) at an annual net trading volume of about 400,000 tons. This average cost would
fall to about $285 per ton at a trading volume of 2 MTPY. Later, under equilibrium
conditions with stable allowance reserves, the average reduction cost would drop from
about $370 per ton at a net EA trading volume of 400,000 TPY to about $345 per ton at a
trading volume of 800,000 TPY, and to $310 per ton at a trading volume of 1.7 MTPY.
(See Appendix C for more detailed results.)

When compared to traditional “command and control” regulatory methods, such as if
each unit had to comply with its own allowance allocation under the CAAA, allowance
trading can provide considerable cost savings. The projected compliance cost savings
range from 1.7 billion dollars per year (1992 $) with intra-system trading alone, to 2.3
billion dollars per year for moderate levels of inter-utility trading, up to 2.9 billion
dollars per year savings with perfect, inter-utility trading. As Table 6-2 shows, part of
the considerable savings is realized by reducing overall nationwide emission reduction
requirements. Nevertheless, in all cases the nationwide reductions would be in
compliance with CAAA requirements and are at least seven million tons below the
levels projected in the absence of the 1990 CAAA.
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Figure 6-14. SO2 Emission Profile Over Time and Buildup of Banked Allowances:
Perfect Trading

Table 6-2
NATIONAL SAVINGS FROM PHASE II EMISSION ALLOWANCE TRADING

(Equilibrium Scenarios)

Command and
Control - Unit
Compliance
with Phase II
Allocations

Trading
only within
Utility
Systems

Constraine
d Inter-
Utility
Trading

Perfect Inter
Utility
Trading -

SO2 Reduction (MTPY) 8.90 8.58 7.85 7.16

Allowances Traded
(MTPY)

0.0 1.5a 0.6b 1.7b

Annualized Cost (1992
Billion $)

5.1 3.4 2.8 2.2

Annual Phase II Savings
(109$)

0.0 1.7 2.3 2.9

a Intra-utility trading volumes only, no inter-utility trading occurs.

b Inter-utility trading volumes only, excluding within-system exchanges also occurring.
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SO2 Reduction Will Be Substantial
Under All Trading Scenarios

During each year of phase I, the banking of approximately 1.9 million tons of EAs
will reduce SO2 emissions below the levels mandated by the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments. For example, utilities, located in the East Central Area Reliability
council region (ECAR) are projected to reduce their SO2 emissions by about 2 million
tons per year during phase I, including about 700,000 tons per year due to over-
control for allowance banking (see Table C-1)

In Phase II, ECAR utilities are ultimately projected :to reduce their SO2 emissions by
nearly 3.5 million tons per Year under perfect trading, while, alternatively they are
projected to reduce SO2 by about 3.7 million tons per year under intermediate levels
of trading (see Table C-16). Even if there were to be perfect EA trading nationwide,
ECAR utilities are projected to achieve over 90% of the SO2 reductions that would be
expected to occur with substantially reduced levels of trading.

The projected effect of trading is more dramatic if the focus is on those high marginal
cost measures that could be avoided through trading, viewed from both a national
aggregate perspective (Figure 6-15) and from the perspectives of the individual utilities
facing these high costs (Figure 6-16). The absence of inter-utility trading would force
some utilities to implement high marginal cost measures to comply (as shown in
Figure 6-15), while perfect trading replaces these costly measures with EAs or other
utilities' lower cost over-control measures, which free up allowances for sale. The
highest marginal cost measure implemented for each of 210 utilities would vary from
zero to over $1500/ton with no inter-utility trading (as shown in Figure 6-16, ordered
from utilities with zero cost EA surpluses on the left to the highest marginal reduction
cost utilities on the right). Under constrained trading, the marginal costs range from
zero to just under $1000/ton, with most under $600/ton (see Figure 6-16, middle).
Under perfect trading, all marginal costs would be below the national market clearing
allowance price of $480/ton in 1992 dollars (Figure 6-16, bottom). The constrained
trading projection assumes that all utilities' internal compliance measures costing
below $600 per ton would be implemented (not replaced with allowance purchases)
and that no utility system would purchase allowances in excess of 30% of its aggregate
Phase II basic annual allowance allocation. Clearly, the utilities plotted to the left in
Figure 6-16 are likely allowance sellers with the lowest marginal costs, while those on
the right are potential buyers, who could reduce their marginal costs by purchasing
EAs. Under perfect trading, some sellers plotted on the left of the x-axis would sell only
“zero-cost” surplus allowances, while others would over-control by making additional
reductions at an incremental cost in order to sell allowances, so long as their costs
remain below the market clearing allowance price.
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Figure 6-15. Allowance Supply Curves: Phase II “Equilibrium Conditions”

Figure 6-16: Marginal Cost of Last Phase II Reduction for Each Utility
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The projected effects of trading in reducing both the cost per ton of emission reductions
and the overall total required nationwide SO2 reduction translate into significant
projected annual savings in national compliance costs (Table 6-2) and in costs estimated
for each NERC region (Figure 6-17).

Surplus Allowances Available for Trading Will Vary by Region.

As described in Chapter 4, a large supply of allowances surplus to their original
owner's needs will very likely be produced at zero or minimal incremental cost during
each year of Phase II. This surplus comes from economic compliance with existing non-
CAAA regulations at coal-fired units and decreased oil burns relative to recent historic
burns at some oil/gas units, both of which are represented by the utilities plotted on
the left sides of Figures 4-4 and 6-16. At oil/gas units, the total EAs that are projected to
be surplus to their owners' systemwide needs is just under 400,000 TPY. In addition,
some utilities operating FGD systems built for Phase I (with sunk capital costs) will
generate surplus allowances for sale in Phase II. This low-cost surplus represents the
best potential source of allowances for trading and is projected to total about 1.15
MTPY under mid-Phase II equilibrium conditions.

Figure 6-17. Annualized Cost of Compliance by Region: Phase II “Equilibrium
Conditions”

The low-emitting systems with surplus EAs are predominantly in the WSCC, MAAP,
SPP, and ERCOT (Western) NERC regions (see Table B-4). These utilities may be able
to sell a considerable number of allowances that might otherwise never be consumed.
The purchasers would be mainly in the eastern NERC regions ECAR, SERC, MAAC
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and to a lesser extent MAIN and NPCC (Figure 6-18). Some utilities with estimated
allowance surpluses are listed in Table 6-3.

Despite potential cost savings to buyers, much of the zero/minimal incremental cost
EA surplus may not be sold initially. A survey of utilities with the largest projected
volumes of this surplus has found that many of these EAs would not be sold initially in
Phase II, but would be saved for future growth and generation flexibility, giving the
surplus allowances an internal “within system” value, which can be quantified only by
examining each particular system's plans. However, as familiarity is gained with the
allowance market and as future needs are better understood, these low cost surplus
allowances may be sold.

Figure 6-18. Emission Allowances Bought and Surplus EAs Available by NERC
Region

Supply and Demand Balance Depends on the Aggregate Behavior of Many Market
Participants.

The potential Phase II allowance buyers comprising the EA demand curves plotted in
Figures 6-19 and 6-20 fall into several categories. For example, the following parties are
likely to buy allowances for their own consumption: (i) utilities not affected by Phase I
and, therefore, not building up substantial allowance reserves in Phase I, (ii) utilities
with marginal avoided costs above roughly $600 per ton of SO2, and (iii) non-utility
generators (NUGs) coming on-line after 1995 which have not qualified for allowance
allocations. Other buyers seeking profit or market leverage are less predictable but
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may include (i) utilities with a heavy dependence upon purchasing coal-fired power to
meet system loads, (ii) coal suppliers whose low cost, higher sulfur coal bundled with
Eas can compete with low sulfur coal, (iii) coal carders, (iv) control or generating
equipment vendors, (v) states interested in protecting their local coal industry, and (vi)
brokers and marketers.

Table 6-3
UTILITIES PROJECTED TO HAVE PHASE II

ALLOWANCE SURPLUSES GENERATED AT NO INCREMENTAL
SO2 REDUCTION COST

Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Consolidated Edison of New York

Florida Power & Light
Florida Power Corporation
Houston Lighting & Power

Jacksonville Electric Authority
Long Island Lighting

Los Angeles Dept. of Water and Power
Pacific Gas & Electric

PacifiCorp
Southern California Edison

Salt River Project

During the Phase II transition period, the available low cost EA supply is projected to
be slightly higher, approaching a surplus of 1.3 MTPY. This is because, in addition to
the surplus allowances generated yearly in Phase II, banked allowances from the Phase
I auction pool and from individual utilities' over-control in Phase I should be available
(see Table B-4). Most banked EAs produced by over-control in Phase I are projected to
be retained by their owners for either consumption or building permanent Phase II
allowance reserves. However, inter-temporal trading of banked Phase I allowances is
also likely to occur, wherein EAs would be traded, consumed by the buyer, and later
returned in kind, when needed by the seller.

Under the equilibrium conditions illustrated in Figure 6-19, additional surplus EAs
beyond the 1.15 MTPY projected at minimal incremental costs could be created at a
finite cost. This additional supply could be generated through more coal switching,
more upgrades of existing FGD performance, and, possibly, even more FGD retrofits. A
similar situation exists during transition conditions (Figure 6-20), with the main
difference being the slightly larger starting level of zero/minimal cost surplus
allowances.
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Figure 6-19. SO2 Emission Allowance Market Supply and Demand: Phase II
“Equilibrium Conditions”

Legend (see Table B-4) Available Tons/Year

A = Phase II Auction Pool including direct sales 250,000

B = Phase II Surplus due to SIP compliance, economic
fuel choices, excess oil allowances and Phase I
scrubbers operating in Phase II

894,000

C = Additional Phase II over-control >0

The likely abundance of zero/minimal cost surplus EAs might discourage additional
over-control at a cost. For example, under mid-Phase II equilibrium conditions, the
market-clearing EA price is projected to approach $480/ton in constant 1992 dollars.
This is the projected national marginal emission reduction cost under perfect EA
trading. (Perfect trading assumes that every EA transaction is made until the next
remaining marginal avoided cost in the demand curve and the marginal cost to create
additional over-control in the supply curve are equal, as shown in Figure 6-19.1) If
potential suppliers of surplus EAs are then assumed to make all sales contingent upon
an expected profit of 25% to compensate for uncertainties, transaction costs and
prudence review risks, such hypothetical sellers would implement all measures

                                                
1 Figure 6-19 indicates an apparent national marginal emission reduction cost of about $550 per ton of SO2 under
equilibrium conditions. However, this plot is based on calculated allowance supply and demand under fuel costs and
compliance strategies projected with no trading. Various levels of trading are projected to reduce coal sulfur price
premiums, as discussed earlier in this chapter, so that perfect trading lowers the cross-over point of EA supply and
EA demand to $480 per ton.
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costing less than about $380/ton, in order to produce surplus EAs for sale at $480 per
ton. In this situation, the production of additional surplus EAs beyond the projected
zero/minimal cost surplus of 1.15 MTPY would be about 0.3 MTPY tons per year
(Figure 6-19).

Figure 6-20. SO2 Emission Allowance Market Supply and Demand: Phase II
“Transition Conditions”

Legend (see Table B-4) Available Tons/Year
A = Auction Pool Phase I & Phase II 400,000
B = Phase II Surplus due to banked EAs,

economic fuel choice, SIP compliance,
Phase I scrubbers operating in Phase II
and excess oil allowances

938,000

C = Additional Phase II over-control >0

Perfect Trading is Unlikely for a Variety of Reasons.

In general, utilities want to control their own operations and risks in order to provide
competitive and reliable service to their customers and attractive returns to their
shareholders. Due to a variety of uncertainties and constraints, individual utilities' best
strategies for achieving the above benefits will introduce factors into compliance
decisions that differ from an objective to minimize national compliance costs under
perfect trading conditions. Such uncertainties and constraints concern, for example, the
allocation of savings and profits and the recovery of costs from trading, future
allowance requirements, future allowance availability and prices, future costs of fuels
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and emission controls, and future regulations. After-the-fact evaluations of the
prudence of trading decisions also motivates hesitancy to trade before more
information is available. In addition, some utilities have expressed concern that buying
or selling the “right to pollute” may convey a negative public image.

Thus, realistic planning considerations may limit trading volumes, despite “expected”
cost savings. Assuming perfect trading under mid-Phase II equilibrium conditions,
over 50 percent of the net annual EA purchases are projected to be made by buyers
purchasing allowances in excess of 25 percent of their own basic Phase II EA allocation,
with almost 25 percent bought by buyers whose purchases would exceed 50 percent of
the buyer's basic annual allocation (Figure 6-21). Under transition conditions, perfect
trading is projected to result in slightly higher reliance on purchased EAs, in order to
build internal allowance reserves.

Internally or externally imposed constraints to trading can have a large effect on net
inter-utility allowance trading volumes, as illustrated in Figure 6-22. During early
Phase II transition conditions with the drawdown of banked EAs, net allowance trading
between utilities could reach two million TPY under “perfect” trading, with such
trading occurring wherever there are any projected cost savings. However, this analysis
suggests that different decision criteria could initially constrain annual net inter-utility
trading volumes to 500,000-800,000 TPY.1 For example, projected trading decreases to
1.2 MTPY, if utilities in general are assumed to compensate for market and regulatory
uncertainties by purchasing allowances only to displace within-system measures
expected to cost more than $500/ton, which is 125% of the projected national market
clearing price under transition conditions with perfect trading. Similarly, if reliance on
purchased allowances is restricted to a maximum of 30% of the purchasing ufility's
annual allowance allocation, the projected trading volume is also about 1.2 MTPY. If,
under transition conditions, utilities are assumed to limit EA purchases to 30% of their
annual allowance allocation and, simultaneously, to purchase EAs only to avoid
internal measures costing more than $500/ton, the projected annual allowance trading
volume declines to about 0.7 MTPY, falling to 0.4 MTPY, if reliance on purchased EAs
is limited to 20% of each year's EA allocation.

                                                

1Projected annual net inter-utility trading volumes described in this report include EPA
auction pool and direct sale allowances, unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 6-21. Trades as a Percent of Each Buyer's Allocations: Phase II “Equilibrium
Conditions”

Figure 6-22. Influence of Behavior on Allowance Trading
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Under equilibrium conditions, projections of trading volumes follow a similar pattern.
Net trading volumes of about 1.7 MTPY are projected under “perfect” trading but,
again, moderate constraints may reduce this to 500,000-800,000 TPY. Projected trading
decreases to 0.8 MTPY, if utilities are assumed to purchase allowances only to displace
within-system measures expected to cost more than $600/ton, which is 125% of the
projected national market clearing price under equilibrium conditions with perfect
trading. If reliance on purchased allowances is restricted to a maximum of 30% of each
utility's Phase II annual allowance allocation, the projected trading volume could be
reduced to about 0.9 MTPY. If, under equilibrium conditions, utilities limit allowance
purchases to 30% of their annual allowance allocation and, simultaneously, purchase
EAs only to avoid internal measures costing more than $600/ton, then the projected
annual trading volume declines to about 0.6 MTPY, falling to about 0.4 MTPY, if
reliance is limited to 20%.

As noted above, there are projected to be about 1.1-1.3 MTPY of EAs surplus to their
original owner's needs produced at zero or minimal incremental cost.1 Although
created at zero or very low incremental cost, these surplus EAs have values that will be
the higher of their future internal, within-system values and their market values, if sold.
Even if the owners of this low cost supply are willing to sell, moderate constraints
could result in insufficient demand to consume the full surplus in each year,
depending on how prices adjust. If, as suggested above, net trading volumes only
reach 0.5-0.8 million tons in some years, some of the low cost surplus will accumulate.

Regardless of the effect of different decision criteria on formal EA trading, the volume
of allowance “transactions” accounted for outside EPA's procedures will far exceed net
annual recorded allowance sales. Whenever fossil fuel is burned to generate power for
native load or for power sales, allowances will be consumed. Because of this, EAs will
be effectively consumed in power pool transactions and elsewhere on an hourly, daily,
and seasonal basis. Hence, the costs of EAs should be reflected in system dispatch
decisions. If EAs and bulk power are priced and traded separately, the prices of bulk
power will be adjusted to reflect the value of the EAs consumed in generating
electricity. In contrast, bulk power and EA prices could be linked through alternate
pricing arrangements, including like-kind exchanges of EAs, without each transaction
being recorded with EPA as an allowance sale. Within-utility allowance trading will
also occur continually as part of system operating strategies, and in this analysis is
assumed to occur freely, regardless of any impediments to inter-utility trading.

                                                

1This includes the 250,000 TPY of Phase II auction pool and direct sale EAs and, under early Phase II transition
conditions, also includes the 150,000 TPY of Phase I auction pool EAs, assumed to be banked by their buyers.
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This Study's Emission Allowance Price Projections Are Based on Long-Run
Marginal Costs and Competitive Supply and Demand Balances.

The competitive market balances evaluated in this report provide cost-based estimates
of market clearing prices, as illustrated in Figures 6-19 and 6-20. By equalizing
marginal compliance costs across different compliance measures, across different
utility systems, and over time, this analysis has estimated base price trends under
specified assumptions. Further analysis can modify these market and behavioral
assumptions to arrive at alternative projections of market behavior and pricing.

In this study's base price trend, allowance prices under perfect trading are projected to
increase generally through Phase II, reflecting escalating marginal compliance costs
under both transition and equilibrium conditions, and resulting from the continued,
business-as-usual operation currently anticipated for existing fossil-steam generating
units. Under “perfect market” trading of EAs, the national marginal SO2 reduction cost
is projected to grow from about $400/ton under early Phase II “transition” conditions
to about $480/ton under later “equilibrium” conditions, in constant 1992 dollars. The
particular years when these “typical” transition and equilibrium conditions could
occur are estimated to be 2003 and 2007, respectively. These market clearing prices
have been discounted over time to project the base trend of expected allowance prices
summarized in Table 6-4.

The base price trend reflects a six percent real escalation rate for prices up to the market
clearing price projected for 2003. Using a six percent real discount rate, marginal
compliance costs projected under perfect trading conditions are equalized across utility
systems, across compliance measures, and over time. This base price trend supports
the strategy of accumulating allowance surpluses in Phase I, when avoided costs are
much lower than the Phase II price, and then drawing these reserves down during the
first half of the next decade to delay compliance measures with higher marginal
avoided costs.

Table 6-4
EMISSION ALLOWANCE MARKET PRICES*

EA Prices ($1992) 1995 2000 2008 2007

Estimated Floor 190 250 250 200

Expected Price 250 340 400 480

Estimated Ceiling 320 430 510 650

* In 1992 dollars paid in the year indicated. The expected price is a market clearing price that
assumes perfect trading and the continued operation of almost all existing fossil units under
business-as-usual forecasted conditions.
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Price Ceiling Estimates. The upper limit on allowance prices will be strongly
influenced by FGD costs and by low sulfur coal prices, especially eastern low sulfur
coal premiums. Because the marginal $/ton costs for coal switching and FGD retrofits
overlap considerably, the practical ceiling for allowance prices should be linked to the
highest cost measures that would ultimately be required as last resorts. A total of about
800,000 TPY of emission reductions costing over $600 per ton of SO2 would be required
in the complete absence of inter-utility trading, with 500,000 TPY costing over $750/ton
(see Figure 6-19). Hence, an upper bound on the EA price in about year 2007 is roughly
estimated at $650/ton in 1992 dollars, where about 10 percent of the reduction
measures required in the absence of trading are projected on a tonnage basis to have
marginal costs above this value. This upper bound price ceiling is assumed to be
discounted over time to obtain the values for earlier years shown in Table 6-4.

If market behavior leads to annual net EA sales volumes of less than one MTPY, some
of each year's projected zero/minimal cost allowances surplus will go unconsumed
and the cumulative allowance inventory will grow, ultimately exceeding economically
defensible levels. If large volumes of surplus allowances consequently flood the
market later in Phase II, prices may drop considerably, attracting more buyers. Thus,
neither low trading volumes nor high prices will be indefinitely sustainable, unless
regulatory, political, environmental, or other considerations bring about the virtual
retirement of many surplus allowances.1

Price Floor Estimates. The allowance price floor may be linked to the cost of generating
additional surplus allowances, unless there is an enormous unsold EA supply on the
market, or major changes in underlying market fundamentals occur. Regardless of
demand, allowances other than auction pool allowances will not be sold at less than
their perceived value to their holders. This internal value could be linked to the within-
system cost of making additional emission reductions, in the event that the seller or its
service area should subsequently find a use for the sold allowances. The projected
marginal cost to potential allowance sellers for making additional reductions is about
$330 and $360 per ton, respectively, for making 0.2 and 0.3 MTPY of additional
reductions. If the market becomes flooded with EAs, prices could drop below $300 per
ton, but, assuming business-as-usual utilization of existing and planned fossil units, an
estimated lower bound EA price is about $250/ton (1992 dollars) during most of Phase
II. The projected high EA demand at prices between $250-300 per ton would absorb the
excess supply, maintaining prices above the $250/ton level.

                                                

1Some utilities may choose not to consume their surplus allowances and, thus remove them from the market, for
example, by donating them to environmental organizations.
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Evolving Electric Supply Conditions and Perceptions Will Affect Market Dynamics.

In addition to the market dynamics described above, long term developments affecting
fossil generation will eventually dominate allowance price formation, especially after
the first few years of Phase II. Over time, emission reduction requirements and their
costs will be increasingly influenced by broader electric supply and demand
developments, such as load growth, unit retirements and repowering, new
technologies, altered generation and transmission markets, and future environmental
constraints. Several years into Phase II, incremental SO2 emission reduction
requirements and costs could deviate from the requirements projected in the present
study, which assumes “business-as-usual” fossil steam electric generation conditions,
under which only a handful of existing units are projected to retire during this study's
time frame. Hence, in assessing future market prices and volumes, it is desirable to
evaluate additional assumptions about the future and to assess their likelihood of
occurrence.

The uncertainty of future allowance and emission reduction costs combined with
varied trading and banking strategies may lead to EA market volatility. Our base
allowance price trajectory reflects discounted future avoided compliance costs and
supply/demand balances in several competing markets, assuming market clearing
prices under perfect trading. However, perceptions of future emission reduction costs
will be influenced by many uncertainties regarding load and fossil generation growth,
retirements of pulverized coal units, maturation of low emitting generation
technologies, more competitive generation and bulk power markets, lowered
emissions dispatch, EA pooling arrangements, new environmental regulations, and
short term contingencies due to weather and outages. For example, if coal units older
than 45 years are assumed to retire after 2003, the allowance price could drop to about
$280/ton (1992$) in 2007. A retirement schedule whereby coal units were to be retired
upon reaching 45 years of service after the year 2004 could lead to declining EA prices,
like those shown in the alternate price trajectory in Figure 6-23. Such accelerated
retirements are currently unlikely, but they do illustrate the potential effects of more
limited coal unit operating lives. Uncertainties, as well as allowance market strategies
and expectations, vary among utilities and will only be resolved over time. As a result,
allowance market prices that would otherwise track forecast emission reduction costs
and market clearing prices over the long run may display considerable volatility,
depending on perceptions of long-ran market conditions.
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Selecting Scenarios from
the Menu of Future Trading

Circumstances

The intention of this study was to select a set of baseline scenario assumptions that
represent a most likely future of the utility industry under currently foreseeable,
“business-as-usual” conditions. With respect to the effects of allowance trading, our
intention was to explore a range of market conditions and decision criteria that would
enable us to differentiate among decision criteria and to identify the effects on
competitive interactions between future fuel, technology, and allowance markets.

We invite readers to use the results of the scenarios described in this chapter and in
Appendix C as a springboard for their own inquiries and extrapolations. For example,
one alternate scenario is illustrated in Figure 6-23. It is one of many possible
variations in scenario assumptions that would result in different market outcomes.
This single alternate price scenario could arise if coal units older than 45 years were to
be retired after 2004 and, subsequently, all coal plants retired at age 45. Some of the
many other factors that will affect allowance markets are shown in Table 6-5.

The probability of compliance cost circumstances occurring that could lead to lower
prices than projected under the business-as-usual assumptions of this analysis is
considered to outweigh the probability of circumstances that could lead to higher
compliance costs. Thus, the likelihood of allowance prices falling below the base
price trend levels projected in this study, as illustrated in Figure 6-23, is considered to
exceed the likelihood of higher prices. Further sensitivity analyses using different
market assumptions and decision criteria can explore these possible alternative
market outcomes.
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Table 6-5
FACTORS AFFECTING PHASE II EA MARKET PRICES

FACTORS LEADING TO HIGHER ALLOWANCE PRICES

Lower Allowable Utility Emissions
Reduced EA Caps via Legislation
Higher EA Reserve Levels
Less Phase I Banking
De-facto "Retirement" of EAs

Higher Marginal Compliance Costs
Higher Eastern Coal Sulfur Premiums
Slower Coal Productivity Improvements
Accelerated Nuclear Unit Retirements
Higher Fossil Generation at Existing Units
Delays in New Generation Capacity
Lower FGD Operating Removal Efficiencies
Less Inter-utility Allowance Trading

Higher Savings/Profit Thresholds for Trading
Regulatory Disallowances

Changed Environmental Requirements
SO2/NOx Trading Allowed

FACTORS LEADING TO LOWER ALLOWANCE PRICES

Improved Technologies
Mine Productivity Improvements
Increased Capability to Burn PRB Coal
Rapid Retirement of Existing Coal Units
Increased Building of FGD
Higher FGD Removal Efficiencies
More Coal/Oil to Gas Conversions
More Phase I Banking

More Substitution Units
Environmental Dispatch
Changed Environmental Requirements

CO2 and Air Toxics Control
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Short-Term Market Dynamics May Also Result in An Alternative Price Trajectory.

As the EA market develops, short-term market dynamics could result in a price
trajectory over time that differs from the projected long-run base trend. In the alternate
allowance price trajectory shown in Figure 6-23, allowance demand and prices may
peak in the few years around the Phase I → Phase II transition, as utilities seek to build
allowance reserves and to delay more costly Phase II measures. The alternate price
trajectory's lower demand and prices during early Phase I might be explained by the
novelty of allowance trading and the perception that regulatory, political and other
uncertainties cast doubt on the future value of allowances. EPA's first auction has also
created an initial expectation of low prices prior to Phase I. However, allowance prices
could rise after about 1997, when trades or inter-temporal exchange agreements become
focused on meeting the “crunch” period near the beginning of Phase II, as many more
utilities confront their Phase II emission constraints. Utilities that will ultimately
become EA sellers may not have created their Phase II reserves by year 2000. Such a
peak price period near 2000 could be followed by a period of comfortable allowance
reserves and a downward price trend, especially if electric supply circumstances
suggest declining emissions or the emergence of lower cost, long-run compliance
alternatives.

Figure 6-23. Emission Allowance Market Prices over Time

Allowance price trends will undoubtedly be altered by short-term volatility, influenced
by uncertainty, and changed by varied strategic behaviors. The fundamental conditions
of electricity supply may also change significantly ten to fifteen years from now. If such
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fundamental changes are perceived early on, the allowance market may proceed from
its initial short-term dynamics to reacting to these perceived changes without ever
arriving at the long-run market balances that we project today.
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APPENDIX A

The Emission Reduction Analysis Models (ERAM)

The Emission Reduction Analysis Models (ERAM) and related databases are a group of
microcomputer models and data designed to evaluate, quantify, and project utility
Clean Air compliance strategies and the associated markets for fuels, technology
controls and emission allowances. In its first stage, ERAM simulates, compares, and
selects a series of potential emission reduction options at individual generating units,
using engineering simulation models and data characterizing each unit and its
alternative fuels, as well as existing and announced emission controls. In ERAM's
second stage, compliance requirements and optimized strategies are projected for each
of over two hundred utility systems, based on the unit by unit emission reduction
options developed in the first stage, calculated marginal costs, and taking into account
multiple ownership, emission allowance allocations, and varied kinds of allowance
trading and banking behavior and multiple decision criteria.

ERAM has been adapted and applied since 1984 for several divisions of the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI): the Coal Combustion Systems, Generation and
Storage, and Integrated Energy Systems Divisions, in order to evaluate changing
technical, economic, engineering, and regulatory factors affecting utility emission
compliance, fuel and technology decisions. A principal goal of these efforts has been to
provide quantitative assessments for use in defining EPRI's research and development
priorities. Recent applications of ERAM have focused on competitive coal, technology
and allowance market impacts, utility system strategies and planning requirements,
and uncertainties arising from the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA). Dating
back to the late 1970s, the AIRTEST and AIRCOST models, predecessors to ERAM,
have been applied for various government agencies including the EPA, DOE, OTA,
Argonne National Laboratory, and the Canadian government.

ERAM has been updated for the analysis of 1990 CAAA compliance strategies and
affected markets. Its developers, Van Horn Consulting and Dr. Keith White, have
collaborated with Energy Ventures Analysis to improve key aspects of the database
describing generating units, fuels, and emission allowance allocations. After the
passage of the CAAA, ERAM's computer algorithms were adapted for consistency with
the new amendments to treat varied kinds of emission allowance trading behavior at
the unit, system and regional levels and to revise the cost and performance of various
emission control technologies based on published data developed in recent EPRI
research projects.
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ERAM uses a bottom-up approach, starting from detailed data for individual
generating units and utility systems. The approach provides flexibility to examine the
influence of different conditions and strategic behaviors, including analyses:

• To devise and validate strategies for least-cost economic compliance with actual or
potential emission regulations on a unit, system, and regional or national basis,

• To evaluate competitive market interactions among specific fuels, technological
controls, and purchased emission allowances for incorporation into emission
compliance strategies,

• To forecast utility demand for specific fuels and technologies,

• To project sulfur premiums for coal markets,

• To project future emission allowance trading, including trading volumes and
prices, the availability of surplus allowances, and potential buyers and sellers,

• To evaluate the effects of behavioral factors, especially regulatory and utility
policies, on emission strategies, in general, and on allowance trading, in particular,

• To screen and develop system emission strategies starting from system resource
plans, taking into account projected markets for fuels, technologies, and emission
allowances,

• To assist system and plant-specific competitive coal analyses, selection, and
contracting decisions,

• To analyze prospective emission allowance trades based on alternative market
projections,

• To evaluate R&D priorities, especially the potential for specific coal technologies,
fuels, and planning methods to contribute to emission compliance strategies,

• To evaluate FGD retrofit decisions and competing technologies or coal switching
decisions,

• To assess the sensitivity of markets, costs, and strategies to important uncertainties.

The following pages describe key aspects of ERAM's simulation approach, including
an overview of input and output data structures.

Stage One: Unit Specific Emission Reduction Options (Overview)

ERAM's first stage develops and characterizes a series of emission reduction options at
individual coal fired generating units (Figure A-1), to provide the basis for subsequent
projections of system emission strategies and markets for fuels, control technologies,
and emission allowances.

Besides data on generating units and their individual fuels, the first stage simulation
uses considerable general “scenario” data that may be altered to describe or revise the
overall conditions being assumed for a particular analysis (Figures A-1 and A-2). This
scenario data includes various fixed charge rates, levelization factors and other
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economic assumptions. It also includes many engineering assumptions that are not
fixed in the computer code but instead can be varied for any analysis, such as
parameters describing various sorbent and waste disposal costs, sparing of scrubber
modules, replacement capacity costs, labor rates, and other key cost factors affecting
different components of capital and operating costs for various control technologies. In
addition, ERAM data structure permits variation of FOB mine sulfur premiums for
different coals to test the market balance between competitive coals with specified
transportation costs to each plant.
Another scenario data file is used to prescribe the particular levels of emission
reduction to simulate for individual units. In the present study, eleven potential SO2

reduction levels below each unit's mandated SIP emission rate were typically
simulated. However, certain units were constrained to stick with “committed” or
announced emission control measures. Also, in some cases higher reductions from
baseline emission rates, such as a 90 percent reduction from current levels, were
determined to be unachievable, for example, for units with existing scrubbers.

Figure A-1. ERAM Stage One Simulation: Developing the Set of Candidate
Emission Reduction Options at each Unit

For each generating unit, ERAM's first stage simulates the operation, fuel consumption,
emissions, and emission control measures under the unit's “historical” status and
“future baseline” status (Figure A-l). The historical status generally represents the
unit's operation in 1985 or a subsequent year, including capacity factor, fuel, and
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achieved emissions with any existing emission controls. The future baseline status
usually represents the projected status of the unit in either 1995 or 2000 in the absence
of the requirements of the 1990 CAAA, depending on whether Phase I or II is simulated.
This simulated future base case status takes into account each tcoal unit's current and
economically available fuels, projected future capacity factor based on historical
capacity factors and NERC load and generation forecasts, and recent and announced
capacity additions, retirements, and emission control retrofits.

Figure A-2. Simplified ERAM Data File Structure for Stages One (Develop Unit
Options) and Two (Project System Strategies & Trading)

The main role of ERAM's first stage is to characterize, screen and select a least-cost
method of meeting each of the levels of emission reduction at each unit (typically
eleven reduction levels are simulated). For each potential emission reduction level at a
unit, ERAM examines numerous methods for achieving that reduction. Various fuel
blends and fuel switches are compared, considering the unit's projected future baseline
fuel and the alternate fuels assumed to be available at the unit (see below). For some
units this may include switching to or co-firing with natural gas. If any of these fuels is
calculated to be incapable of achieving the particular emission reduction level being
sought, even with operation of any existing or future baseline emission controls,
retrofits of all applicable control technologies are tested, as well as upgrades of any
existing controls. The costs and operating penalties of particulate control upgrade
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requirements arising from fuel switching or from SO2 control retrofits are simulated,
and a unit's modification costs and capacity derates are projected in conjunction with
certain fuel switches, based on unit specific information.

For any particular emission reduction level being examined, the overall annual
levelized cost is calculated for each simulated method of achieving that reduction, and
the method with the lowest levelized cost is included in the unit's final set of candidate
emission reduction options. This final set typically includes eleven options for a unit,
such as the least levelized cost method of achieving a 10 percent reduction, 20 percent
reduction, and so on up to over 90 percent reduction. Over 100 emission reduction
measures may typically be simulated for an individual unit, in order to arrive at the
“least cost” set of eleven potential options at that unit.

The overall calculated levelized cost includes capital costs multiplied by a capital
recovery factor (fixed charge rate), where this factor is influenced by the unit's age and
likely remaining life. The different capital cost categories calculated include SO2 control
technology costs, particulate control technology costs, replacement capacity costs
associated with derates, and modification costs associated with switching to certain
coals at specified units. In addition, the overall levelized cost also includes fixed O&M
costs for SO2 and particulate controls and variable (with generation and fuel
consumption) costs for fuel, SO2 and particulate emission controls, and energy/heat
rate penalties due to emission controls. For some fixed and variable costs, levelization
factors are applied to account for projected real cost escalation. ERAM is designed to
handle NOx control technology costs which, however, were not simulated in the present
study.

The result of ERAM's stage one simulation of emission reduction options at individual
units is detailed information characterizing each unit's status under the least levelized
cost method of achieving each emission reduction level at that unit. This information is
stored in the stage one output files. These three files are named the “L” (least cost) files
(Figures A-1, A-2). Each unit has several records of data (many variables per record) in
each of these files. For each unit there is one record of information characterizing that
unit under its historical status, one record for the unit's future base status, and one
record for each of eleven candidate emission reduction options developed for that unit
in ERAM's stage one simulation. The L files are used to convey the stage one results to
stage two, in which system compliance strategies and emission trading are optimized
and selected subject to various constraints.

ERAM Stage One Simulation: Data and Calculations

Besides the scenario data summarized above, ERAM's stage one simulation of emission
reduction options (Figure A-1) relies heavily on data describing generating units and
their fuels. These data are broadly summarized in Figure A-2. Some of the key types of
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information included in ERAM's eight files of unit data directly input to a stage one
simulation include the following:

• Net demonstrated unit capacity (summer/winter average Mw),

• Boiler type, firing method, and manufacturer,

• On-line and retirement dates from DOE, FERC and NERC data (very few units are
projected to be retired through year 2010),

• Projected heat rates based on recently achieved average heat rates, and in some
cases, full load heat rates,

• Projected capacity factors for 1995 and for 2000, taking into account historical
capacity factors, as well as projections (primarily from recent NERC reports) of
loads, generation retirements, and capacity additions,

• SO2 and particulate emission factors (SIP and new source limits, averaging times,
recently achieved emissions),

• FGD retrofit difficulty (capital cost) multipliers based on site-specific analyses and
visits conducted for EPRI by Energy Ventures Analysis, Inc. and sub-contractor
United Engineers,

• Based on the same source, estimated derates and unit modification capital costs
associated with switching to specific alternative coals at individual units,

• Existing SO2 and particulate (occasionally NOx) emission controls (type, removal
efficiency, and in-service date),

• Phase I and other announced fuel switches and emission controls, including
estimated in-service year and removal efficiency for controls,

• Fuel characteristics projected by Energy Ventures Analysis, including quality
(sulfur, ash, heating value), initial estimates of FOB mine prices, and site-specific
transportation costs — for the lowest cost baseline coal and a number of potential
alternative fuels,

• Ownership fractions for multiple-owner units (which are particularly important for
correctly assigning emissions, reductions, and emission allowances to each owner,
such as for units like Conemaugh that are anticipating FGD retrofits).

For each unit the alternative coals represent a variety of source regions and sulfur
contents. Typically, coals considered as alternatives to any unit's projected future
baseline coal are disaggregated into several coals within each mining region, such as
Northern Appalachia. These different coals vary in quality/composition, mining costs
and mine depletion rates, and in their historical and projected utility markets. All of
these factors influence each coal's projected FOB mine price. Using ERAM's coal sulfur
premium input file, simulations can be iterated by varying the assumed sulfur
premium or FOB mine price for particular coals to examine the sensitivity of the price-
demand relationship and also to determine the sulfur premium that best brings
projected prices and demands into balance with mining costs and capacity,
respectively.
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ERAM's database and calculations use plant specific transportation costs for each coal
delivered to each plant, or alternatively could use more generic transportation costs for
delivery of a particular coal to multi-plant “centroids.” For most purposes, plant
specific transportation costs are used, because the resulting improvement in realism
and accuracy justifies the added detail.

Unit Specific Emission Reduction Options: Technological Controls

ERAM calculates the costs and other consequences of retrofitting and upgrading SO2

emission controls, whenever such measures are calculated to be necessary to achieve
the emission reduction level being sought while burning each particular coal. The
following SO2 control technologies are simulated:

• Wet limestone forced oxidation FGD

• Lime spray dryer FGD

• Furnace limestone injection

• Duct sorbent (lime) injection

• In-duct lime spray drying.

• Chiyoda wet FGD

These technologies represent a range of current and emerging technologies likely to be
considered in the near future, although the Chiyoda wet FGD process was not
evaluated in the present study.

The following particulate control technologies are simulated, when ERAM's
calculations indicate that their retrofit or upgrade may be needed in conjunction with
certain fuel switches or SO2 control retrofits, or for emission compliance at future,
announced generating units.

• Cold side electrostatic precipitators

• Fabric filters

• Flue gas conditioning

• Flue gas humidification.

The cost and performance of any SO2 control technology at each unit, burning a
particular coal, to achieve a specified emission reduction is simulated using
engineering cost and performance models derived from more detailed models
developed for EPRI by United Engineers1.

                                                
1 United Engineers and Constructors, Economic Evaluation of Flue Gas Desulfurization Systems.
EPRI GS-7193, Volume 1, Project 1610-6, February 1991.
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For each different SO2 control technology ERAM calculates various emission control
cost components, including:

• Direct capital costs estimated by cost areas such as:

• reagent feed (receiving, feed preparation and storage; 2 separate cost areas)

• SO2 removal system (modules, reactors, spray dryers, atomizers, injection
systems, pumps and compressors, mix tanks, conveyers, etc.; 3 separate cost
areas)

• flue gas system modifications (ducts, fans, chimney liners, manifolds, etc.; 4
separate cost areas)

• sorbent waste handling (tanks, silos, pumps, filters, conveyers, pug mills, etc.; 2
separate cost areas)

• general support equipment (make-up blowdown water tank and pump,
instrumentation, plant air compressor system, etc.)

• electrical power hookups.

• Indirect capital costs, including general facilities, engineering fees, project
contingency, process contingency, royalties, allowance for funds used during
construction, and one month's pre-production (O&M plus electricity) costs.

• Fixed O&M, including maintenance labor and materials, operating labor, and
general/administrative labor.

• Variable O&M, including sorbent, spent sorbent disposal, water, and steam (where
applicable) costs; the variable cost of parasitic power consumption is currently
represented as increased fuel consumption, but can alternatively be calculated
using a specified electricity cost per kWh.

• The full load derate (MW capacity penalty) for power used to operate emission
controls, which equals the sum of several individually calculated components; the
main components vary among technologies, but typically include:

• a component influenced mainly by flue gas volume and duct modifications (e.g.,
for booster and reheat air fans),

• a component reflecting energy use per limestone wet scrubber module (spray
pumps, mix tanks),

• a component reflecting atomizer or jet boiling reactor energy consumption,

• one or more components reflecting energy use by the reagent feed and waste
handling systems.

• The unit's average heat rate is increased to reflect power consumption of the
controls (adjusted from full load to average conditions), plus heat of calcination (a
heat rate benefit) for furnace limestone injection,

In addition, several key physical quantities are calculated, including

• Fresh and recycled water use,
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• Sorbent use,

• Sorbent waste produced (including increased flue gas particulate loading for dry
scrubbing/injection technologies),

• Particulate removal in wet FGD systems,

• Flue gas volume through the control system (based on Btu input rate, coal
composition, assumed temperature, and portion of flue gas passing through
controls),

• Number of wet or dry scrubber modules (based on flue gas volume scrubbed and
assumed sparing policy).

The key generating unit characteristics and other conditions (the “input” variables)
used to calculate the above economic and physical results include:

• Unit net MW, heat rate, capacity factor, age,

• Retrofit difficulty for each control technology,

• Characteristics of existing controls,

• Coal rank, heating value, sulfur and ash content, and assumptions or data
describing either fractions of fixed carbon and volatiles, or else, ultimate
composition (used to calculate flue gas volume),

• Cost of replacement capacity (for derates),

• Required SO2 removal efficiency to achieve the emission reduction level being
considered,

• Many general engineering and economic assumptions affecting all units such as
labor rates, sorbent costs, and fixed charge rates, which were fixed in the present
study, but can be varied for different analyses.

The site-specific retrofit difficulty factors used to multiply calculated capital costs for
limestone forced oxidation (LSFO) wet FGD were based on LSFO retrofit difficulties
estimated in a previous study for EPRI by Energy Ventures Analysis and sub-
contractor United Engineers, including site visits. These retrofit difficulties have partial
applicability to spray dryer retrofits. The LSFO retrofit factors were multiplied by 1.2 to
obtain each unit's lime spray dryer retrofit multiplier, based on the assumption that
cost components most influenced by site specific retrofit problems (e.g., ductwork)
comprise a larger portion of the total cost for spray dryers, as opposed to LSFO. For the
dry injection FGD retrofit technologies considered, duct lime injection, in-duct lime
spray drying and furnace limestone injection, a uniform 1.3 retrofit multiplier was used
for ll units, unless the LSFO retrofit multiplier was less than 1.3, in which case the LSFO
multiplier was used.

The three tables at the end of this Appendix illustrate some of the benchmark costs for
various FGD technologies in new and retrofit situations (Tables A-l, A-2, and A-3), as
well as the economic assumptions used to evaluate capital and operating costs. These
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control technologies are described in Part II, Chapter III of EPRI Report GS-7105, “Clean
Air Response: A Guidebook to Strategies,” December 1990.

Stage Two: System Compliance Strategies and Emission Trading

The result of ERAM's stage one unit by unit simulation yields detailed information
describing the historical and future baseline status and candidate emission reduction
options for each of over one thousand coal-fired generating units (Figures A-l, A-2).
This information is used by ERAM's stage two analysis to project optimized emission
reduction strategies for groups of generating units, subject to various constraints
(Figure A-3). Other information input to stage two defines how the units are grouped
for purposes of projecting strategies. The present study groups units by owner utility
system, taking into account multiple ownership of units. Inputs to the stage two
simulation also include various general scenario assumptions applying to all units and
unit groupings, regarding, for example, NOx/SO2 emission tradeoffs, credit for non-
CAAA related emission reductions, offsetting of emissions from new sources, and how
to define the appropriate baselines for calculating emission reductions and compliance
costs.

ERAM's stage two simulation (Figure A-3) initially ranks the various candidate
emission reduction options, one to eleven candidate options at each coal-fired unit. The
ranking is in order of marginal dollars per ton of emission reduction, from lowest to
highest. For any reduction option, the marginal dollars per ton reduced equals the
increase in annual levelized emission reduction cost above the cost for the next lower
emission reduction (more emissions) at the same unit, divided by the tons per year
decrease in emissions (increase in emission reduction) relative to the next lower
reduction at the same unit.

To give a simplified example, if a unit is simulated in stage one to have the option to
switch to low sulfur coal to reduce its annual emissions by 10,000 tons at a levelized
cost increase of $2 million per year, this represents a marginal cost of $200/ton, relative
to doing nothing. If the unit is simulated to be able to keep its current coal and build a
90 percent efficiency scrubber to reduce emissions by 25,000 tons per year at a levelized
cost of $8 million, this option has an average cost of $320/ton. However, when being
considered as a step beyond the lesser reduction option, i.e., the switching option,
scrubbing has a levelized cost increase of $6 million per year ($8 million minus $2
million) for achieving an incremental annual emission reduction of 15,000 tons (25,000
minus 10,000), for a marginal $/ton cost of $6 million/15,0000, or $400/ton.1

                                                

1The marginal cost equals the change in total cost that results when total output changes by a small amount. See
Samuelson, Paul and Nordhaus, William (1992), Economics, McGraw-Hill, Fourteenth Edition, p. 343.
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Figure A-3: ERAM Stage Two Simulation: Project System Compliance Strategies and
Emission Trading by Utility System & Unit

Both of these options for this hypothetical unit would be included in the overall list of
candidate emission reduction options in the particular utility system and for the nation.
The $400/ton (marginal cost) scrubbing option would be ranked below the $200/ton
switching option with many other options at various other units falling between these
two options. (Options are simultaneously ranked both within each system and
nationwide.) The above example is a simplification in that there are usually eleven
candidate emission reduction levels per unit generated in stage one, with several
switching, blending, and scrubbing options selected, leading to a discretized curve of
incremental reduction costs for each unit. Figure A-4 illustrates the ranking of options
for a single utility system.

ERAM's stage two ranking process sometimes encounters options that have higher
marginal costs than other options producing greater reductions at the same unit. Such
higher cost options include, for example, low-efficiency scrubbing, where a more cost-
effective option is not available to achieve that emission reduction level at the unit. The
stage two simulation excludes such "dominated" options from the overall ranking of
options and, thus, eliminates them from further consideration.

For each utility system (units can also be grouped in other ways, e.g., by state or
region), emission compliance strategies are projected by selecting increasingly higher
$/ton options until the system's emission target is reached, unless any constraints on
emission reduction tonnages or costs are encountered first. However, regardless of
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their projected $/ton costs, any announced or other "known" options, such as
committed Phase I scrubbers, can be forced to be selected.

Two simple emission strategy scenarios typically examined are: complete within-
system compliance without any allowance trading among all systems, and full
unconstrained, nationwide trading among systems. No-trading scenarios are simulated
by requiring each system to reduce emissions internally until projected systemwide
annual fossil unit emissions fall below the system's total emission target, such as
determined by total annual system emission allowance (EA) allocations. The
simulation takes into account the projected disposition of bonus EAs, announced
compliance choices, projected system net oil/gas allowance surpluses based on
projected oil burn, and the effects of the national EA "ratchet".

In contrast, unconstrained or "perfect" trading selects the least cost emission reduction
options across the entire nation or other defined trading region to achieve the aggregate
(e.g., national) emission or cost targets, regardless of who owns the units that are
projected to make the most cost-effective emission reductions. This situation is
equivalent to all utilities attempting to capture the last dollar of expected cost savings
from trading, regardless of how small the $/ton savings might be for the last few
trades, and regardless of how much reliance on purchased allowances the result
implies for individual systems. By comparing each system's results with its allowance
allocations and with choice under no trading, the amounts of trading and over-control
by particular systems can be illustrated.
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Figure A-4. Example Selection of SO2 Strategies by An Individual Utility

A = 5 steps, increasing blend (15 --> 65%) of PR 3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit A1

B = 30% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Units B1 and B2

C = 30% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit C1

D = Increase to 75% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit A1

E = Increase to 85% blend of PR3 coal with IL5 coal at Unit A1

F = Switch fully from IL5 to IL2 coal at Units B1 and B2

G = Switch fully to PR3 at Unit A1

H = Switch fully to IL2 at Unit C1

I* = Switch fully to PR3 and Unit B1

J* = Switch fully to PR3 at Unit B2

Besides unconstrained emission trading among systems and internal system
compliance strategies with no trading, ERAM's stage two can use the detailed
candidate options generated by stage one to examine a variety of more subtle and more
likely emission trading and banking circumstances. Emission strategy targets and
constraints can be provided for individual systems or other aggregations of units and
also for all aggregations combined, such as for the nation (Figures A-2, A-3). For each
system and for the nation the targets and constraints can include annual SO2 emissions
(e.g., as determined by aggregating allowances held by each unit), required emission
reductions, total annualized costs, and marginal (highest) $/ton cost — applied to
internal (within-system) emission reductions, before considering any trading, and also,
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separately, after any trading. Thus, for example, a given system may be assumed to
make all internal reductions up to a marginal cost of $600/ton, or to within 20 percent
of its emission allowance allocation (or both), before purchasing any allowances, and
will optimize its strategy subject to these constraints or other trading rules. Any
system's over-control for allowance banking or trading (which are simulated
differently) may be limited to a certain total or marginal $/ton cost or to a certain
tonnage.

This flexible representation of allowance trading and banking makes it possible to treat
allowances allocated to utilities by the EPA, auction pool allowances, other traded
allowances, and banked allowances. Emission strategy targets and constraints affecting
simulated trading and banking behavior may be defined according to generic formulas
applicable to all systems or to classes of systems, or may be specified on a system-
specific basis to represent, for example, the announced policies or choices of those
particular systems. The present study has used more generic treatments to assess the
developing Phase II strategies, but could refine the criteria as the market evolves.

Final Results

Regardless of the kind of emission strategies being examined, ERAM's stage two
provides results on a unit, system (or other unit grouping), and national or regional
basis. The regional and system results describe overall emissions, emission reductions,
total costs, marginal costs, and allowance trading/banking. The unit results identify
which candidate emission reduction option was selected at each unit, making it
possible to characterize unit, system, and national results on the basis of the
information used to describe emission reduction options at each unit. This detailed
information, included in the L files output by the stage one simulations and input to
the stage two simulation (Figures A-l, A-2, and A-3) includes, for example:

• Capital, fixed O&M, variable and levelized costs, as well as capacity derates and
heat rate penalties — calculated separately for SO2 controls, particulate controls,
fuel and fuel switching, and all of these categories combined (with provision for
NOx control costs),

• Generation/capacity factor, capacity, revised heat rate,
• Ownership,
• Emissions (SO2, NOx, particulates),
• SO2 emission allowances,
• Emission control technologies and their removal efficiencies,
• Fuel information including costs, composition, and blend percentages.

The detailed unit by unit results can be inspected, organized, and linked to the broader
results characterizing overall system, statewide or national emissions, emission
reductions, costs, marginal costs, trading, and banking. The output, such as the supply
and demand curves presented in Figure A-5, yields a comprehensive set of results that
can be examined and interpreted at different levels of detail across aggregations based
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on owner utility, location state, unit size, unit age, control technology, fuel type,
marginal or average reduction costs, and so forth. As with any complex analytical tool,
the proper interpretation and analysis of ERAM's quantitative results is a critical
element in understanding and using its results.

Figure A-5. SO2 Emission Allowance Market Supply and Demand: Phase II
“Transition Conditions”
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Table A-1
RELATIVE FGD COST COMPARISON FOR A NEW 300 MW UNITa

Typical FGD Total $/Ton First Year Costs (19992 $)b

SO2 Power Capital SO2 Mills/kWh
FGD Technology Removal Use Required Removed Variabl

e
Fixed Fixed Total $/Ton

(%)(Ca/S) (%) ($/kW) (1992 $)d O&M O&M Charges Costs Removed
b

Chiyoda CT 121 90 @1.01 1.4 177 389 1.92 1.46 6.60 9.98 581

Lime spray Dryer 90 @1.50a 0.9 137 392 2.63 1.57 5.08 9.28 540

:Limestone Forced
Oxidation--LSFO

90 @1.10 1.7 170 424 2.11 2.02 6.31 10.44 607

Duct Spray Dryer 50 @1.50a 0.6 68 477 2.44 0.85 2.52 5.81 609

Furnace Sorbent
Injection -FSI

50 @2.00e 0.6 76 561 3.07 0.87 2.82 6.76 708

Duct-DSI 50 @2.00a 0.7 79 574 3.09 0.92 2.94 6.95 729

a300 net MW unit burning 2.6% sulfur, 13,100 Btu/lb Appalachian coal, 65% capacity factor. FGD: 2
operating absorbers and 1 spare @ 150 MW each. Net heat rate w/o FGD=9722 Btu/kWh. Particulate
upgrade costs calculated separately. EPRI assumptions: lime=$55/ton, limestone=$15/ton, sludge
disposal=$8.15/ton, power=50 mills/kWh, coal=$2/MMBtu, operating labor=$20/hr, air heater outlet gas
temp=277°F, equiv. excess air=37.1%. Site specific characteristics will affect these relative costs.

bFirst year cost. First year FCR=.212, discount rate=.115, inflation=.05 over 30 years. Corresponding
levelizing factors: fuel=l.668(30yr), O&M=l.6127(30yr), Levelized FCR=0.165.

CDoes not include flue gas reheat (which adds about 1% to energy consumption.)

dLevelized cost in January 1992 constant dollars. Book life=30 years, tax life=20 years. Levelized Fixed
Charge Rate=.106, discount rate=.062, inflation=0.0, (first year FCR=.141).

eBased on inlet SO2.
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TABLE A-2
RELATIVE RETROFIT FGD COST COMPARISON FOR

AN EXISTING 300 MW UNITa

Typical FGD Total $/Ton First Year Costs (19992 $)b

SO2 Power Capital SO2 Mills/kWh
FGD Technology Removal Use Required Removed Variable Fixed Fixed Total $/Ton

(%) (Ca/S) (%) ($/kW) (1992 $)d O&M O&M Charges Costs Removed
b

Lime spray Dryer 90 @1.50a 0.9 173 509 2.63 1.86 7.44 11.93 695

Chiyoda CT 121 90 @1.01 1.4 226 535 1.92 1.72 9.70 13.35 777

:Limestone
Forced
Oxidation--LSFO

90 @1.10 1.7 216 571 2.11 2.41 9.28 13.79 803

Duct Spray Dryer 50 @1.50a 0.6 85 577 2.44 0.98 3.64 7.06 740

Furnace Sorbent
Injection -FSI

50 @2.00a 0.6 94 671 3.07 1.01 1.06 8.15 854

Duct-DSI 50 @2.00a 0.7 99 691 3.09 1.08 4.25 8.42 882

a300 net MW unit burning 2.6% sulfur, 13,100 Btu/Ib Appalachian coal, 65% capacity factor. FGD: 2
operating absorbers and 1 spare @ 150 MW each. Net heat rate w/o FGD=9722 Btu/kWh. Particulate
upgrade costs calculated separately. Retrofit difficulty factor=1.27. EPRI assumptions: lime=$55/ton,
limestone=$15/ton, sludge disposal=$8.15/ton, power=50 mills/kWh, coal=$2/MMBtu, operating
labor=$20/hr, air heater outlet gas temp=277°F, equiv. excess air=37.1%. Site specific characteristics will
affect these relative costs.

bFirst year cost. First year FCR=.245, discount rate=.115, inflation=.05 over 15 years. Corresponding
levelizing factors: fuel=1.40(15yr), O&M=1.371(15yr), Levelized FCR-—0.192.

cDoes not include flue gas reheat (which adds about 1% to energy consumption.)

dLevelized cost in January 1992 constant dollars. Book life=15 years, tax life=15 years. Levelized Fixed
Charge Rate=.140, discount rate=.062, inflation=0.0, (first yr FCR=.174).

eBased on inlet SO2.
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TABLE A-3
REPRESENTATIVE NEW AND RETROFIT FGD ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS*

New Unit FGD 30 Year Life Retrofit Unit FGD 15 Year Life

Economic Input Variables: 5%/year
inflation

0%/year
inflation

5%/year
inflation

0%/year
inflation

Discount Rate (%/year) 11.53 6.24 11.53 6.24

First Year Fixed Charge Rate 0.212 0.141 0.245 0.174

Levelized Fixed Charge Rate 0.165 0.106 0.192 0.140

Book Life (Years) {Service life} 30 30 15 15

Inflation Rate (%/yr) 5.00 0.00 5.00 0.00

Escalation Rates:

O&M (%/yr) 5.00 0.00 5.000 0.00

Fuel (%/yr) 5.315 0.30 5.315 0.30

Levelization Factors:

O&M 1.6127 1.000 1.371 1.000

Fuel 1.6684 1.035 1.3997 1.021

Typical Retrofit

Difficulty/Miscellaneous
Adjustment Factor

1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3

*Parameters modeled include the required FGD removal efficiency to achieve a specific emissions rate,
number of operating absorbers, the number of spare absorber modules, absorber capacity, flue gas volume
including reheated flue gas, number of FGD operators, Ca/S reagent ratio, capacity and energy penalties,
particulate control costs and performance, coal switching derating and modification costs. Coal costs and
escalation rates are separately treated for each candidate coal.
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TABLE B-1
UTILITY PHASE I CLEAN AIR ACT COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES BY UNIT

Announced Phase I Compliance Plan (MW)

Coal Switching Retrofit No Other

Utility Station East West Trim FGD Action Comment

APS Harrison 1,920
Hatfield 1,465
Albright 139
Armstrong 348
Ft Martin 552 555

AEP Gavin 2,600
Muskingum
R

580 815 CAPP LS

Tanners
Creek

500 Mid Sulfur

Conesville 780 403 Gas
Breed 380 Retire 1994
Beckjord #6 417 CAPP <2#
Cardinal #1 592 Compliance Coal
Kammer 615 Mid Sulfur
Pickway 98 Gas

AL Power Gaston 1,929 CAPP Low Sulfur
Associated ECI Thomas Hill 285 PRB

New Madrid 1,200 PRB
Atlantic City BL England 160 129
BG&E Crane 376
Big Rivers REC Coleman 455 Mid Sulfur

Henderson II 315
Buckeye Power Cardinal #2-3 592 CAPP Compl
CIPS Coffeen 880 Low Sulfur ILB

Meredosia 179
Grand Twr 102

Centerior Ashtabula 244 Low-mid Sulfur
Avon Lk 580 Low Sulfur
East Lk 1,229 Low-mid Sulfur

CG&E Beckjord5 238 CAPP <2#
Miami Ft 5-7 743 CAPP <2#

Comm Ed Kincaid 1,100 IL Low
Consumers Campbell 610 Already CAPP
Dairyland Genoa 366 Already PRB
Duquesne Cheswick 566
EK REC Cooper 336

Spurlock#1 300
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)
UTILITY PHASE I CLEAN AIR ACT COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES BY UNIT

Announced Phase I Compliance Plan (MW)

Coal Switching Retrofit No Other

Utility Station East West Trim FGD Action Comment

Elec Energy Joppa 1,014 Blend PRB
Empire Asbury 212 Already PRB
GA Power Bowen 3,076 CAPP Low Sulfur

Hammond 785 CAPP Low Sulfur
McDonough 506 CAPP Low Sulfur
Wansley 1,740 CAPP Low Sulfur
Yates 1,110 156 CAPP Low Sulfur

# 1 CCT 1 Award
Gulf Power Crist 840 CAPP Low Sulfur
Illinois Power Baldwin 3 x 564 EAs Buy Allowances

Hennepin 280 EAs Blend PRB
Vermillion 96 EAs

IN-KY Electric Clifty Creek 1,086 Blend w Local
IPALCO Petersburg 657

Stout 637
Pritchard 100

Interstate Kapp 217 West Blend
IA Elec L&P Praire Creek 137

Sutherland 145 Blend
IA-IL G&E Riverside 178
IA Pub Serv G Neal #1 130 PRB Blend
IA Power Des Moines

#7
119 Shutdown 1985

IA Southern Burlington 207 PRB
KS BPU Quindaro 135
KS City PL Montrose 460
KU Ghent 504

Brown 380
Green Rv 110

LILCO Northpt #1-3 1,137 LS Oil #1-2, Dual
#3

LILCO P Jeff #3-4 387 LS Oil
MO Pub Serv Sibley 390
MS Power Watson 762
NYSEG Milliken 317 CCT4 Project

Greenidge 108
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)
UTILITY PHASE I CLEAN AIR ACT COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES BY UNIT

Announced Phase I Compliance Plan (MW)

Coal Switching Retrofit No Other

Utility Station East West Trim FGD Action Comment

Niagara-
Mohawk

Dunkirk 390

NIPS Bailly 480 CCT Proj
Mich City 469

NS Power High Bridge 180 West
OH Edison Burger 308 94 30% PRB/70% Base

Possible Blend
Edgewater 104 Retire
Niles 176
Sammis 1,500 LS-Units 5-7

OVEC Kyger Cr 1,048 PRB Blend Likely
Owensboro Elmer Smith 399
Penelec Conemaugh 1,700 Contract Awarded

Portland 400
Shawville 609
Seward 136 CCT

Penn P&L Brunner lsl 1,450
Martins Cr 290
Sunbury 230

PEPCO Morgantown 1,165
Chalk Pt 684

PSI Gibson 1,898 633 Blend @3 Units
Cayuga 990
Wabash R 753 265 CCT4 Award-IGCC
Gallagher 560

PSNH Merrimack 473 L-Sulfur
SIGECO Culley 342 46

Warrick 270 Co-fire gas (?)
Springfield James R #5 90 Possible Seasonal

Gas or Co-fire Gas
Tampa Electric Big Bend 1,236
TVA Cumberland 2,600 Contract awarded

Paradise 3 1,035
Shawnee 156 FBC Project
Allen 876
Colbert 1,284
Gallatin 1,089 PRB being

Reconsidered
J’ville 1,317
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TABLE B-1 (Continued)
UTILITY PHASE I CLEAN AIR ACT COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES BY UNIT

Announced Phase I Compliance Plan (MW)

Coal Switching Retrofit No Other

Utility Station East West Trim FGD Action Comment

Union Electric Labadie 2,242 Blend
Sioux 908 PRB Bld

VA Power Mt Storm 1,078 538 Unit #3
WEPCO Oak Cr 1,045 380 Retire#1-4
WPL Edgewater 333

N Dewey 215
Wisc Pub Ser Pulliam 133

Totals (net MW) 22,640 11,955 14,816 13,878 13,423 3,358
Total Phase I Affected Capacity (net MW) 80,080

Summary: 49,411 Switch/Blend Coal
13,878 Technology Control
13,423 No action

(net MW) 983 Retirement
2,385 Switch to Gas/Low Sulfur Oil
80,080 Total Phase I Affected Capacity 5/15/93
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TABLE B-2
POTENTIAL OR ANNOUNCED UTILITY RESIDUAL OIL UNIT CONVERSIONS

TO DUAL-FIRED CAPABILITY

Utility Operator Station Capacity 1991 Oil Burm
(000 bbl)

Status & Conversion
Date

BG&E Wagner #1 137 390 Likely

Boston Edison N Boston #1-21 760 3,910 Announced 1995

Central Hudson Gas and
Electric

Roseion #1-2 1,200 9,810 Announced 1992

Central Maine Wyman #3-4 737 1,930 Likely

Commonwealth Edison Collins #3-5 1,590 1,420 Announced 1993

Conn Light & Power Devon #7-8 216 810 Likely

Consolidated Edison Arthur Kill #2-3 826 840 Converted 1991

Consumers Power Karn #4 638 240 Announced 1993

Florida Power Corp Anclote #1-2 996 5,180 Announced 1995

Bartow #1-3 438 3,460 Likely post-1994

Jacksonville Electric Northside #1, 3 761 1,530 Announced 1992

Long Island Lighting Northport #3-4 761 6,600 #3 Likely

#4 Announced 1994

New England Electric Brayton pt #4 437 3,210 Converted 1991

Niagara Mohawk Oswego #5-6 1,696 6,940 Announced
1995/2000

Penn Power & Light Martins Cr #3-4 1,640 2,840 Likely

Philadelphia Electric Cromby #2 206 390 Announced 1995

Eddystone #3-4 760 820 Likely

Pub Service NH Newinton #1 422 2,540 Announced

United Illuminating Bridgeport #1-2 254 1,820 Likely

Total Conversion 14,475 53,870

1Existing dual-fred unit being converted to 100 percent gas-fired operation in 1995.

Source: EPRI Report TR-100157 Potential for Reduction in Utility Fuel Oil Consumption Using Natural Gas
(December 1991) by EVA and Jensen Associates and updated by EVA in September 1992 using recent utility
announcement data.
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TABLE B-4
a. REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF “ZERO COST” SURPLUS ALLOWANCES

GENERATED ANNUALLY: PHASE II TRANSITION SITUATION

NERC Region Excess Oil EAs
Excess Banked

EAs from Phase I

Excess Coal EAs
Due to SIP and

Clean Coal
Choices

Excess Coal EAs
Due to Phase I

Scrubbers

Projected Total
Annual Surplus

EAs*

NPCC 84,400 72,200 0 0 156,600

MACC (7,000) 41,300 0 0 34,300

ECAR 3,100 92,500 3,700 2,300 101,600

MAIN 1,400 58,600 1,000 0 61,000

MAPP 6,000 11,500 49,000 0 66,500

SERC 91,300 0 24,000 0 115,300

SPP 35,900 17,400 48,600 0 101,900

ERCOT 23,100 0 40,200 0 63,300

WSCC 83,800 0 154,100 0 237,900

TOTAL 322,000 293,500 320,600 2,300 938,400

* Excludes EPA auction pool allowances and EAs to create a 10% reserve.

b. REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF “ZERO COST” SURPLUS ALLOWANCES
GENERATED ANNUALLY: PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SITUATION

NERC Region Excess Oil EAs
Excess Banked

EAs from Phase I

Excess Coal EAs
Due to SIP and

Clean Coal
Choices

Excess Coal EAs
Due to Phase I

Scrubbers

Projected Total
Annual Surplus

EAs*

NPCC 109,600 0 2,500 0 112,100

MACC (6,700) 0 0 0 (6,700)

ECAR 3,600 0 7,200 3,200 14,000

MAIN 2,100 0 1,900 0 4,000

MAPP 1,900 0 86,500 0 88,400

SERC 120,800 0 34,300 0 155,100

SPP 38,600 0 93,200 0 131,800

ERCOT 25,800 0 62,400 0 88,200

WSCC 93,400 0 213,200 0 306,600

 TOTAL 389,100 0 501,200 3,200 893,500

* Excludes EPA auction pool allowances
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TABLE B-5
SIMPLIFIED RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COAL QUALITY

AND EMISSION ALLOWANCE PRICES

Corresponding Delivered Sulfur Premium
For Coal @ 12,500 Btu/lb

Allowance Market
Value

$/Ton SO2

$/Ton Coal
per % Sulfur

$/MMBtu Coal
per lb SO2/MMBtu

100 2.00 0.05

200 4.00 0.10

300 6.00 0.15

400 8.00 0.20

500 10.00 0.25

600 12.00 0.30

700 14.00 0.35

800 16.00 0.40

900 18.00 0.45

1,000 20.00 0.50
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FIGURE B-1
NORTH AMERICAN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL REGIONS
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TABLES OF PROJECTED RESULTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS:

PHASE I REGIONAL RESULTS

PHASE II SCENARIO DESCRIPTION

PHASE II NATIONAL RESULTS: TRANSITION SCENARIOS

PHASE II NATIONAL RESULTS: EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS

PHASE II REGIONAL RESULTS: TRANSITION SCENARIOS

PHASE II REGIONAL RESULTS: EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS
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TABLE C-1
PHASE I BASE CASE REGIONAL RESULTS (1995)
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TABLE C-1
PHASE I BASE CASE REGIONAL RESULTS (1995)

(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-2
PHASE II SCENARIO DESCRIPTIONS

“Equilibrium”

Type of Emission
“Transition”

(Draw Down Banked Phase
(Utilities’ Emissions

Balanced with Allowance
Allowance Trading I Allowances, Establish Allocations plus
between Utilities(1) Phase II Reserves) Net Trading)

No Inter-Utility
Trading

1 Scenario (N3) 1 Scenario (N1)

Perfect Trading
between Utilities

1 Basic Scenario (T3) and three
“allowance giut” variations (T2,
T4, T5) with faster drawdown
of banked EAs and/or less
reserve buildup

1 Scenario (T1)

Constrained Trading
between Utilities(2)

4 Scenarios: 25% savings hurdle
combined with no limit, 20%,
30% EA purchase limits (C2,
C4, C4a); 30% purchase limit
with no hurdle (C4b)

5 Scenarios: 25% savings
hurdle combined with no
limit, hurdle combined with
no limit, (C1, C3, C3a); 30%
purchase limit with no
hurdle (C3b); C5 like C3a but
with year 2010 EAs

 (1) Assumes perfect trading within utilities, and “business-as-usual” operation of announced
and almost all existing fossil fuel units.

(2) To represent a 25% savings hurdle, make all internal reductions up to $500/ton
(“Transition”) or $600/ton (“Equilibrium”) before buying EAs. Purchase limits are calculated
as a percentage of each buyer's basic Phase II annual EA allocation. However, reductions
above $1000/ton (1992 $) are always replaced by trades.
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TABLE C-3
NATIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)
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TABLE C-3
NATIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

(cont'd.)   
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TABLE C-4
NATIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)
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TABLE C-4
NATIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-5
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004) 1

NPCC - NORTHEAST POWER COORDINATING COUNCIL
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TABLE C-5
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004) 1

NPCC - NORTHEAST POWER COORDINATING COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-6
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

2 MAAC — MID-ATLANTIC AREA COUNCIL
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TABLE C-6
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

2 MAAC — MID-ATLANTIC AREA COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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Table C-7
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

3 ECAR — EAST CENTRAL AREA RELIABILITY COORDINATION AGREEMENT
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Table C-7
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

3 ECAR — EAST CENTRAL AREA RELIABILITY COORDINATION AGREEMENT
(cont’d)
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TABLE C-8
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

4 MAIN — MID-AMERICA INTERCONNECTED NETWORK
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TABLE C-8
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

4 MAIN — MID-AMERICA INTERCONNECTED NETWORK
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-9
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

5 MAPP — MID-CONTINENT AREA POWER POOL
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TABLE C-9
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

5 MAPP — MID-CONTINENT AREA POWER POOL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-10
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE !1 TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

6 SERC - SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL
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TABLE C-10
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE !1 TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

6 SERC - SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-11
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

7 SPP - SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
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TABLE C-11
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

7 SPP -SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-12
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

8 ERCOT — ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL OF TEXAS
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TABLE C-12
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

8 ERCOT — ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL OF TEXAS
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-13
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

9 WSCC — WESTERN SYSTEMS COORDINATING COUNCIL
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TABLE C-13
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II TRANSITION SCENARIOS (2000-2004)

9 WSCC — WESTERN SYSTEMS COORDINATING COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-14
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

1 NPCC - NORTHEAST POWER COORDINATING COUNCIL
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TABLE C-14
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

I NPCC - NORTHEAST POWER COORDINATING COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-15
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

2 MAAC — MID-ATLANTIC AREA COUNCIL
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TABLE C-15
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

2 MAAC — MID-ATLANTIC AREA COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-16
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

3 ECAR — EAST CENTRAL AREA RELIABILITY COORDINATION AGREEMENT
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TABLE C-16
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

3 ECAR — EAST CENTRAL AREA RELIABILITY COORDINATION AGREEMENT
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-17
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

4 MAIN — MID-AMERICA INTERCONNECTED NETWORK
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TABLE C-17
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II 'EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

4 MAIN — MID-AMERICA INTERCONNECTED NETWORK
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-18
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

5 MAPP — MID-CONTINENT AREA POWER POOL
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TABLE C-18
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

5 MAPP — MID-CONTINENT AREA POWER POOL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-19
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

6 SERC — SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL
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TABLE C-19
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

6 SERC - SOUTHEASTERN ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-20
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

7 SPP - SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
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TABLE C-20
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009) 7 SPP

— SOUTHWEST POWER POOL
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-21
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

8 ERCOT — ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL OF TEXAS
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TABLE C-21
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

8 ERCOT — ELECTRIC RELIABILITY COUNCIL OF TEXAS
(cont'd.)
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TABLE C-22
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

9 WSCC — WESTERN SYSTEMS COORDINATING COUNCIL
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TABLE C-22
REGIONAL RESULTS OF PHASE II EQUILIBRIUM SCENARIOS (2005-2009)

9 WSCC — WESTERN SYSTEMS COORDINATING COUNCIL
(cont'd.)
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APPENDIX D

Results From EPA's First Emission Allowance Auction

EPA's first emission allowance auction was held on March 29, 1993 by the Chicago
Board of Trade. The auction encompassed two types of SO2 emission allowances:
“spot” allowances which can be used beginning in 1995, and “advance” allowances
which cannot be used until the year 2000. In addition to EPA's auction reserve of 50,000
spot allowances and 100,000 tons of advance allowances, the auction also included
allowances offered by various utilities at set minimum sale prices. Overall, utilities
offered to sell 95,010 tons in the spot auction (at minimum prices ranging from $ 10-
1,900/ton) and 30,500 tons in the advanced auction (at minimum prices ranging from
$200-449/ton).

A summary of the bids is shown in Figure D-1. This first auction can best be described
as having only a few bidders, which offered low prices that were either equivalent to or
substantially below projected Phase I incremental avoided costs, in hopes of bargain
buying. In general, prospective buyers did not bid prices based upon discounted Phase
II avoided cost values, or, if they did, they used higher, risk-adjusted discount rates to
arrive at 1993 bid prices. Most utilities and fuel suppliers elected not to participate in
this first EPA auction, which may have contributed to the low successful bid prices. If
this reluctance to participate is attributable to utilities waiting for the emission
allowance market to mature, PUC/utility trading policies to develop, and/or
completion of Phase II compliance planning, future auction prices could rise, as more
utilities and fuel suppliers participate. However, if these low auction prices resulted
from utilities requiring a large savings margin to overcome market planning risks,
auction prices could continue to remain low until targeted savings margins decrease.

A few utilities offered to sell their own allowances in the auction (Figure D-2). Utilities
appeared to set minimum EA prices that reflected a much higher internal system Phase
II value and a reluctance to accept prices in line with lower Phase I incremental costs.
While EA supplies being offered voluntarily were limited (<2 percent of allocations),
the high set minimum sale prices resulted in only 10 tons being sold out of the 125,510
tons offered by utilities. Hence, without the EPA auction reserve pools, there would
have been no inter-utility trades for Phase I or Phase II allowances in this auction.
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FIGURE D-1. EPAG FIRST AUCTION BIDS IN 1993

The Spot Auction

In the spot bid auction for 1995 allowances, 106 individual bids for a total of 321,354
tons were received, of which 36 bids succeeded in purchasing the 50,010 available tons.
These numbers mask the fact that there were only 9 major successful utility bidders.
Several successful bids were multiple bids from a few groups vying at different price
levels or were small bids of only 1 to 3 tons by individual private investors and public
interest groups. As shown in Table D-1, 95 percent of the allowances were sold to 7
utility systems: Carolina Power & Light (26%), Kentucky Utilities (26%), Public Service
of Indiana (20%), Illinois Power (10%), American Electric Power (8%), Southern
Company (3%) and Hoosier Energy (2%).

The spot auction had few competitive bidders and the low level of participation could
have contributed to the low market price. Of the unsuccessful bids, few were serious
contenders (only 16 bids between $60-130/ton were for more than 1,000 tons), and
many of these could have been lower-priced bids from the successful bidders at higher
prices. Clearly, most utilities and fuel suppliers elected not to bid in the spot auction,
but instead decided to watch how the new market and PUC/utility policies towards
allowance trading develop.
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FIGURE D-2. UTILITY OFFERS TO SELL ALLOWANCES IN EPA'S
1993 AUCTION

The average successful spot allowance price was $156/ton with the minimum
successful bid at $131/ton. As is shown in Figure D-l, most (85%) of the successful bids
fell into a very narrow range between $150-175/ton, which is in the range of Phase I
incremental SO2 reduction costs for many utility systems and is below this study's
projected discounted Phase II incremental removal cost of $250/ton in 1995. Therefore,
the first auction spot prices showed that utilities either valued the purchases at
projected Phase I incremental costs or at a discounted Phase II removal costs with
approximately a $100/ton savings requirement or with a higher than 6 percent real
discount rate to reflect uncertainty, risk and lack of market information.11

The auction also demonstrated that utilities offering allowances for sale were
apparently unwilling to sell their own allowances at less than their own discounted
incremental Phase II removal cost. As Figure D-2 shows, 95,010 tons were offered by
utilities for the spot auction (less than 2 percent of the Phase I annual allocation).
However, only half were offered at prices less than $400/ton and a mere 10 tons were
offered at a price less than $200/ton. Therefore, without the EPA auction reserve, only
10 tons of spot allowances would have been traded! This large difference between bid
and ask prices reflects the current low volume, publicly announced inter-utility EA
trading market.

                                                
1Discounting the $400/ton allowance price ($1992) projected in this study for the year 2003 using a real
discount rate of 10 percent per year for 10 years yields a 1993 price of $154/ton.
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The Advance Auction

In the advance auction for year 2000 allowances, only 65 individual bids were received
for a total of 283,406 tons, of which 30 bids successfully purchased the 100,000 tons
available. As was true for the spot auction, the advance auction was dominated by a
few players: Carolina Power & Light (72%), Duke Power (25%), Cincinnati Gas &
Electric (1%), and Southern Company (1%). The limited number of bidders indicates
that most utilities, independent power producers and fuel suppliers elected not to bid.
Again, low participation may have contributed to the low price.

The average successful bid price was $136/ton, with the minimum successful bid at
$122/ton. As Figure D-1 shows, the bids for the year 2000 allowances were closely
matched to the spot auction bids. The average successful bid price was only $20/ton
lower than the equivalent average spot bid, which could be attributable solely to the
larger allowance reserve offered. Little premium (if any) appears to have been assigned
to the spot auction allowances, which could be used 5 years earlier (1995).

Of the successful advance auction bids, 97 percent fell into the range $ 120-160/ton. As
discussed above, this price range is reflective of either (i) lower Phase I allowance
values, (ii) a high savings requirement, (iii) a real discount rate between 1993 and 2000
in the neighborhood of 12 percent per year, or (iv) lower perceived Phase II allowance
prices than projected in this study.

The advance auction also demonstrated current utility desires to sell their own Phase II
allowances only if a clear profit could be obtained. 30,500 Phase II allowances or 0.3
percent of the Phase II allocations were offered. Not only were very few allowances
offered, but the minimum sale prices between $200-450/ton were above the prices that
bargain hunting bidders were willing to offer this year. The distribution of utility offers
to sell is shown in Figure D-2.
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TABLE D-1
SUCCESSFUL UTILITY BIDDERS IN EPA'S FIRST EMISSION ALLOWANCE

AUCTION (AUCTION HELD ON 3/29/93)


